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In photosystem I (PSI), the secondary electron acceptor is a phylloquinone (PhQ) molecule 
and occupies the so-called A1 binding site. PhQ, a naphthoquinone derivative with methyl and 
phytyl substituents, forms a single hydrogen bond (H-bond) via one carbonyl oxygen to the protein 
in PSI. Light-induced Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) difference spectra corresponding to 
electron acceptor A1 in PSI protein complex reconstituted with non-native quinones show the 
influence of the quinone-protein interactions in terms of vibrational modes. However, the 
interpretation of FTIR difference spectra is not straightforward; in particular, the origin of two 
noticeable separated carbonyls vibrational modes in the anionic states has not been elucidated. 
Theoretical spectra built upon the X-ray crystal structure using the multi-layer ONIOM 
technique have been developed to assist the assignment of FTIR bands associated with native and 
foreign quinones in the A1 binding site. Calculated and FTIR spectra remarkably agree when the 
H-bond network, including water molecules in the H-bonded carbonyl vicinity, is included in the 
molecular structure. The conformity suggests that the complex H-bond network between water 
molecules might modulate the vibrational bands of reduced PhQ (PhQ−) in the A1 binding site; 
consequently, quinones' observed splits between carbonyls vibrational modes in the A1 binding 
site are simulated. Furthermore, theoretical models along with experiments indicate that non-native 
quinones adopt a particular orientation with respect to the presence of the single H-bond in the 
protein in addition to their chemical structures and related substituents. 
Comparison between vibrational bands of PhQ− in the A1 binding site in PSI and the QA 
binding site of purple photosynthetic bacteria indicates that the unique H-bond pattern in the 
anionic state is the structural feature of the A1 binding site. In comparison, the formation of two 
H-bond interactions via carbonyl oxygen atoms of PhQ− in the QA binding site does not lead to the 
 
 
noticeable split and shift between two carbonyl vibrations. In contrast to the A1 binding site, 
calculations show that a polar and aprotic solvent model could be appropriate to simulate PhQ− and 
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1.1 Photosynthetic Reaction Centers 
Photosynthesis is the process of capturing and converting solar energy into chemical 
energy. The oxygenic photosynthetic process is crucial for developing and maintaining life on the 
earth due to producing molecular oxygen and reducing carbon dioxide. Plants, algae, and 
cyanobacteria perform oxygenic photosynthesis. However, energy conversion occurs without 
releasing the oxygen molecule in certain types of bacteria in an anoxygenic photosynthetic process. 
Despite the difference, energy conversion involves a series of charge-separation and electron 
transfer (ET) within a membrane-embedded pigment-protein complex in all photosynthetic 
reaction centers (RCs) [1, 2]. 
 Photosynthetic RCs in all species are classified into two main groups; type I and type II 
RCs are differentiated by the terminal electron acceptors' nature, although more differences present 
in structural features [3, 4]. Type I RCs consist of three consecutive Fe4S4 clusters as terminal 
electron acceptors [5] and operate at low redox potentials [6]. Type I RCs are homodimers in 
anoxygenic photosynthetic RCs [5, 7] and as heterodimers in cyanobacteria members [8]. Green 
and brown sulfur bacteria, Photosystem I (PSI) of oxygenic bacteria in cyanobacteria and plants 
are classified as type I RCs [6]. 
Type II RCs are heterodimers, and ET cofactors are bound to different transmembrane 
proteins [5]. The presence of (bacterio)pheophytin as a primary electron acceptor, a bound 
quinone, and a mobile quinone as the terminal electron acceptor are common in type II RCs. 
Moreover, type II RCs are characterized by a non-heme iron atom (Fe2+) that coordinates in the 
midway of two quinones [9]. Type II RCs operate at higher redox potentials than type I [6]. 





are examples of species that perform type II RCs [6]. In oxygenic photosynthetic organisms, two 
types of RCs, PSII and PSI operate in series [10]; however, anoxygenic photosynthetic organisms 
carry out only one type of RCs [11]. Among all photosynthetic bacterium, only cyanobacteria carry 
two types of RCs [12]. Evidence shows that all photosynthetic RCs evolved from a common 
ancestor [13]. More than three billion years ago, cyanobacteria evolved a light-driven enzyme that 
split water into molecular oxygen and hydrogen [14].  
The main concepts related to photosynthesis were established in the middle of the last 
century. Investigations on photosynthetic RCs have made a significant contribution to our 
understanding of ecological phenomena. Moreover, photosynthetic research is an essential factor 
in models used to predict our planet's future by simulation [15]. It should be noted that the 
photosynthetic process uses only a tiny fraction of solar energy for a high-efficiency outcome. 
Therefore, the investigation of new and clean energy sources, the design of artificial solar cells, 
and biofuel could be accelerated by resolving the unanswered aspects of the photosynthetic 
process. 
Photosynthesis is a multistep process, including the harvest of solar energy, excited states, 
the ET, and energy conversion. The ET in photosynthetic RCs consists of cofactors accepting and 
transferring the electrons within protein complexes [16]. The cofactors bind to specific pockets in 
proteins so-called binding sites [16]; it has been established that the protein binding sites are unique 
factors in controlling the rate and pathway of ET in RCs [16]. The nature of ET cofactors in 
photosynthetic RCs in terms of electronic, structure, and vibrational properties in the protein has 
been studied for decades. The position and function of quinones in ET chains have been fields of 





1.2 Quinones in Photosynthetic Reaction Centers 
Quinones play a significant role in diverse biological systems, including photosynthetic 
RCs, and operate as neutral, semiquinone (one-electron reduced), and quinol (two-electron 
reduced; also called hydroquinone). Most of the naturally occurring quinones in RCs belong to 
two classes of ring structures; a subclass of 1,4-naphthoquinone (NQ) or 1,4-benzoquinone (BQ) 
[17], whereas the ‘1,4’ refers to the para-position of two carbonyl groups on the quinonic ring 
(referred to as p-quinone also).  
Isolated quinones show limited redox properties in solutions depending on their number of 
conjugated rings and substituents [17]. In contrast, quinones in RCs display a range of redox 
properties due to interactions with the proteins [17]. It is assumed that the structure and interaction 
with the protein regulate quinones' redox property and functionality in RCs [18]. 
Phylloquinone (PhQ) is the secondary electron acceptor in PSI RCs and belongs to the NQ 
subclass operating as neutral and semiquinone. PhQ is synthesized in cyanobacteria, algae, and 
plants [19]. A pair of PhQ molecules interacting with similar local surrounding environments are 
available in the RC of PSI in two ET branches. The role of PhQ as the ET cofactor in PSI RC is 
well known [20]. Spectroscopic measurements indicate that both ET branches in PSI are active, 
but depending on the species, the kinetics of ET is different. 
Plastoquinone (PQ), a subclass of the BQ, binds to the QA and QB sites in PSII RCs. PQ is 
a key quinone in cyanobacteria and plants that shuttles electrons between membrane protein 
complexes [20]. It is assumed that PQ was invented by cyanobacteria in the evolution [20]. Two 
structurally similar quinones in PSII operate differently due to the binding interactions with the 





Ubiquinone (UQ), another subclass of BQ, presents in purple bacterial reaction centers 
(PBRCs) that are also classified as type II RCs.  UQ occupies the QA and QB binding sites in some 
species with different functionalities [6, 17]. Moreover, the QA binding site in PBRCs could be 
occupied by a menaquinone (MQ) molecule that structurally is close relative to PhQ [6, 22] (Fig. 
1-1). MQ is also present in type I RCs from heliobacteria [23] and green sulfur bacteria [24]. 
Structures of naturally occurring quinones in RCs are shown in Fig. 1-1.  
 
Figure 1-1 Chemical structure and partial ring numbering of native quinones in different 
photosynthetic RCs. PhQ: 2-methyl-3-phytyl-1,4-NQ. MQ: 2-methyl-3-nonaisoprenyl-1,4-NQ. 
UQ: 2,3-dimethoxy-5-methyl-6- (isoprenyl)n-1,4-BQ. PQ:  2,3-dimethyl-5-prenyl-l,4-
benzoquinone)-1,4-BQ. One isoprenoid unit of the side chains of UQ, MQ, and PQ is shown. The 
side chain might be made of up 9 to 10 units in UQ and MQ [25]. PQ contains up to 9 units of 
side-chain. 
 
Chemical structures of naturally occurring quinones in RCs show methyl or methyl and 
methoxy substituents in addition to two types of hydrocarbon side-chains, phytyl or isoprenoid 
units (Fig. 1-1). Spectroscopic techniques have been used to investigate the impact of side-chains 
and various substitutes on the properties of isolated quinones in vitro. Electron Paramagnetic 





showed the shift in BQs redox potential correlates with the nature and numbers of substituents 
[18]. 
The structural features of quinones in photosynthetic RCs have been investigated using 
various spectroscopic techniques, such as Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR), EPR, and electron-
nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) [25-27]. Extended experimental information on protein 
complexes with foreign and isotope-edited quinones has also been provided.  
The investigations aim to shed light on how the binding interactions control and tune the 
functionality of quinones in RCs. It has been suggested that the side-chain of quinones may have 
a role as an anchor in the binding pocket; while, redox properties of quinones in proteins are 
regulated by non-covalent interactions to the surrounding environment, such as hydrogen bond (H-
bond) via the carbonyl oxygen atoms and the rings of quinones [28]. FTIR difference spectroscopy 
has been used to study the vibrational properties of NQs and BQs regarding the presence of side-
chain and substitutes in the structure of NQs and BQs in photosynthetic RCs [25, 29].  
1.3 Photosystem I  
Photosystem I (PSI) is a large membrane protein that catalyzes the ET from the luminal to 
the stromal side of the thylakoid membrane via a chain of cofactors [30]. The X-ray structure of 
the trimeric PSI from cyanobacterium Thermosynecynechoccus elongatus (T. elongatus) has been 
obtained at 2.5 Å resolution in 2001[31]. Several PSI X-ray structures were obtained later [32-35]. 
PSI protein complex from T. elongatus comprises 12 subunits of protein in cyanobacteria [30], 
whereas the name of subunits, PsaA-F, PsaI-M, and PsaX, refers to their genes [30, 36, 37]. The 
two large subunits, PsaA and PsaB, comprise the central heterodimer in PSI [30]; the ET cofactors 





Cyanobacterial PSI exists in the photosynthetic membrane in trimeric and monomeric 
forms [38, 39]; however, cyanobacterial PSI is mostly in trimeric forms in vivo [30]. The ET chain 
in PSI was investigated by spectroscopic methods in past decades [30, 40]. Six chlorophyll 
molecules (Chls), two PhQs, and three Fe4S4 clusters constitute two ET branches; the pairs of 
molecules are related by a pseudo symmetrical axis in PSI RCs [30, 31, 38, 41]. The arrangement 
of ET cofactors in PSI from T. elongatus [31] is shown in Fig. 1-2a, 2b.  
 
Figure 1-2 a) A view of PSI protein subunits and cofactors in one picture. b) Arrangement of the 
ET cofactors in PSI RC. Pairs of Chl (pink) and PhQ (gray) molecules form two ET branches that 
cross at Fx (purple). Figure constructed from the 2.5 Å X-ray crystal structure of PSI isolated from 
T. elongatus (PDB:1JB0 [31]). 
 
Three pairs of Chls are present in PSI RCs. The 'special pair' of Chl a/a' is located at the 
luminal side of the membrane in the P700. The protein environment provides asymmetric binding 
interactions to Chl a and its epimer Chl a' [30, 42]. The second pair of Chl a (at the A-1, known as 
'accessory Chl) and third pair (at the A0 binding site) with similar interactions to protein in both 
branches have been reported [30, 31]. Sequence comparison between PSI protein complexes from 
cyanobacteria, green algae, and plants shows that the binding interactions between three pairs of 





A pair of PhQ occupies the A1 binding site in PSI RCs (refer to the A1A and A1B with respect 
to the A- and B- branches). Each PhQ forms a single hydrogen bond (H-bond) interaction to the 
protein via one carbonyl oxygen atom. The single H-bond formation of PhQ in PSI RCs contrasts 
with the interactions between quinones and proteins in other RCs since quinones in other RCs form 
H-bonds to the surrounding environments via two carbonyl oxygen atoms [43-45].  
The Fe4S4 clusters are the terminal electron acceptors in the ET chain of PSI. The first Fe4S4 
cluster is the so-called FX and is located in the center of the crossing of two branches [30]. The 
investigations of mutagenesis [46, 47] and kinetics [48, 49] show that the FX plays a prominent 
role in the ET in addition to an essential structural role in ET in PSI [30]. Studies provide strong 
evidence that both branches in PSI RCs are involved in ET [50]. However, the ET rate from the 
two branches is different. Why the identical structures of cofactors and similar binding interactions 
to proteins could lead to very different ET rates from both branches is unresolved yet. The FA and 
FB are also Fe4S4 clusters and terminal electron acceptors in PSI RCs [30].  
1.3.1  The A1 binding site 
A network of complex interactions, including H-bond and ligands, links cofactors and 
promotes the ET in RCs [51]. PhQ is the intermediate electron acceptor occupying the A1 binding 
site in PSI; two noticeable binding interactions for PhQ are as follows. 1) a single H-bond between 
the carbonyl oxygen atom adjacent to the phytyl tail of PhQ and backbone NH of leucine, 2) the 






Figure 1-3 An enlarged view of PhQ in the A1A binding site. The single H-bond between one 
carbonyl oxygen atom of PhQ and LeuA722 NH backbone is shown (dotted-green). Six water 
molecules in the vicinity of the binding pocket within 12Å of carbonyl oxygen atoms of PhQ are 
depicted (PDB:1JB0). 
 
It is assumed that the π-stacked arrangement destabilizes the negative charge in the reduced 
states and lowers the redox potential [17], whereas the H-bond interaction increases the redox 
potential of quinones in proteins. PhQ in the A1 binding site shows the lowest redox potential for 
the bound quinones. Thus, the single H-bond interaction of PhQ in the A1 binding site was 
suggested as the origin of its low redox potential [52]. Foreign and isotope-edited quinones could 
be substituted in the A1 binding site. Consequent to the replacement of quinones, the binding 
interactions in the A1 binding site are altered. Various spectroscopic methods have investigated 





corresponding to different quinones incorporated into the A1 binding site have been obtained in 
our lab.  
1.4 Purple Photosynthetic Bacteria 
Purple bacterial reaction centers (PBRCs) consist of four bacteriochlorophylls (BChl), two 
bacteriopheophytins (BPhe), two quinones, and a non-heme iron atom [6]. The ET cofactors 
arrange in two symmetrical branches [53] and bind to two major protein subunits L and M; the 
third subunit, H, is involved in the ET between two quinones [6]  (Fig. 1-4a, 4b). 
 
Figure 1-4 a) The protein and cofactors in PBRC from Rba. sphaeroides. b) Arrangement of the 
ET cofactors in the PBRCs. UQs (gray) are present in the QA and QB binding sites. Figure 
constructed from the 2.2 Å X-ray crystal structure of purple bacteria (PDB:1AIJ [54]). 
 
The function of PBRCs is to produce doubly reduced quinone (quinol) as a reductant to 
drive electron transfers in other membrane-bound units [6], and the ET pathway is entirely 
unidirectional [53]. The arrangement of cofactors of PBRCs from Rhodobacter (Rba.) sphaeroides 
is depicted in Fig. 1-4b. In PBRCs, two quinones occupy the QA and QB binding sites and function 





electrons from a bacteriopheophytin (BPhe) in the HA binding site to QB [22]. The QB acts as 
terminal electron acceptors [55]. Tightly bound QA serves as one-electron acceptor quinone 
(semiquinone) [22], but QB can accept two electrons (quinol) and functions as a mobile proton 
carrier [6, 56].  
1.4.1 The QA binding site  
The QA of PBRCs from Rhodobacter (Rba.) sphaeroides is ubiquinone (UQ), and from 
Blastochloris (Blc.; formerly Rhodopseudomonas) viridis is menaquinone (MQ) [6, 22]. The QB 
is a UQ molecule in all PBRCs [6]; however, it was reported that MQ occupies the QB binding site 
in Chloroflexus aurantiacus [6, 57]. Since the QA and QB could be structurally similar, different 
functionalities of quinones in the QA and QB should be originated from their local binding 
interactions [58, 59].  
 
Figure 1-5 Potential binding interactions for the QA in PBRCs. a) UQ molecule occupies the QA 
binding site in RCs from Rba. sphaeroides. The figure was generated using the 2.2 Å X-ray crystal 
structure (PDB:1AIJ)  [54]. b)  MQ occupies the QA binding site in RCs from Blc. viridis. The 
figure was generated using the 2.45 Å X-ray crystal structure (PDB:2PRC) [60]. Similar H-bond 
interactions between two carbonyl oxygen atoms of quinones in the QA binding sites and the 
surrounding environment were depicted. Possible H-bonds to the quinones and ligand to a non-






The enlarged view of possible interactions between QA and its surrounding protein 
environments from Rba. sphaeroides [54] and Blc. viridis [44] is depicted in Fig. 1-5, where UQ 
(Fig. 1-5a) and MQ (Fig. 1-5b) are the native quinones. X-ray crystal structures indicate similar 
H-bonds interactions for UQ and MQ at the QA. UQ and MQ form two H-bonds to the proteins; 
the carbonyl oxygen atom adjacent to the tail of quinones forms an H-bond to alanine, whereas the 
oxygen atom adjacent to the methyl makes the second one to histidine (Fig. 1-5).  
A wide range of quinones could bind to the QA [6]. FTIR spectra corresponding to the QA 
binding site have been obtained for Rba. Sphaeroides and Blc. viridis RCs reconstituted with 
different quinones, including PhQ, 13C-, and 18O PhQ [22]. Comparing vibrational frequencies of 
PhQ in the QA of PBRCs and the A1 of PSI may contribute to our understanding of quinone-protein 
interactions in various RCs. 
1.5 Vibrational Spectroscopy for the Study of Quinones in Protein Complexes 
Absorption or emission of electromagnetic radiation in the range of 102 to 104 cm-1 causes 
vibrations originating from chemical bonds of available molecules in a sample [61]. Infrared 
absorption causes the change in the vibrational energy levels of molecules; consequently, 
molecular vibrations occur due to the change in dipole moment. Molecular vibrations mostly 
appear as stretching (movement along the chemical bond axis) and bending (change in the bond 
angles) modes. A molecular vibration that some or all atoms vibrate at the same frequency is called 
a normal mode. The number of normal modes is equal to the vibrational degree of freedom of a 
molecule; There are 3N-6 normal modes for a nonlinear molecule that is constituted by N atoms. 
If we consider a diatomic molecule, molecular vibrations result in the distance changing 
between the atoms, whereas the restoring force (chemical bond) acts on the molecule. The 





and the mass (reduced mass) of both atoms that constituted the molecule (𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥 ∝
�𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
); consequently, associated frequencies with C-C, C=C, and C≡C chemical bonds 
display in different infrared spectral regions. Moreover, interacting with the environment has an 
impact on vibrations. Thus, molecular vibration provides information on the structure, electronic 
environment, and bonding [61].  
Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy is a widely used technique to obtain the 
infrared spectrum of solids, liquids, and gas samples [62]. In the technique, the raw data 
(interferogram) is translated into the spectrum using the mathematical process (Fourier transform) 
[63]. When the radiation hits the sample, part of the radiation could be absorbed [64]. The 
absorption causes molecular vibrations in the sample [64]. FTIR spectrum generally represents the 
chemical structures as functions of absorbance since various chemical bonds vibrate at specific 
frequencies on the spectral region. 
When a complex biological sample such as quinone in the protein is under investigation, 
the FTIR spectrum displays the overlapping and crowded bands due to vibrations of quinones and 
the protein. One solution to the problem is to record FTIR spectra before and after illumination. 
Upon illumination, quinone is reduced and turned into semiquinone; by subtracting the neutral 
spectrum (dark state; before illumination) from the reduced spectrum (light state; after 
illumination), a difference spectrum (DS) is constructed. In the light-induced FTIR DS, vibrational 
bands of quinone and semiquinone are distinguishable since the spectra subtraction effectively 
cancel protein bands. Moreover, upon reduction, the semiquinones’ bands shift to lower 
frequencies regions. Thus, FTIR DS displays the vibrational bands regarding the structure of 





1.6 Theoretical Techniques for FTIR Analysis 
1.6.1 ONIOM: Multi-layer molecular structures  
Since the mid-century 20th, computational chemistry has been employed to investigate the 
properties of molecules [65]. Molecular mechanics (MM) approaches are used to investigate the 
geometry of ground states for a large molecular structure such as proteins. The MM techniques 
based upon Newton’s laws treat atoms as masses and the chemical bonds as springs with sufficient 
defined spring constants regarding chemical bonds. The MM methods do not provide any 
information on the electronic structures; any detailed study of a molecular system requires 
quantum mechanical (QM) calculations. 
However, despite the development of super-computers and theoretical chemistry methods, 
it is still difficult and time-consuming to calculate the properties of complex biological systems 
using QM techniques purely [65]. Therefore, many efforts have been made to perform accurate 
calculations on a complex biological system [66, 67]. In this regard, hybrid methods that combine 
expensive and accurate QM with inexpensive but non-accurate MM methods for treating complex 
molecular systems have been developed [68]. Hybrid QM/MM methods benefit from the high 
accuracy of QM methods and the low computational cost of MM methods [68]. 
The QM/MM technique refers to a generic method of dividing a complex biological system 
into two fragments. Only a portion of the chemically crucial part of the system in the study is the 
so-called model system and is assigned to be calculated with an accurate and relatively expensive 
QM. The remaining structure is the real system and treats with a less expensive computational 
methods, such as molecular mechanics (MM) [65]. The interactions between two fragments are 







𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄⁄ = 𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 + 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 + 𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄−𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄                                                                                  Equation 1-1 
 
where 𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄/𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄  is the total energy of a two-layer QM/MM model, 𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄  is the energy of the model 
system at the QM level, 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄  is the calculated energy for the remainder of the structure at the MM 
level, and 𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄−𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄  is the interaction between two fragments and is added to the energy of the entire 
system. 
However, a conceptually different method from the generic QM/MM technique is the 
ONIOM. ONIOM stands for “our Own N-layered Integrated molecular Orbital molecular 
Mechanics.”  It is one of the most popular, successful, and easy to implement hybrid QM/MM 
methods for treating complex molecular structures [68]. One key feature of the ONIOM method 
is a simple linear extrapolation procedure, which allows the ONIOM method to be further extended 
to two-layer ONIOM, three-layer ONIOM, and any other principle n-layer n-level-of-theory 
methods [65, 66, 68]. Fig. 1-6 illustrates layer and energy assignments in a two-layer ONIOM 
molecular structure for PhQ and its local protein environment. The energy of the two-layer 
ONIOM model is defined by Eq. 1-2.  
𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑄𝑄 = 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 + 𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 − 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄                                                                                 Equation 1-2 
   
where EONIOM is the energy of a two-layer ONIOM model, ERealMM  is the energy of the entire system 
in the MM level (including the atoms of the QM system, but treated at the MM level), 𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 is 
the energy of selected fragment at the QM level, and 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄  is the doubly counted region at the MM 






Figure 1-6 The concept of layer and energy assignments in a two-layer ONIOM model. Atoms in 
the model system are shown as ball and bond, and in the real system shown as thin lines. 
 
Hydrogen atoms could connect the individual layers in the ONIOM in the linked atom 
approach [65]. The environmental charge of the MM layer could be added to the QM Hamiltonian 
and improve the interaction between the two layers [65]. In the Gaussian, the ONIOM Electrostatic 
Embedding (EE) is implemented [70]. In employing three-layer ONIOM techniques, two ways are 
possible to include the EE in optimization steps [66].  
The ONIOM technique provides the calculation of energy, the gradient of energy, and the 
Hessian; thus, geometry optimization, vibrational analysis, and molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulations could be performed [65, 67]. The Hessian in ONIOM is constructed from two different 
levels of theory and is well defined by Eq. 1-3 [67]. 
𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑄𝑄 = 𝐻𝐻𝑄𝑄𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 + 𝐽𝐽2𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 𝐽𝐽 − 𝐽𝐽2𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 𝐽𝐽                                                                   Equation 1-3 
where 𝐻𝐻𝑄𝑄𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄  is the Hessian of the QM layer,  𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄  is the Hessian of the real system, and 𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄  
is the Hessian of QM layer calculated at the MM layer; J is the Jacobian matrix that transfers the 
coordinate systems [67]. 
The theoretical models based on normal modes calculations were extensively employed to 





how the vibrational modes shift due to structures of substituents on quinones [71]. Simple 
molecular models consisting of H-bond partners (quinones + truncated residues/water molecule) 
contribute to our knowledge of carbonyl bands' sensitivity to the H-bond interactions [21, 72, 73]. 
However, it was suggested that the neglect of the protein in the molecular structure does not lead 
to realistic interpretations of experimental data [67, 74]. 
ONIOM techniques have been applied on bound pigments in proteins and provided reliable 
geometry and energy calculations for NMR, EPR, and excitation properties [66, 70, 75-78]. 
Moreover, vibrational frequency calculations have been performed based on ONIOM geometry 
optimized structures, and the calculated spectra were employed in the interpretation of FTIR data 
[67, 74, 79, 80].  
It is assumed that the influence of protein environment on the vibrational bands is mainly 
classified as the electrostatic effect. The charge and polar residues in addition to H-bond 
interactions contribute to the environmental effect. The carbonyl vibrations are sensitive to the 
electrostatic effect [67]. Thus, intending to reproduce the FTIR spectra for native and foreign 
quinones in the PSI protein complex, a question should be raised at this point: which binding 
interactions may govern the vibrational properties of quinones in protein environments? 
1.6.2 Solution phase models 
Vibrational frequency analysis for quinones in their local protein environments needs 
supportive information on the structural features of their substituents. Experimental solution-phase 
data provides valuable information on the influence of the removal/addition of substituents [81] or 
isotope-editing [58] on the vibrational frequencies of NQs and BQs without the protein 
disturbance. Moreover, obtained vibrational modes of quinones in a range of polarity and proton 





[28]. Analysis of absorption bands obtained with NQs and BQs in vitro has aided the interpretation 
of quinones’ bands in PBRCs [82], PSI [81], and PSII [29]. 
Neutral, one-electron reduced, and isotope-labeled quinones were modeled in solvents to 
study the impact of homogeneous environments on the calculated frequencies, whereas no 
particular interactions, such as H-bond with the environments, are defined. Vibrational frequencies 
of NQs and BQs were calculated in solvents considering various polarities and proton activities, 
such as Tetrahydrofuran (THF), carbon tetrachloride (CCl4), methanol, and ethanol. The solvent 
was considered using the integral equation formalism (IEF) of the polarizable continuum model 
(PCM) [83] as implemented using default parameters in Gaussian 16 [84]. The structures of 
quinones were constructed upon references or downloaded from X-ray structures. Geometry 
optimizations and frequency calculations were undertaken for quinones in the solvents. 
1.7 Thesis Overview 
This dissertation aims to study the structural properties of the quinones in the RCs, 
specifically, of the secondary electron acceptor A1. The available high-resolution X-ray crystal 
structures determine the position of the A1 in protein, and FTIR data provide evidence for the 
binding interactions in terms of vibrational bands for native and substituted foreign quinones in 
the protein complex. We employed ONIOM techniques to model and described the spectroscopic 
features from a theoretical perspective. The current chapter has introduced the background 
information on the photosynthetic RCs. The function and molecular composition of quinones in 
the RCs are outlined. The theoretical ONIOM technique that is used in the following chapters has 
been introduced as well.  
ONIOM molecular structures were built upon the X-ray crystal structure of PSI from T. 





developed in terms of the size of the entire model or the selection in various layers gradually. The 
influence of the inclusion/exclusion of residues and water molecules in two- and three-layer 
ONIOM models on the calculated vibrational frequencies have been investigated. Foreign NQs 
were modeled in the A1 binding site considering different orientations in the protein. Calculated 
frequencies were employed in the bands’ assignments and substitutes’ orientation assessment if 
the calculated spectra agree with the experiment.  
Comparison between vibrational frequencies of structurally similar quinones in different 
binding sites could contribute to our understanding of quinone-protein interactions in various RCs. 
Hence, calculations were performed based on the X-ray crystal structure from Rba. Sphaeroides 
[54] with PhQ and its related isotope-edited in the QA binding site. Calculated frequencies were 
also compared to the available FTIR data [22]. The following chapters of the dissertation are 
arranged as follows and cover parts of the investigations. 
In Ch. 2, two classes of multi-layer methods were considered. In the first, PhQ and several 
nearby amino acid residues were considered at a single QM level of theory. The rest of the atoms 
were considered at a MM level. Second, PhQ and several nearby amino acid residues were 
modeled using two separate QM levels of theory. The calculations suggest that the three-layer 
method is superior to the two-layer method. Calculated spectra obtained using the three-layer 
method are considerably simpler to assess since only vibrational modes associated with the 
quinone need to be considered. In addition, in the three-layer method, vibrational mode potential 
energy distributions can be calculated, allowing a direct assessment that individual molecular 
groups of the quinone molecule make the normal mode in question.  
In Ch. 3, a three-layer ONIOM method has been used to calculate the vibrational properties 





A1 binding site of PSI. Calculated spectra for both the neutral and reduced quinones are compared 
to FTIR DS. For the reduced quinones, the calculated and experimental spectra agree well. In a 
previous study that utilized a three-layer ONIOM method, the calculated spectra for the reduced 
quinones did not agree well with experimental spectra [81]. The improvement has been made by 
the size extension, whereas several (six) water molecules that are in the vicinity of the quinones in 
the A1 binding site are included in the molecular structure. The inclusion of water molecules in the 
molecular model improves the agreement between calculated and experimental spectra for both 
semiquinones. However, a lack of solid experimental data for the neutral quinones precludes a 
similar comparison.  
In Ch. 4, to simulate obtained FTIR DS using PSI protein complex with several different 
quinones incorporated into the A1 binding site, a two-layer ONIOM model has been developed. 
Previous two- and three-layer ONIOM calculations made it impossible to simulate multiple DS 
and double-difference spectra (DDS) adequately. So, the computational approach outlined in Ch. 
4 is an improvement over previous molecular structures. It is shown that the calculated spectra can 
vary depending on the details of the used molecular model. Specifically, a molecular model that 
includes several water molecules that are near the incorporated semiquinones is required. 
Calculations are performed for PhQ, 18O-PhQ, 2MNQ, 18O-2MNQ, and a di-substituted and 
symmetric 1,4-NQ (DMNQ; dimethyl-1,4-NQ).  Calculated and experimental DS and DDS are in 
remarkable agreement for the studied semiquinones. 
In Ch. 5, to assess whether the experimental spectra are specific to different orientations of 
quinones and their substituents, ONIOM vibrational frequency calculations were undertaken. 
Various orientations of AcQ and Lpc and their side-chain conformations in the A1 binding site 





butenyl)-1,4-NQ. Comparison of calculated and experimental spectra for the reduced quinone 
suggests that the orientation for the NQ ring in the binding site and specific side-chain 
conformations can be identified based on the spectra. In native PSI, PhQ in the A1 binding site 
binds with its phytyl chain ortho to the H-bonded carbonyl group; this is not the case for the 
hydrocarbon tail of AcQ, which is meta to the H-bonded carbonyl group. In contrast, Lpc in PSI 
binds with its hydrocarbon tail, also ortho to the H-bonded carbonyl group. Furthermore, the 
agreement between calculated and experimental spectra indicates which conformations the 
acetoxy group of AcQ and the hydroxy group of Lpc adopt in the A1 binding site. 
 In Ch. 6, vibrational frequencies of one-electron reduced PQ (PQ−) in the A1 binding site 
of PSI are computed by employing a two-layer ONIOM model. PQ, a benzoquinone derivative 
with two methyl and one isoprenoid substituents, is the native secondary electron acceptor in the 
QA of PSII. The QA binding sites in PSII and the A1 in PSI provide different H-bonding patterns to 
PQ. However, in the mutant PSI protein complex, a PQ molecule occupies the A1 binding site. 
Calculated and experimental spectra for PhQ− and PQ− in the A1 binding site agree on the 
frequency shift due to the replacement of PQ in the A1 binding site and indicate that vibrations of 
carbonyl groups of PQ− in the A1 binding site are not coupled. The non-H-bonded carbonyl of PQ− 
is downshifted with respect to the corresponding molecular group of PhQ. In contrast, the H-
bonded carbonyl vibration is upshifted in comparison to the similar carbonyl of PhQ. On the other 
hand, available experimental data indicate that PQ− in the QA binding site in PSII displays an FTIR 
band due to coupled carbonyl vibrations ~ 10 cm-1 downshifted compared to the FTIR band 
obtained for PQ− in the A1 binding site. The differences in protein-quinone interactions for PQ in 
the A1 and QA binding sites that could be the origin of the frequency shift of PQ− in two protein 





In Ch. 7, calculated vibrational frequencies using the ONIOM method were compared to 
available FTIR DS for the QA binding site of PBRCs from Rhodobacter sphaeroides reconstituted 
with PhQ, 18O-, and 13C-PhQ.  The influence of the surrounding environment on the carbonyl 
vibrations of PhQ− in the QA binding site in PBRCs and the A1 binding site of PSI was compared. 
Calculated spectra for unlabeled and isotope edited PhQ− in a relatively polar and aprotic solvent 
were also undertaken. Calculated ONIOM and solution spectra remarkably agree with the FTIR 
DS, suggesting that the overall binding interactions of PhQ− in the QA binding site lead to similar 
vibrational bands in a polar environment. In contrast to the QA site, the vibrational frequencies of 
PhQ− in the A1 binding site are not comparable to the solution spectra.  
While this dissertation focuses on molecular details of quinone-protein interactions to 
elucidate the unique structural features linked to the redox properties of the A1 electron acceptor 
or the ET process in RCs, a series of new questions in this respect emerge. Some of the questions 
followed by preliminary data are offered in the outlook section. This study has been developed 
based upon the previous studies and calculations [74, 85] intending to modify the theoretical aspect 
or promote our understanding of quinones binding interactions in RCs, whereas the failure in the 
simulations, and the success, paved the way for research; Some successful calculations were 











2 VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCY CALCULATIONS OF PHYLLOQUINONE IN THE 
A1 BINDING SITE: LAYER SELECTION IN ONIOM METHODS 
2.1 Introduction 
A PhQ molecule (2-methyl-3-phytyl-1,4-naphthoquinone) occupies the A1 binding site in 
PSI. PhQ in PSI is one of the most reducing quinones in biology [17]. This unique characteristic 
is a result of interactions of PhQ with its surrounding protein environment. The crystal structure 
suggests that the C1=O group of PhQ in the A1 binding site is free from hydrogen bonding (H-
bonding), whereas the C4=O group is H-bonded to the backbone NH group of a leucine residue 
(Fig. 2-1). In this study, we have used two and three-layer ONIOM methods [70] to perform 
geometry optimization associated with PhQ in the A1 binding site. Bond lengths and angles 
associated with atoms involved in H-bonding are compared in the two methods. Calculated (Anion 






Figure 2-1 Schematic of PhQ in the A1 binding site in PSI. Hydrogen bonding to the backbone of 
a leucine residue (LeuA722) is shown. Partial ring numbering of PhQ is also indicated. 
 
Previously, we have shown that the calculated vibrational properties of pigments in the 
gas-phase or in solution do not adequately model the vibrational properties of the same pigments 
in a protein binding site [74, 81, 86]. Any realistic calculation needs to involve the protein 
environment at some level. In recent years ONIOM (Our own N-layered Integrated molecular 
Orbital and molecular Mechanics) type QM:MM methods have become popular [70]. Here we 
have used two (ONIOM-2) and three (ONIOM-3) layer methods to geometry optimize (energy 
minimize) molecular models associated with PhQ in the A1 binding site in PSI. In these models 





other atoms treated at the MM level. In ONIOM-2 calculations the energy of the system is 
expressed via equation (1) [70]. 
𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑄𝑄−2 = 𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 (𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒) +  𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 (𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒) − 𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 (𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒)                                                         (Equation 2-1) 
 
Where the real system is the entire system containing all the atoms, and the model system contains 
only the atoms treated at the QM level. 𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑄𝑄−2 is the energy of a two-layer ONIOM model, 
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 (𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒) is the energy of the entire system at the MM level, 𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 (𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒)  is the calculated energy 
for the model system at the QM level and 𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 (𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒)  is the calculated energy of the model system 
at the MM level.  
In ONIOM-3 calculations the energy of the system is given by equation (2) [70]. 
𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑄𝑄−3 = 𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 (𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒) +  𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄−𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑙 (𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒) − 𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 (𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒) +  𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄−ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖ℎ (𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒) −
𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄−𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑙 (𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒)                                                                                                                (Equation 2-2) 
 
Where 𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑄𝑄−3 is the calculated energy of a three layer ONIOM model, 𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 (𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒) is the energy 
of the entire system at the MM level, 𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄−𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑙 (𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒) is the calculated energy for the 
intermediate layer at QM low level, 𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 (𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒)  is the calculated energy for the intermediate 
layer at MM level, 𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄−ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖ℎ (𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒)  is the calculated energy for the model at QM-high level, and 
𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄−𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑙 (𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒)  is the calculated energy for the model system at QM-low level. 
Fig. 2-2 shows schematically the layer selection in the ONIOM-2 and -3 methods. The PhQ 
molecule and several selected residues were treated at a QM level in the ONIOM-2 method. 
Extending upon the ONIOM-2 method, the PhQ molecule by itself is treated at a higher QM level, 






Figure 2-2 Partitioning of the system and layer definition in ONIOM-2 and -3 methods [65]. 
 
After optimization, the QM layer of ONIOM-2 and the highest QM layer of ONIOM-3 
were extracted and used in harmonic normal mode vibrational frequency calculations. Calculations 
were undertaken for the PhQ in both the neutral and anion states allowing (Anion – Neutral) 
infrared DS to be calculated and compared to corresponding FTIR DS. 
2.2 Materials and Methods 
2.2.1 Molecular model construction 
  Molecular models were constructed using the X-ray structure of cyanobacterial PSI at 2.5 
Å resolution (PDB entry 1JB0) [31]. All atoms within10 Å of both oxygen atoms of PhQ in the 
A1A binding site were selected. PhQ is the only cofactor present in the constructed model. The 





to the molecular model using GaussView 6 [87]. From this molecular structure, PhQ and parts of 
its immediate protein environment were selected to be treated at a QM level. The residues were 
chosen so as to be similar to that used in ONIOM calculations of the magnetic spectroscopic 
parameters of PhQ in PSI [78]. LeuA722, TrpA697, PheA689, SerA692 and MetA688, in addition 
to part of AlaA721 and SerA723 are considered at the QM level in ONIOM-2 calculations. The 
protonation states of amino acid side chains (neutral pH and room temperature) were checked and 
adjusted where necessary. 
2.2.2 Computational details 
For geometry optimization, heavy atoms of the protein side-chains and backbone are constrained. 
The heavy atoms of the quinone, as well as all hydrogen atoms, are unconstrained. Electronic 
embedding was employed [67]. The link atom approach was used to link the QM and MM layers [65]. 
For ONIOM-2, following geometry optimization, the QM layer was extracted, and missing 
hydrogen atoms were added. This extracted layer with added hydrogens was reoptimized at the 
same QM level with all heavy atoms constrained. The final optimized structure was then used in 
vibrational frequency calculations at the same QM level as the optimization. In ONIOM-2, QM 
level calculations were undertaken using density functional theory (DFT) employing the B3LYP 
functional and the 6-31G(d) basis set. 
 For ONIOM-3 calculations, the quinone, which is treated at the highest QM level, is 
extracted and vibrational frequency calculations are undertaken at the same QM level. For the 
semiquinone (anion) state, the charge on the high and intermediate QM layers is set to -1. In 
ONIOM-3 calculations the quinone was treated using DFT employing the B3LYP functional and 
the 6-31G+(d) basis set. The lower QM layer was treated using the B3LYP functional and the 6-





 In ONIOM-3 calculations the protein backbone and sidechain atoms are constrained. 
However, the calculated spectra based on ONIOM-3 method do not depend much on whether the 
heavy atoms of the amino acid side-chains are unconstrained or constrained [81]. This is a useful 
observation indicating one possible approach to decrease computational cost. 
All calculations described here were undertaken using Gaussian16 software [84]. The 
atomic displacements calculated for each normal mode can be animated using GaussView 6. The 
most prominent contribution of molecular groups to these normal modes can be assessed visually. 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
2.3.1 Calculated geometrical parameters 
  In the x-ray crystal structure, the distance between the carbonyl oxygen atom of PhQ 
(attached to C4, see Fig. 2-1) and the backbone nitrogen atom of LeuA722 is 2.694 Å. Given this 
distance such H-bond would be considered as moderately strong, and contain mostly contributions 
from electrostatic interactions [89]. In the following we will use the nomenclature ‘A-H…B’ to 
describe the three atoms involved in H-bonding, with A/B being hydrogen donor/acceptor, 






Figure 2-3 ONIOM-2 (A) and -3 (B) molecular models used in calculations. Hydrogen atoms are 
not shown. Two/three layers are obvious in (A)/(B). 
 
For H-bonding the bonding angles should also be considered [89]. Bond lengths and angles 





and N (of LeuA722) is increased in both neutral optimized structures compared to the distance 
found in the crystal structure, although less so in ONIOM-3 calculations. In ONIOM-3 optimized 
structures the N…O4 distance decreases 0.012/0.109 Å for PhQ−/PhQ, respectively. For ‘A-H…B’ 
type H-bonds, bond angles between 130° and 180° usually indicate moderately strong H-bonds, 
while angles greater than175° are classified as strong H-bonds [89]. Both ONIOM methods, for 
both neutral and reduced states would therefore indicate strong H-bonding. 
Table 2-1 Bond lengths (in Å) and angles for the PhQ N-H⋯O4 H-bond calculated using ONIOM-
2 and -3 methods.  Neutral/anion state are in black/red text, respectively.   
Neutral 
Anion 

















Crystal Structure (1JB0) − − 2.694 − 
 
2.3.2 Calculated spectra 
Vibrational frequency calculations were used to construct (Anion – Neutral) FTIR DS. The 
calculated FTIR DS obtained using ONIOM-2 and -3 methods are compared in Fig. 2-4. Because 
atoms of the protein were constrained in the geometry optimization, several negative frequencies 
were calculated. In general, when negative frequencies are calculated the optimized geometry is 
at a saddle point on the potential energy surface. However, if the calculated 
negative frequency is low, the geometry is converged to a local minimum. Calculated negative 
frequencies and their intensities from both ONIOM models are listed in Table 2-2. The number of 
calculated negative frequencies (and their intensity) is dramatically decreased in ONIOM-3 





at −180 cm-1, and has very low intensity. It is mainly due to a twisting mode of a methyl group and 
does not involve the PhQ C=O or C=C groups (Table 2-2). 
It is unlikely that employing methods to produce an optimized structure that is free of 
negative frequencies will alter the spectra in Fig. 2-4, and it is therefore reasonable to ignore these 
calculated negative frequencies. Previously we have undertaken calculations in which different 
sets of atoms were constrained or unconstrained during geometry optimization and have found that 
differing numbers of negative frequencies are calculated. However, the calculated infrared spectra 
in the spectral regions of interest (1300-1800 cm-1) were unaltered, reinforcing the idea that it is 
reasonable to ignore calculated negative frequencies, particularly if the frequencies are low and 
one is interested in high frequency, high intensity, normal modes. 
Table 2-2 Calculated negative frequencies in both ONIOM methods. neutral/anion state are in 
black/red text, respectively. 
Neutral 
Anion 














The spectra in Fig. 2-4 obtained using both methods are noticeably different. This is due 
mainly to the fact that normal modes of amino acid molecular groups contribute to the spectra in 
ONIOM-2 calculations. The contribution of vibrational properties of protein to the calculated 
normal modes of PhQ in ONIOM-2 is depicted in Fig. 2-5. 
 The calculated vibrational frequencies associated with the C=O groups of PhQ and 
PhQ− are listed in Table 2-3. Experimentally, the observed FTIR band at 1654 cm-1is due to a C1=O 
vibrational mode of PhQ [90]. A band at 1495 cm-1 in experimental spectra is also known to be 





1. For PhQ−, a C=O mode is calculated at 1429-1432 cm-1, which is partly due to a C4=O vibration, 
especially in ONIOM-3 calculations. 
 From visual observation of animations of the calculated normal modes, in ONIOM-2 
calculations, the mode at 1495 cm-1 is predominantly due to an antisymmetric coupled vibration 
of both C=O groups (Table 2-3 and Fig. 2-5). However, in ONIOM-3 calculations this mode is 
predominantly a C1=O vibration, with some coupling to CH wagging modes (Table 2-3 and Fig. 
2-5). 
Table 2-3 Calculated C=O vibrational mode frequencies (in cm-1) and intensities (in km/mol) 
obtained using ONIOM-2 and -3 methods. Calculated frequencies for neutral/anion state are in 
black/red text, respectively. Quinone numbering as in Fig. 2-1. 
Abbreviations: s; symmetric, as; asymmetric; (𝛿𝛿) C-H wagging. 





























Figure 2-4 Calculated FTIR DS obtained using ONIOM-2 and ONIOM-3 methods. Calculated 
frequencies are scaled by 0.966/0.977 for the neutral/reduced state in ONIOM-3, respectively. 
Frequencies are scaled by 0.958/0.964 for the neutral/reduced state in ONIOM-2, respectively. 
These scale factors fix the position of the C1=O mode of the neutral/anion state at 1654/1495 cm-
1, respectively. 
 
In both ONIOM-2 and -3 calculations, for both neutral and reduced PhQ, the C4=O mode 
intensity is considerably less than the C1=O mode intensity. In ONIOM-2/3 calculations for neutral 
PhQ, the C1=O mode is 17/25 cm-1 higher than the C4=O mode, respectively. For PhQ− the C=O 
mode separation is 63-65 cm-1. Why it is so much higher for the anion state compared to the neutral 
state is not entirely clear, but one suggestion seems to be that the H-bonding comes on strong in 






Figure 2-5 Visual assessment of the selected vibrational modes of PhQ using GaussView 6. The 
red arrow shows the C=O group's vibrations of PhQ. Only the quinone molecule is included at the 
highest QM level in ONIOM-3. Vibrational frequencies of quinone are coupled to many 
vibrational groups of the protein (thin lines) that were treated at the QM level. Neutral/anion state 
are in black/red text, respectively (See Table 2-3). 
 
In ONIOM-3 calculations only the quinone molecule is included at the highest QM level. 
This QM level involves the use of diffuse functions (the “+” in the 6-31G(+)d basis set), which are 





ONIOM-2 calculations, because many atoms in the vicinity of PhQ are included at the QM level, 
the calculation of vibrational frequencies becomes more expensive, and thus a lower level basis 
not involving diffuse functions is used. 
Fig. 2-5 indicates that vibrational frequency analysis is difficult using the ONIOM-2 
method as the calculated vibrational frequencies of quinone are coupled to many vibrational groups 
of the protein that were treated at the QM level. We do note, however, that this complication can 
be minimized when ONIOM-2 calculations are used to construct isotope edited FTIR DS. This 
was demonstrated previously where ONIOM-2 methods were used to calculate (18O –16O) isotope 
edited FTIR double difference spectra for PSI with PhQ incorporated [80]. 
Another advantage of the ONIOM-3 method that also stems from the fact that the quinone 
atoms are treated separately at a higher QM level, is that it is possible to calculate potential energy 
distributions [91] to quantitatively assess the contribution that different molecular groups of the 
quinone make to the normal modes. Normal mode analysis bases on calculated potential energy 
distributions for PhQ in PSI were presented previously [81]. 
2.4 Conclusions 
For neutral PhQ in the A1 binding site in PSI, ONIOM-3 calculations predict a C1=O mode 
near1654 cm-1, with a lower intensity C4=O mode downshifted 25 cm-1, due to H-bonding. In 
ONIOM-2 calculations the downshift is only 17 cm-1. Thus, the asymmetry in H-bonding is higher 
in ONIOM-3 calculations. The mode compositions also differ in the two types of calculations, 
however. 
For PhQ− in PSI, both types of calculation predict a 63-65 cm-1 separation between the 
C1=O and C4=O groups. Thus, both calculations predict a very strong H-bond to the C4=O group. 





advantages allowing easier implementation and assessment of data. The ONIOM-3 approach also 






















3 VIBRATIONAL PROPERTIES OF QUINONES IN THE A1 BINDING SITE OF 
PHOTOSYSTEM I CALCULATED USING A THREE-LAYER ONIOM METHOD 
3.1 Introduction 
 In photosystem I (PSI) photosynthetic reaction centers light induces the transfer of 
electrons via a series of acceptors across a biological membrane [40, 92]. One of the intermediates 
in the electron transfer chain is a protein bound phylloquinone (PhQ) molecule that occupies the 
so-called A1 binding site [40]. X-ray structures from different strains indicate very similar 
structural details for PhQ in the A1 binding site and surrounding amino acids [31, 32, 93]. These 
crystal structures show that PhQ is asymmetrically hydrogen bonded (H-bonded), with the C1=O 
group being free from H-bonding while the C4=O group is H-bonded to the backbone nitrogen 
atom of a leucine residue (Fig. 3-1A). In attempts to model this asymmetric H-bonding, gas phase 
calculations for PhQ in the presence of an H-bonding water molecule or truncated leucine residues 
have been undertaken (Fig. 3-1A). [90]. These simple H-bonded PhQ models allowed a first 
interpretation of the experimental spectra. However, these models do not account for contributions 
from the charged environment near PhQ. Such local charges are important for reproducing 
experimental data [67].  
  It is now well established that in PSI complexes isolated from menB− mutant cells, non-
native quinones can be incorporated into the A1 binding site [94, 95] and time-resolved FTIR 
difference spectroscopy (DS) has been used to study PSI particles with many different quinones 
incorporated [27, 73]. The goal of the work presented here is to develop a computational method 
to simultaneously simulate FTIR DS obtained for PSI with many different quinones incorporated.  
One can even parse the molecular system by considering a three-layer system where the 





at a lower QM level of theory, and more distant atoms are treated at a molecular mechanics (MM) 
level of theory [65, 66, 96]. The three-layer approach is implemented in Gaussian16 software [84]. 
ONIOM is an acronym for our Own N-layered Integrated molecular Orbital and molecular 
Mechanics model [65, 96]. Such a three-layer approach offers some desirable advantages. For 
example, a three-layer ONIOM method allows the calculation of normal-mode potential energy 
distributions (PEDs) for the bound quinones; This allows a more quantitative interpretation and 
assessment of bands in the experimental spectra [81].  
  Previously, we attempted to simulate FTIR DS for PSI with PhQ and 2MNQ incorporated 
into the A1 binding site using a three-layer ONIOM model [81]. Spectra calculated using this 
model, however, did not simulate well the experimental spectra for reduced states of both quinones 
(semiquinones) in the A1 binding site. Progressing from this previous study, here we consider a 
more extensive molecular model that now includes several water molecules in the QM-low layer. 
The newly included water molecules are likely important as they are conserved in all of the 
available crystal structures. We show here that their inclusion leads to an improved simulation of 
experimental FTIR DS.  
3.2 Materials and Methods  
  The molecular model was constructed using the X-ray structure of cyanobacterial PSI at 
2.5 Å resolution (PDB entry 1JB0) [31]. The model consists of atoms that are within 12 Å of either 
carbonyl oxygen atom of PhQ (Fig. 3-1A). The phytyl tail of PhQ was truncated to a 5-carbon unit 
(CH2CHC(CH3)2). Hydrogen atoms were added to the molecular model using GaussView6  [87]. 
Standard protonation states were used for all amino acids. All heavy atoms of amino acid residues 





atoms, were unconstrained. We have shown previously that the calculated results do not depend 
much on whether amino acids’ side chains were constrained or unconstrained [81].  
  The QM-high layer, includes only atoms of the bound quinone (Fig. 3-1A). The QM-high 
calculations were undertaken using hybrid DFT methods, employing the B3LYP functional and 
the 6-31+G(d) basis set. It was shown that this combination is appropriate  for calculations of 
semiquinones [90]. The QM-low layer consists of LeuA722; TrpA697; PheA689; SerA692, and 
MetA688; part of AlaA721, SerA723, IleA724; and six water molecules (Fig. 3-1A). The QM-low 
layer is treated using B3LYP functional and the 6-31G(d) basis set. A similar selection of residues, 
without inclusion of water molecules, was considered previously [81, 97]. 
  The third layer consists of atoms of all remaining residues (Fig. 3-1A), and is treated at the 
MM level of theory using UFF [88]. The QM-low layer was connected to the MM layer using the 
link atom approach [65]. For modeling 2MNQ in the A1 binding site, the truncated tail of PhQ is 
replaced by a hydrogen atom (Fig. 3-1C). Only the specific orientation of 2MNQ with the methyl 
group meta to the H-bond was chosen, as this appears to be the orientation adopted in PSI [81, 98, 
99]. The structure and numbering of PhQ/2MNQ is shown in Fig. 3-1B/C, respectively. 
  In the designed three-layer ONIOM model, the QM-high layer consists of quinone. While 
the negative charge should be considered over the quinone to model the reduced state (the negative 
charge affects the quinonic ring and two carbonyl groups mainly). The QM-low layer highly 
interacts with the QM-high layer also. Indeed, for modeling one-electron reduced state at the QM-
high layer using the three-layer ONIOM methods, two choices have been suggested [66]. In the 
first option, the QM-low and QM-high layers might have the same negative charge assignment 





layer includes a negative charge assignment [66]. In the second choice, the negative charge has 
been accurately included in the calculations at the QM-high layer [66]. 
  In this research, we selected the first choice, whereas the calculated spectrum based on two 
options are the same (not presented here). It is noticeable that if we select a charge of -1 at the 
QM-high layer and a charge of zero at the QM-low layer, calculated vibrational frequencies do not 
simulate the semiquinone properties (not presented here). Based on the protonation of residues in 
the entire molecular structure and overall charge of the amino acids in the structure, the MM layer 






Figure 3-1(A) Model used in three-layer ONIOM calculations. Quinone atoms are treated at the 
QM-high level and are shown as ball and bond. The nearby environment of PhQ is at the QM-low 
level and is shown as tubes. The remainder of the atoms are treated at the MM level and are shown 
as thin sticks. H-bond is shown in green. Hydrogen atoms are not shown. Six water molecules are 







  Following geometry optimization of the quinones in the binding site, the optimized 
quinones were extracted and considered separately for normal mode vibrational frequency 
calculations. This approach was employed successfully for previous two-layer [74] and three-layer 
[81] ONIOM calculations. Although atomic displacements can be animated using GaussView 6 
software, and the most prominent contribution to the normal modes can be assessed visually, 
calculated potential energy distributions (PEDs) allow a more quantitative assessment of the 
contribution of different molecular groups to the normal modes. PEDs were calculated using 
VEDA [100]. 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
Previously we have established that PhQ− gives rise to bands at 1494 and 1414 cm-1 in 
time-resolved FTIR DS [80, 81, 101, 102]. Only two intense vibrational frequencies were 
calculated for PhQ− also. Consequently, the two intense calculated vibrations of PhQ−  were shifted 
to the observed frequencies. A 0.9739 factor from 1600 to 1420 cm -1, and a 0.9965 factor from 
1460 to 1390 cm -1 scaled the calculated anion frequencies. Two individual shifted spectra were 
merged to produce the calculated scaled anion spectrum (1600 -1390 cm -1) at the next step. For 
the neutral PhQ, no band has been confirmed by the experimental data, so, we scaled the neutral 
spectrum undertaking an arbitrary factor (0.9662). Calculated frequencies (scaled) and mode 
assignments are listed in Table 3-1.  
Scaled calculated spectra for both the neutral and reduced quinone states were then used to 
produce a calculated “reduced minus neutral” FTIR DS for PhQ (Fig. 3-2a) and 2MNQ (Fig. 3-
2b). The corresponding FTIR DS are also shown in Fig. 3-2. By subtracting the FTIR DS obtained 
for PhQ from that obtained from 2MNQ, a (2MNQ – PhQ) double difference spectrum (DDS) is 





distinguish quinone from protein bands. The corresponding FTIR DDS is also shown in Fig. 3-2d. 
The standard error in multiple repeated experiments is shown shaded in Fig. 3-2d.  
Neutral quinones display intense absorption due to C=O and C=C vibrations in the ~1670-
1580 cm-1 region [58]. Semiquinones display absorption at lower frequencies, in the ~1550-1400 
cm-1 spectral region [58]. Below we will discuss the anion and neutral bands in each spectral region 
separately. 
Table 3-1 Calculated normal modes (in cm−1) and intensities (in km/mol) for neutral and reduced 
PhQ and 2MNQ in the A1 binding site. The neutral frequencies are scaled by 0.9662. In the anion 
region two scaling factors are used (0.9739 so that the intense calculated and experimental bands 
match near 1495 cm-1, and 0.9965 so that intense calculated and experimental bands match near 
1415 cm-1). Experimental bands are indicated in italics. Mode assignments and calculated PEDs 
(in parenthesis, in %) are indicated. Abbreviations: ν, stretching; δ, bending; a, aromatic ring. 
PhQ Int. PED 2MNQ Int. PED 
1658 200.2 𝑣𝑣(C1=O) (82) 1668 174.7 𝑣𝑣(C1=O) (80) 
1610 63.8 𝑣𝑣(C4=O) (17) + 
𝑣𝑣(C2=C3) (39) 
1633 129.0 𝑣𝑣(C2=C3) (38) + 
𝑣𝑣(C4=O) (20) 
1597 60.0 𝑣𝑣(C4=O) (40) + 
𝑣𝑣(C2=C3) (26) 
1594 39.8 𝑣𝑣(C2=C3) (19) + 






𝑣𝑣(C4=O) (12) + 
𝑣𝑣(C2=C3) (26) + 
𝑣𝑣(C−C)a (23) 




𝑣𝑣(C4=O) (17) + 
𝑣𝑣(C−C)a (36) 
1561 61.5 𝑣𝑣(C−C)a (36) + 
𝑣𝑣(C4=O) (20) 
1561 61.5 𝑣𝑣(C−C)a (36) + 
𝑣𝑣(C4=O) (20) 
   
PhQ− Int. PED 2MNQ− Int. PED 
1520 56.2 𝑣𝑣(C1−⃛O)  (14) + 
𝑣𝑣(C2=C3) (14) + 
(C-C)a (12) 








296.8 𝑣𝑣(C1−⃛O) (51)+ 
𝑣𝑣(C1−C2) (10) 
1435 30.4 𝑣𝑣(C4−⃛O) (23)    
1415 
(1415) 
186.7 𝑣𝑣(C4−⃛O) (24) + 




159.5 𝑣𝑣(C4−⃛O) (45) 
 






3.3.1 Neutral bands 
 Calculations for neutral PhQ indicate an intense band at 1658 cm-1 (Fig. 3-2a) which is 
due to the C1=O stretching vibration (82%) (Table 3-1). The corresponding mode for neutral 
2MNQ is calculated 10 cm-1 higher, at 1668 cm-1 (80%) (Table 3-1). The calculated frequencies 
for the C1=O vibration for the neutral quinones agree with previous calculations [81], and the 
extended QM layer considered here did not change this result. 
The C1=O vibration gives rise to a difference band at 1658(+)/1668(−) cm-1 in the 
calculated DDS (Fig. 3-2c). However, such a difference band is not observed in the experimental 
FTIR DDS.  At present it is unclear if the lack of observation of a clear C1=O difference feature in 
the experimental DDS is due to PhQ and 2MNQ in PSI having a C1=O mode at similar frequency, 








Figure 3-2 Calculated “reduced minus neutral” DS for PhQ (a, black) and 2MNQ (b, red) in the 
A1 binding site. Corresponding experimental (Α1− − Α1) FTIR DS are also shown (dotted). 
Calculated (c) and experimental (d) (2MNQ – PhQ) DDS obtained by subtracting the spectra in 
(a) from that in (b). Shading in (d) is the standard error obtained from repeated measurements. 
Frequencies calculated for neutral quinones are scaled by 0.9662. Frequencies calculated for 
semiquinones are scaled by 0.9739 and 0.9965. Further TR FTIR DS experiments on PSI with 
PhQ and 2MNQ incorporated have been undertaken recently, and the experimental spectra shown 
here are updated versions from that shown previously [81]. 
 
For both neutral quinones the C4=O group is calculated to contribute significantly to several 
normal modes (Table 3-1). The most obvious feature in the calculated DDS in Fig. 3-2c is the 
1610(+)/1633(−) difference band, and this feature is calculated to be due to, at least in part, a C4=O 
vibration.  However, the calculated difference feature has an even greater contribution from the 
C2=C3 stretching vibration (39-40%) (Table 3-1). 
The calculated DDS in the neutral region (~1670-1580 cm-1) in Fig. 3-2c differs from the 
DDS calculated in previous three-layer ONIOM calculation using a simpler molecular model (see 




















































Fig. 3-4 and S5 in [81]). The differences in the DDS in the two studies arise mainly because of 
differences in calculated frequencies and mode compositions associated with the C4=O group. So, 
the inclusion of water molecules near the quinone has quite a profound influence on the calculated 
molecular modes of the incorporated (neutral) quinones. Such a conclusion is of some importance, 
as it sheds some light on what should be included in molecular models being used for future 
ONIOM calculations.  
As found above for the C1=O DDS feature, the calculated 1610(+)/1633((−) difference 
feature in the DDS appears not to be obvious in the experimental FTIR DDS. Again, this could be 
partly due to limitations in the signal to noise ratio in the experiment.  
3.3.2 Anion bands  
For PhQ− in the A1 binding site, an intense band is calculated at 1494 cm− 1 (Fig. 3-2a). 
The PED calculations show this band is due mainly to the C1−⃛O stretching vibration (43%) (Table 
3-1). The corresponding mode for 2MNQ− is calculated 13 cm− 1 higher, at 1507 cm− 1 (51%). 
These modes give rise to the 1507(+)/1494(−) cm− 1 feature in the calculated DDS (Fig. 3-2c). 
Although the composition of the calculated normal modes is slightly altered, similar mode 
assignments were suggested previously [81]. In addition, the calculated DDS feature is in good 
agreement with experiment (compare Fig. 3-1c and 3-1d). 
For PhQ−, the calculated normal mode at 1415 cm−1 contains a 24% contribution from the 
C4−⃛O stretching vibration, and also contributions from other molecular groups (Table 3-1). The 
corresponding mode for 2MNQ− is calculated at 1433 cm-1 where the C4−⃛O vibration contributes 
~45% to the normal mode (Table 3-1). These modes give rise to the 1433(+)/1415(−) cm−1 feature 
in the calculated DDS (Fig. 3-2c). Although the composition of the calculated normal modes were 





In the anion region (~1550-1400 cm-1), the calculated and experimental DDS are in 
excellent agreement (compare Fig. 3-2c and 3-2d). However, in the previous work, the 
predominantly C4−⃛O vibration of both 2MNQ− and PhQ− were calculated at 1426 cm−1 with the 
mode of 2MNQ− having greater than double the intensity of the corresponding mode of PhQ− [81]. 
Calculations undertaken using the simpler molecular model (without water molecules) did not 
simulate the tangible band-shift from 1429 to 1415 cm-1 (~14 cm-1) of the experimental data. 
Therefore, based on the simpler model (with 100% error; calculated by percentage error formula), 
it was difficult to rationalize the result, as pointed out previously [81].  
The current model suggests ~18 cm-1 upshifting for the replacement of 2MNQ in the 
molecular model (28.5% error; calculated by percentage error formula). Consequently, the current 
simulated band-shift is considered as an improvement respecting to the former. It should be noted 
that the band-shift in DDS due to the replacement of the quinones in the molecular structure is 
independent of the scaling factors, whereas multiple scaling factors make the straightforward 
comparison between the calculated and FTIR DDS.  
So, although the two calculations yield somewhat similar spectral profiles, the calculations 
using the current molecular model predict very different mode frequencies and intensities. Mode 
frequencies and intensities that are in line with experiment, however. The present calculations are 
clearly an improvement over previous calculations in this respect.   
The calculations reported here indicate that the semiquinone C−⃛O modes are separated by 
74-79 cm-1. Such a large downshift could suggest a very strong H-bonding to the semiquinone 
C4−⃛O group.  Such asymmetric H-bonding to the quinone in the A1 binding site has been reviewed 
previously [17]. Such highly asymmetric H-bonding is unlike that found for quinones in the QA 





It was suggested that the presence of water molecules near the H-bonded carbonyl group 
of the quinone in the A1 binding site might have an impact on the strength of the H-bond [26]. We 
show here that such water molecules impact the normal modes, and hence electronic structure of 
the bound quinone, and molecular interactions with water molecules are necessary to adequately 
simulate the experimental spectra. However, calculations using molecular models without these 
additional water molecules might also predict a strong asymmetric H-bonding. So it is unclear 
exactly how or if these water molecules contribute to strong H-bonding.  What is clear is that 
molecular interactions with water molecules are necessary to adequately simulate the experimental 
FTIR DDS. 
Here we show that the inclusion of water molecules in the QM-low layer of a three-layer 
ONIOM calculation leads to better agreement between calculated and experimental DDS (Fig. 3-
2c/3-2d). The inclusion of six water molecules (18 atoms) in the QM-low layer considerably 
increases the computational effort required in the geometry optimization step. So one goal for 
future work could be to include the water molecules in the QM-low layer but decrease the size of 
the QM-low layer by establishing which amino acids can be removed without undue influence on 
the calculated spectra.  
3.4 Conclusions 
We optimized the geometry of PhQ and 2MNQ in the A1 binding site using a three-layer 
ONIOM method. This method allows the calculation of PEDs, which gives quantitative insight 
into normal mode composition. In comparison to our previous molecular models, the size of the 
molecular model considered here was extended to include six water molecules, that were included 
in the QM-low layer. Our calculations indicate that the inclusion of water molecules has a 





quinones. In contrast, the vibrational properties of the non-H-bonded carbonyl groups of both 
























4 CALCULATED VIBRATIONAL PROPERTIES OF SEMIQUINONES IN THE A1 
BINDING SITE IN PHOTOSYSTEM I 
4.1 Introduction 
In photosynthetic oxygen evolving organisms, solar energy is captured and converted in 
two separate membrane-spanning protein complexes called photosystem I and II (PS I and II). In 
both photosystems, light initiates the transfer of electrons, via a series of protein bound pigments, 
across the thylakoid membrane [105]. In PSI a phylloquinone molecule (PhQ) occupies the A1 
binding site [40, 106], and acts as an intermediary in transferring electrons from A0 to FX (Fig. 4-
1A). The PhQ (2-methyl-3-phytyl-1,4-naphthoquinone) that occupies the A1 binding site in PSI 
has an extreme redox potential (Em ~ −700 mV) [17].  The structural details of the A1 binding site, 
and relevant pigment-protein interactions that bestow such a unique property to the bound PhQ are 
poorly understood [17]. 
In PSI electron transfer (ET) can occur down either of two nearly symmetric branches, 
called the A- and B-branches [50]. The geometry of the ET cofactors in PSI are outlined in Fig. 4-
1A. Following light excitation ET results in the formation of the P700+A1− secondary radical pair 
state within ~50 ps [40, 50]. ET from PhQ− to FX in PSI at room temperature (RT) is biphasic and 
is characterized by time constants of ~25 and 300 ns which are due to ET down the B- and A-
branches, respectively [27, 40, 107]. The factors responsible for such a difference in time constants 
is not entirely clear [108].  
  At low temperature (LT, 77 K) ET in PSI occurs predominantly down the A-branch [109], 
and the main observable process in repetitive laser flash experiments is the recombination of the 
P700+A1A− radical pair state, with a lifetime of ~340 µs [27]. Experimentally, we have taken 





(P700+A1A− − P700A1A) FTIR difference spectra (DS). In this study TR (P700+A1A− − P700A1A) 
FTIR DS are presented for PSI complexes with three different quinones incorporated into the A1 
binding site.  
  The structure of PhQ in the A1A binding site, along with nearby amino acids is outlined in 
Fig. 4-1B, which is further discussed below.  The structure of PhQ on the B-branch is similar [30].  
Fig. 4-1B shows the C1=O group of PhQ is free from H-bonding, while the C4=O group is H-
bonded to the backbone NH group of LeuA722. The oxygen atoms of seven nearby water 
molecules (numbered 1-7) are also shown.  Three of these water molecules (numbered 1-3) could 
be part of an H-bond network involving the backbone oxygen/nitrogen of SerA723/AlaA721, 
respectively. These water molecules are conserved in all available PSI crystal structures [31, 33, 
110], therefore they likely serve an important structural function, and should be included in most 
types of quantum chemical calculations of the properties of quinones in the A1 binding site. In this 
manuscript we show that these water molecules are crucial components that need to be included 
in molecular models that are constructed in order to produce calculated spectra that agree well with 
all of the different experimental spectra.  
  FTIR DS has been widely used to study pigments in protein binding sites [111-119]. TR 
FTIR DS at 77 K has been shown to be a useful technique for studying PSI with different quinones 
incorporated into the A1 binding site [80]. The spectra obtained are complex, however, with many 
overlapping bands from multiple molecular components. To aid in the assignment of the 
experimentally observed bands, a computational method that can simulate pigment-protein 
interactions is required.  Previously, density functional theory (DFT) based vibrational frequency 
calculations of asymmetrically H-bonded quinones has been a valuable aid in interpreting 





account for the protein environment surrounding the quinone [67, 74]. The impact of the 
environment on the vibrational modes of pigments can be studied by employing a two-layer 
ONIOM method [67, 120]. 
 
Figure 4-1 (A) Arrangement of the ET cofactors in PSI.  (B) View of PhQ in the A1A binding site. 
The A1B binding site is similar. H-bonding between the NH backbone of LeuA722 and the C4=O 
oxygen atom of PhQ is shown (green). The oxygen atoms of seven nearby water molecules are 
also shown. Figure was generated using the 2.5 Å X-ray crystal structure of PSI from 
Thermosynechococcus. elongatus (T. elongatus) (PDB 1JB0) [31]. (C) Two-layer molecular 
model used in ONIOM calculations. QM layer atoms are shown as ball and bond.  MM layer atoms 
are shown as sticks. Hydrogen atoms are not shown. The oxygen atoms of the seven water 
molecules shown in (B) and (C) are: (1) A5018, (2) A5055, (3) A5031, (4) A5030, (5) A5043, (6) 
A5015, and (7) A5007. Water molecules (1), (2) and (3) were included in the QM layer. 
Carbon/nitrogen/oxygen atoms are grey/blue/red, respectively. (D) ONIOM calculated bond 







In this manuscript TR (P700+A1A− – P700A1A) FTIR DS at 77 K are obtained for PSI with 
PhQ, 2MNQ and DMNQ incorporated, and for PSI with 18O labeled PhQ and 2MNQ incorporated. 
The band structure in the many different spectra contains a wealth of information on the structural 
properties of the bound quinones. This structural information can be accessed through 
interpretation and assignment of the bands in the spectra. To aid in spectral band interpretation and 
assignment we have used a two-layer ONIOM-type QM:MM method to calculate the vibrational 
properties of the different incorporated quinones. The molecular model used is considerably 
expanded compared to that used in previous calculations, especially in terms of the atomic 
composition of the QM layer. Using this more extensive molecular model we show a remarkable 
agreement between all calculated and experimental spectra. 
4.2 Materials and Methods 
4.2.1 Sample preparation 
PhQ and 2MNQ and all other chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as 
received. Quinones were incorporated into the A1 binding site using menB− PSI particles from 
S6803, as described previously [121]. In this manuscript we will refer to the binding site as A1, 
and the quinone in the binding site will be referred to by name. 2-methyl,3-phytyl-1,4-
naphthaquinone (PhQ) and 2-methyl-1,4-naphthaquinone (2MNQ) with both carbonyl oxygen 
atoms 18O labeled were prepared and isotope incorporation levels were assessed as described 
previously [121].  
2,3-dimethylnaphthoquinone (DMNQ) was synthesized from 2,3-dimethylnaphthalene as 





PSI particles at 77 K were collected using a Bruker Vertex 80 FTIR spectrometer, as described 
previously [73].  
4.2.2 FTIR spectral acquisition 
Microsecond time-resolved step-scan (TRSS) FTIR DS, at 4 cm−1 spectral resolution, for 
the different PSI particles at 77 K were collected using a Bruker Vertex 80 FTIR spectrometer, as 
described previously [73]. Global analysis of the TRSS FTIR DS was undertaken using Glotaran 
[123]. The TRSS FTIR DS were fitted globally to multi-exponential functions, and decay-
associated spectra (DAS) were constructed. At 77 K, the P700+A1− charge recombination has a 
lifetime of ~240–340 μs, and the DAS with such a lifetime we call (P700+A1− – P700A1) FTIR 
DAS, and it is these DAS that are presented in this manuscript. As indicated previously [81], this 
global analysis procedure allows an easy separation of the signals of interest from heating induced 
artefactual signals that decay in ~15 μs (see Fig. S4 in reference [81]).  
4.2.3 Molecular model construction 
Molecular models were constructed using the PSI crystal structure 
from Thermosynechococcus elongatus (PDB file 1JB0) [31]. PhQ in the A1A binding site was 
chosen. The molecular model consists of atoms that are within 12 Å of either carbonyl (C=O) 
oxygen atom of PhQ. This is a much larger molecular model than that considered previously [81]. 
The phytyl tail of PhQ was truncated to a 5-carbon unit [CH2CHC(CH3)2. Hydrogen (H) atoms 
were added to the molecular model using GaussView 6 software [87]. Standard protonation states 
were used for all amino acids (amino acids included in the molecular model, and their charge state, 
are listed in Table 4-3). 
Water molecules, and heavy atoms of the quinones, as well as all hydrogen atoms, were 





outlined in Fig. 4-1C. For modeling 2MNQ/DMNQ in the A1 binding site, the truncated tail of 
PhQ is replaced by a hydrogen atom/methyl group, respectively. We have undertaken calculations 
for 2MNQ in the binding site with its methyl group both ortho and meta to the H-bonded C4 O 
group. The backbone of AlaA721, LeuA722 and SerA723 (only the nitrogen atom) were included 
in the QM layer (Fig. 4-1C). Water molecules numbered 1–3 in Fig. 4-B/C are involved in a 
complicated H-bond network and are also included in the QM layer. 
4.2.4 Calculations 
ONIOM calculations were undertaken using Gaussian 16 software [84]. QM level 
calculations were undertaken using hybrid DFT methods, employing the B3LYP functional and 
the 6-31+G(d) basis set. This combination has been shown to be appropriate for optimization and 
vibrational frequency calculations of semiquinones [86, 90]. The MM layer was treated using UFF 
[88]. The QM and MM layers were connected using the link atom approach [65]. Geometry 
optimization of the two-layer model was undertaken using ONIOM methods employing electronic 
embedding (EE), which allows the electrostatic potential of the surrounding atoms to be included 
in the QM wave function [67]. 
The molecular model that was geometry optimized using ONIOM methods was then used 
in vibrational frequency calculations undertaken using the ONIOM method employing mechanical 
embedding. In this case no constraints were placed on the heavy atoms. GaussView 6 software 
allows animations of the normal modes to be visualized. Mode assignments are based on inspection 
of these animations. 
In the work reported here all normal mode frequencies and intensities are calculated. With 
both the frequency and intensity information IR stick spectra can be constructed. By convolving 





are constructed. We refer to these convolved stick spectra simply as absorption spectra. In 
semiquinone calculations, a frequency scaling factor of 0.964 was used. This number is chosen to 
align calculated frequencies with the experimental bands observed at 1495 and 1415 cm−1 [80, 81]. 
4.3 Results 
TR (P700+A1− – P700A1) FTIR DAS at 77 K were obtained for PSI particles with unlabeled 
and 18O labeled PhQ incorporated, and for PSI with 2MNQ and DMNQ incorporated. By 
subtracting a photo-accumulated (P700+ – P700) FTIR DS from the TR (P700+A1− – P700A1) 
FTIR DAS, an (A1− – A1) FTIR DS can be constructed [101]. Fig. 4-2 shows experimental (A1− - 
A1) FTIR DS in the semiquinone spectral region (~1550–1390 cm−1) for four quinones 






Figure 4-2 ONIOM calculated DS in the 1550–1390 cm−1 region for molecular models with 
unlabeled (red) and 18O labeled (green) PhQ− in the A1 binding site. Calculated spectra are also 
shown for PSI with 2MNQ− (blue) and DMNQ− (purple) incorporated. Corresponding 
experimental (A1− - A1) FTIR DS are also shown (dotted). DS are calculated for 2MNQ− oriented 
in the binding site with its methyl group meta/ortho to the H-bond (blue/pink). A frequency scaling 






Fig. 4-3 shows (18O – 16O), (2MNQ− – PhQ−), and (DMNQ− – PhQ−) double difference 
spectra (DDS) that were constructed by subtracting TR (P700+A1− – P700A1) FTIR DAS for PSI 
with PhQ incorporated from the (P700+A1− – P700A1) FTIR DAS for PSI with the non-native 
quinone incorporated. Near identical DDS are obtained by using the (A1− – A1) FTIR DS in Fig. 
4-2 (not shown here). Corresponding ONIOM calculated DDS are also shown in Fig. 4-3 The 
calculated and experimental DS in Fig. 4-2 and DDS in Fig. 4-3 are in excellent agreement. 
 
Figure 4-3 ONIOM calculated (18O – 16O) (red), (2MNQ− – PhQ−) (blue) and (DMNQ− – PhQ−) 
(green) DDS. Corresponding experimental DDS are also shown (dotted). In the DDS bands of 






Fig. 4-2 and Fig. 4-3 focus on spectra of the semiquinones, in the ~1520–1390 cm−1 region. 
Calculated and experimental DDS covering both the neutral and anion region (~1800–1390 cm−1) 
are presented in Fig.  4-5. The standard error in the experimental DDS is also indicated in Fig. 4-
5. The experimental DDS in the neutral region (1800–1550 cm−1) do not show clear, unambiguous 
and easily assignable features, and it is for this reason that we focus on the semiquinone anion 
region in this manuscript. 
Despite providing the framework to build our initial molecular model, the X-ray crystal 
structure does not directly provide structural information on the semiquinone state in the 
A1 binding site. From the ONIOM calculated geometry optimized molecular structure, distances 
and angles associated with the semiquinones in the A1 binding site are obtained and are listed 
in Table 4-1 (see also Fig. 1D). Table 4-1 indicates that the calculated C1−⃛O bond lengths are 
essentially the same for all three semiquinones, and the C4−⃛O bond is longer than the C1−⃛O bond 
for all three semiquinones. The PhQ− C4−⃛O bond is longer than the 2MNQ− or 
DMNQ− C4−⃛O bond. 
Table 4-1 ONIOM calculated bond lengths (in Å) and angles (in degrees) for PhQ−, 2MNQ−, and 
DMNQ− in the A1 binding site. The X-ray data for neutral PhQ is also shown. The ‘X’ refers to 
the various attachments at the C3 position of the different naphthoquinones. 
 C1−⃛O C4−⃛O C2=C3 N - - O4 ∠(Cmethyl-C2-C1) ∠(X-C3-C4) 
X-ray 1.42 1.42 1.46 2.69 119.0 118.5 
PhQ¯ 1.26 1.29 1.391 2.64 116.8 116.5 
2MNQ¯ 1.26 1.28 1.382 2.68 118.2 115.8 
DMNQ¯ 1.26 1.28 1.391 2.67 117.3 117.5 
 
The bands in the spectra in Fig. 4-2, Fig. 4-3 are due to various normal modes. Table 4-2 





groups that contribute most to the normal modes. Experimental band frequencies are also listed 
in Table 4-2. 
Table 4-2 ONIOM calculated vibrational frequencies (in cm−1) and intensities (in km/mol) for 
unlabeled and 18O labeled PhQ−, as well as for 2MNQ− and DMNQ−. Frequencies are scaled by 
0.964. The molecular groups that most prominently contribute to the calculated vibrational modes 
are listed along with the experimentally determined band frequencies. ν/δ refer to 
stretching/bending modes.  
Quinone Mode Calc. (Int.) Exp. 
PhQ¯ ν(𝐶𝐶1−⃛𝑂𝑂) 1494 (341) 1494 
 δ(CH3) attached to C2 1475 (75) 1476 
 δ(CH) of the phytyl tail 1444 (68) - 
 ν(𝐶𝐶2−⃛𝐶𝐶3) 1435 (29) - 
 ν(𝐶𝐶4−⃛𝑂𝑂) 1415 (239) 1415 
18O PhQ¯ ν(𝐶𝐶1−⃛𝑂𝑂) 1478 (109) 1481 
 δ(CH3) attached to C2 1474 (84) - 
 δ(CH) of the phytyl tail 1443 (33) - 
 ν(𝐶𝐶2−⃛𝐶𝐶3) 1434 (26) - 
 ν(𝐶𝐶4−⃛𝑂𝑂) 1404 (366) 1407 
2MNQ¯ ν(𝐶𝐶1−⃛𝑂𝑂) 1502 (364) 1505 
 δ(CH3) attached to C2 1481 (75) - 
 ν(𝐶𝐶4−⃛𝑂𝑂) 1430 (162) 1429 
DMNQ¯ ν(𝐶𝐶1−⃛𝑂𝑂) 1494 (444)) 1495 
 δ(CH3) attached C2 & C3 1480 (63) - 
 δ(CH3) attached C2 & C3 1470 (152) - 







4.4.1 Unlabeled and 18O labeled PhQ− 
Similar results are obtained for PSI with unlabeled and 18O-labeled 2MNQ incorporated, 
where the experimental band of unlabeled 2MNQ− at 1504 cm−1 is observed to downshift 
14 cm−1 to 1490 cm−1 upon 18O labeling, in good agreement with the calculation which indicates a 
13 cm−1 18O-induced downshift of the C1−⃛O mode of 2MNQ− (Fig. 4-6). 
A negative band is observed at 1415 cm−1 in all three experimental DDS in Fig. 4-3, 
unambiguously indicating that it is due to a band of unlabeled PhQ−. Experimentally, the 
1415 cm−1 band of PhQ− appears to downshift 8 cm−1 to 1407 cm−1 upon 18O labeling (Fig. 4-3). 
A band of PhQ− is also calculated at 1415 cm−1 and is predicted to downshifts 11 cm−1 to 
1404 cm−1 upon 18O labeling (Fig. 4-3). The calculations show that the negative/positive 
1415/1404 cm−1 bands are due at least in part to the H-bonded C4−⃛O group of PhQ− (Table 4-2), 
in agreement with previous work [80]. 
 Similar results are obtained for unlabeled and 18O-labeled 2MNQ− (Fig. 4-3), were a band 
of unlabeled 2MNQ− at ~1429 cm−1 downshifts 8 cm−1 upon 18O labeling. In corresponding 
calculations a band at 1430 cm−1 due in part to a C4−⃛O mode downshifts 11 cm−1 upon 18O 
labeling, in good agreement with experiment [124]. 
In the experimental PhQ− DS in Fig. 4-2, a band is observed near 1476 cm−1. A band is 
calculated at the same frequency. Calculations indicate that this band is mainly due to the methyl 
bending vibrational mode and is thus not expected to be impacted upon 18O labeling (4-2 and Table 
4-2). Previously it was suggested that a 1476 cm−1 band is due in part to a C4−⃛O vibration [73]. 
This suggestion was based on the results of calculations undertaken using a simple molecular 





here, no C4−⃛O vibration is calculated near a 1476 cm−1, indicating inadequacies in the previous 
simpler calculations, and also indicating the importance of undertaking calculations that include 
the protein environment. 
The calculated and experimental (18O – 16O) DDS indicate that it is mainly the 1494 and 
1415 cm−1 bands that are impacted by 18O labeling, and so there is little doubt that these two bands 
are due (at least in part) to the C−⃛O stretching vibrational modes of PhQ−. 
Semiquinone C−⃛O modes are known to downshift ~15 cm−1 upon 18O labeling [28] and this is 
found to be approximately correct for the 1495 cm−1 band. The 1415 cm−1 band downshifts only 
~8 cm−1, indicating a greater degree of mixing of the C−⃛O mode responsible for the 
1415 cm−1 band. This conclusion is obvious from an animation of the 1415 cm−1 normal mode. 
 Given that PhQ has a phytyl chain where DMNQ/2MNQ has a methyl group/hydrogen 
atom, respectively, it might be valuable to be able to identify bands that could be associated with 
the phytyl chain of PhQ (distinguishing one of the methyl groups of DMNQ would be difficult). 
In the calculated PhQ− DS a band is found at 1444 cm−1, that is mainly due to the CH bending 
vibrations associated with the hydrocarbon tail of PhQ (Table 4-2). Upon 18O labeling, a band is 
calculated at 1443 cm−1 with a similar mode composition but lower in intensity (Table 4-2). Given 
the relatively low intensity of this mode it is unlikely that such a band could be identified in the 
experimental spectrum. In the experimental DS a broad set of bands is observed near 1444 cm−1, 
but no assignments have been made. Even in the calculated (2MNQ− – PhQ−) and (DMNQ− – 
PhQ−) DDS there is no clear indication of a negative band at 1444 cm−1. 
4.4.2 (2MNQ− – PhQ−) DDS 
The C1−⃛O mode of 2MNQ− gives rise to a positive band at 1505 cm−1 (Fig. 4-2 and Fig. 





the 1505(+)/1494(−) cm−1 difference band in the experimental (2MNQ− – PhQ−) DDS. A 
difference band is calculated at 1502(+)/1494(−) cm−1 (Fig. 4-3), suggesting an upshift of 
~8 cm−1 for the C1−⃛O mode of 2MNQ− relative to that of PhQ−. Again, the calculations agree well 
with experiment, but are not necessarily an improvement over previous three-layer ONIOM 
calculations, at least on this point [81]. 
The experimental (2MNQ− – PhQ−) DDS gives rise to a difference band at 1415(−)/1429(+) cm−1, 
very similar to that calculated (Fig 4-3). The calculations show that the 1415(−)/1430(+) cm−1 band 
is due to C4−⃛O mode of PhQ−/2MNQ−, respectively. Fig. 4-6 in the Supplementary information 
shows calculated and experimental FTIR DS for PSI with unlabeled and 18O labeled 
2MNQ− incorporated, which also support the idea that the 1415(−)/1430(+) cm−1 band of 
PhQ−/2MNQ− is due to a C4−⃛O mode, respectively. 
 Of particular note here is that in previous three-layer ONIOM calculations this aspect of 
the experimental data could not be modeled [81]. In previous three-layer ONIOM calculations the 
predominantly C4−⃛O vibrational mode of PhQ− and 2MNQ− were both calculated to be at 
1426 cm−1, with the 2MNQ− mode being 2.3 times more intense than the corresponding 
PhQ− mode [81], which does not agree with experiment. So, the current computational method is 
superior, or is an improvement, over the three-layer ONIOM method considered previously [81], 
at least on this point. 
ONIOM calculations were also undertaken for 2MNQ− oriented with its methyl group 
ortho to the H-bond. The calculated DS for 2MNQ− with this orientation is also shown in Fig. 4-
2 (pink). The calculated band pattern in the DS for of 2MNQ− with its methyl group ortho to the 
H-bond is very different than that obtained for 2MNQ− with its methyl group meta to the H-bond 





calculated and experimental DS, we can rule out the possibility that 2MNQ− adopts an orientation 
with the methyl group ortho to the H-bond. This agrees with conclusions drawn from EPR 
experiments on PSI with 2MNQ incorporated [98, 99]. 
4.4.3 (DMNQ− – PhQ−) DDS 
An intense negative band is observed at 1494 cm−1 in the experimental (18O – 16O) and 
(2MNQ−–PhQ−) DDS. As suggested above, this band is due to the C1−⃛O mode of PhQ−. A band 
at 1494 cm−1 is not observed in the experimental (DMNQ− – PhQ−) DDS. Notably, no 
1494 cm−1 band is observed in the calculated DDS either. 
The lack of a band at 1494 cm−1 in the (DMNQ− – PhQ−) DDS indicates that DMNQ− also 
gives rise to a band at 1494 cm−1. Such a band is clear in the experimental DS in Fig. 4-2, and 
calculations on DMNQ− in the A1 binding site also predict a band for DMNQ− at 1494 cm−1, and 
that this band is due to a C1−⃛O vibrational mode (Table 4-2). 
The difference feature at 1415(−)/1425(+) cm−1 in the experimental (DMNQ− – PhQ−) 
DDS in Fig. 4-3 indicates that the C4−⃛O mode for DMNQ− is 10 cm−1 higher than that for PhQ−. 
This might be unexpected given the similarity of the FTIR absorption spectra of neutral PhQ and 
DMNQ in THF [25], and the similarity in frequency of the C1−⃛O mode of both DMNQ− and 
PhQ− discussed above. However, the calculations also indicate that the C4−⃛O mode of DMNQ− is 
upshifted (14 cm−1) compared to PhQ−. 
The fact that the calculations exhibit the same trend as the experiment, supports the 
applicability of the computational procedure used here. In fact, one reason we find the current 
computational approach appealing is that it captures experimental spectral features observed for 
PSI with both 2MNQ and DMNQ incorporated, as well as the features in the isotope edited DDS. 





Finally, given that DMNQ− and PhQ− exhibit a C1−⃛O mode vibration at the same 
frequency, but the C4−⃛O modes are at different frequencies, indicates coupling between 
the C4−⃛O group (but not the C1−⃛O group) of PhQ− with groups of the phytyl chain. This seems 
reasonable given that the C4−⃛O group is ortho to the phytyl chain (Fig. 4-1B). In summary, the 
location of the positive band in the 1415-1430 cm−1 region in (A1− − A1) FTIR DS (Fig. 4-2) can 
be used to distinguish if PhQ, 2MNQ or DMNQ is in the A1 binding site. 
4.4.4 Hydrogen bond strength 
The calculated and experimental spectra presented here indicate an ~80 cm−1 separation in 
frequency between the C1−⃛O and C4−⃛O vibrational modes, for all three semiquinones in the 
A1 binding site. This splitting is due in part to strong H-bonding between the NH backbone of 
LeuA722 and the C4 O oxygen atom (Fig. 4-1B). Such a large shift could suggest an exceedingly 
strong H-bond. However, the mode that we associate with the C4−⃛O group is a complex vibration, 
exhibiting considerable mixing with other molecular groups. As discussed previously [81], it is 
probably unwise to assign and discuss molecular modes as if they were due to isolated (unmixed) 
C4 O and C1 O molecular groups. 
The excellent agreement between the calculated and experimental DS and DDS (Fig. 4-2 
and Fig. 4-3) demonstrates the appropriateness of the molecular structural model developed and 
the computational procedures used. It is important to note that in the calculations reported here 
none of the amino acid residues neighboring the non-H-bonded C1 O group were modeled at the 
QM level. Thus, these residues, as well as the nearby H-bond network involving water molecules 
numbered 5, 6 and 7 in Fig.4-1C, are less critical regarding simulating the FTIR DS and DDS. 
None of the seven water molecules outlined in Fig. 4-1C are within ~4 Å of the NH 





AlaA721 and SerA723 (Fig. 4-1). Such distances suggest H-bonding is likely between these water 
molecules and the protein backbone atoms [125, 126] (see Section 4 in the Supplementary 
information). 
 
Figure 4-4 View of the water molecules that are near PhQ in PSI. Possible H-bond distances are 
listed. Structure and distances are taken from the PSI crystal structure at 2.5 Å resolution 
(PDB 1JB0) [31]. Water molecules (5), (6), and (7) were included in the MM layer in ONIOM 
calculations. The distances labeled ‘b’ and ‘f’ are longer than what might be considered appropriate 
for an H-bond. Water molecule numbering as in Fig. 4-1.  
 
In Figs. 4-7 and 4-8 we compare (2MNQ− – PhQ−) DDS calculated using molecular models 
with different numbers of water molecules considered in the QM layer. If none of the seven water 
molecules are treated at the QM level (Model 0), the calculated and experimental DDS do not 
agree (Fig. 4-7), particularly concerning the 1415(−)/1429(+) cm−1 difference feature that is 
associated with the C4 O vibrational mode. The DDS that was calculated previously using a 
three-layer ONIOM method also showed poor agreement with experimental DDS concerning this 
spectral feature [81]. In these previous three-layer ONIOM calculations, no water molecules were 
included in the molecular model [81]. 
The calculated (2MNQ− – PhQ−) DDS with different numbers of water molecules included 
in the QM layer show that the best agreement between calculated and experimental DDS is found 
when the three water molecules, numbered (1), (2) and (3) (see numbering in Figs. 4-1B, 4-1C 





does not improve the agreement between the calculated and experimental DDS (Fig. 4-7). The 
molecular model that includes water molecules (1), (2) and (3) at the QM level also results in 
calculated (18O – 16O) and (DMNQ− – PhQ−) DDS that are in excellent agreement with experiment 
(Fig. 4-3). 
The calculated (2MNQ− – PhQ−) DDS in Figs. 4-7 and 4-8 were obtained using molecular 
models with different numbers of water molecules in the QM layer and indicates that both 
the C1−⃛O and C4−⃛O vibrational modes are sensitive to the surrounding water molecules, in spite 
of the fact that none of these water molecules directly H-bond to the C O groups. 
In the calculations here for PhQ− the distance between the backbone nitrogen of LeuA722 
and the oxygen atom of PhQ− is 2.64 Å. This distance is considerably less than the 2.69 Å found 
for neutral PhQ in the X-ray structure (Table 4-1). This distance is in fact the smallest calculated 
for all of the different molecular models with different numbers of water molecules at the QM 
level (Fig. 4-9). For a donor-acceptor distance of 2.64 Å this H-bond could be classified as 
moderately strong and mostly electrostatic in nature [126] (see Supplementary information Section 
5). In moderately strong, mostly electrostatic H-bonds, the hydrogen atom does not lie on a straight 
line connecting the hydrogen donor to acceptor [126]. PSI X-ray crystal structures indicate the H-
bond displays an out of plane angle of ~33° [31, 127, 128], while our calculations for PhQ− indicate 
37° (Fig. 4-1D). 
The distance between the C4 O oxygen atom of PhQ and the hydrogen atom of the NH 
backbone of LeuA722 (O…H distance) in the calculations presented here is ~1.59 Å. This 
calculated distance agrees well with the 1.6 ± 0.1 Å distance estimated from HYSCORE 
experiments where PhQ− was photoaccumulated under reducing conditions at low temperature 





to be excellent, we point out that we also calculate similar O…H distances for molecular models 
with different numbers of water molecules included in the QM level (Fig. 4-10). In previously 
reported DFT calculations the O…H distance and out of the plane angle were calculated to be 
1.56 Å and 35°, respectively [128]. 
ONIOM type QM:MM methods have been used previously in order to calculate the EPR 
parameters for PhQ− in the A1 binding site [78]. Many molecular models, with the QM layer 
ranging in size by adding specific amino acids, were considered. The calculated EPR parameters 
obtained from many of these molecular models were in good agreement with experiment [129]. 
The question that arises then is do these molecular models also adequately account for the 
measured FTIR DS. We have used the largest model considered in the previous EPR ONIOM 
calculations (model f in reference [78]) in order to calculate FTIR DS for PSI with different 
quinones incorporated. The molecular model used and calculated (2MNQ− – PhQ−) and 
(DMNQ− – PhQ−) DDS, are shown in Fig. 4-11. Calculated FTIR DS obtained using the same 
molecular model f as in reference [78] are also outlined in reference [85]. Comparison of the 
calculated and experimental DDS in Fig. 4-11 demonstrates that the molecular models used 
previously to calculate the EPR parameters cannot be used to adequately simulate all of the FTIR 
DDS. On the other hand, however, the ONIOM model outlined in this manuscript (used to calculate 
FTIR DDS) yields EPR parameters that are similar to that calculated previously (Table 4-4). 
The work presented here indicates that three specific water molecules must be included in 
the molecular model to correctly simulate all of the experimental spectra. These water molecules 
are found in both the A1A and A1B binding sites and are conserved in all PSI crystal structures. It 
has been proposed that these water molecules help strengthen and stabilize the backbone H-bond 





three quinones incorporated. The incorporated quinones have different substitutions, and the 
presence of a similar H-bond in all three cases indicates a highly stable H-bond. One way to 
stabilize (and strengthen) the backbone H-bond is to bolster the immediate backbone via a network 
of H-bonding water molecules. Water molecules 1–3 behind the LeuA722 residue are in position 
to do this. If the H-bonding network of water molecules do contribute to the strength and stability 
of the H-bond to PhQ, then this will also impact the functioning of PhQ in the A1 binding site, as 
a stronger H-bonding will make the PhQ redox potential more positive. In this way, one can see 
how FTIR difference band frequencies and molecular structure can be related to the functional 
characteristics of the quinones bound in the A1 binding site. 
4.5 Conclusions 
We have used a two-layer ONIOM method to calculate several DS and DDS associated 
with different semiquinones in the A1 binding site. Calculations were undertaken for a range of 
molecular models with different numbers of water molecules included or excluded from the QM 
layer. The best molecular model was identified based on how well the calculated and experimental 
spectra agreed. We found a molecular model that included three specific water molecules at the 
QM level gave the best agreement between calculated and experimental spectra. 
From comparing calculated and experimental DS and DDS obtained using PSI with PhQ, 2MNQ 
and DMNQ incorporated, and also specifically 18O isotope labeled PhQ and 2MNQ incorporated, 
we found: 
1. For PhQ− and 2MNQ−, only two semiquinone bands were found to shift upon 18O labeling. 
These bands are due to the C1−⃛O and C4−⃛O groups. For PhQ−, these bands are at 1494 and 
1415 cm−1, respectively. For 2MNQ− these bands are at 1505 and 1429 cm−1, respectively. The 





frequency downshift of the C4−⃛O group is considerably smaller than that of the C1−⃛O group, 
indicating that the mode we associate with the C4−⃛O group is considerably mixed with other 
molecular groups. 
2. For DMNQ− bands associated with the C1−⃛O and C4−⃛O groups are found at 1494 and 
1425 cm−1, respectively. So the C1−⃛O mode of PhQ− and DMNQ− are at the same frequency, 
while the C4−⃛O mode of DMNQ− is at a higher frequency, which could be expected as 
the C4−⃛O mode of PhQ− could contain contributions from molecular groups of the phytyl 
chain. 
3. Four different experimental DDS were presented in this manuscript. The calculated DDS agree 
well with all four experimental DDS. No other calculations that have ever been undertaken 
could model all four of these DDS simultaneously. In this respect the computational procedures 
outlined here are a significant advance. 
4. All of the calculated and experimental spectra support the idea of a significant frequency 
separation between the carbonyl groups of the semiquinones, indicating a strong asymmetric 
H-bonding for the semiquinones. 
5. Spectra were calculated for the two possible orientations that 2MNQ could adopt in the 
A1 binding site. From a comparison of these calculated spectra with experimental spectra we 
were able to establish which orientation 2MNQ adopts in the A1 binding site. 
6. The semiquinone band in the 1415–1430 cm−1 region is a marker for the type of quinone in the 
binding site. 
7. Water molecules in the neighborhood of the H-bonded carbonyl group (the C4 O group) 





water molecules are of particular importance, probably providing a structural factor that could 
increase the H-bond strength. 
4.6 Supplementary Information 
4.6.1 Molecular model construction 
Starting from the crystal structure (1JB0), considering PhQ on the A branch, all amino acid 
residues, and all water molecules with 12Å of either carbonyl oxygen atom were selected. Amino 
acid residues and water molecules associated with PsaB and PsaE were deleted. The amino acids 
included are listed in Table 4-3. 
Table 4-3 List of amino acids, their charge assignments, and water molecules that were included 
in molecular models used in ONIOM calculations. 
Residue   
A_45_THR A_724_ILE A_700_LEU 
A_46_THR A_725_ILE A_701_ILE 
A_49_TRP A_726_GLN A_719_PRO 
A_50_ASN A_727_GLY A_720_ARG       +1 
A_684_ALA A_728_ARG       +1 A_734_HIS 
A_685_PHE A_729_ALA A_2001_PQN 
A_686_SER A_730_VAL A_5007_HOH      MM 
A_687_LEU A_731_GLY A_5015_HOH      MM 
A_689_PHE A_732_VAL A_5018_HOH      QM 
A_690_LEU A_733_ALA A_5030_HOH      MM 
A_691_PHE A_694_ARG       +1 A_5031_HOH      QM 
A_692_SER A_695_GLY A_5043_HOH      MM 
A_693_GLY A_696_TYR A_5055_HOH      QM 
A_721_ALA A_697_TRP  
A_722_LEU A_698_GLN  







4.6.2 Calculated and experimental (2MNQ– – PhQ–) and (DMNQ– – PhQ–) DDS covering 
both the neutral and anion spectral regions 
 
Figure 4-5 ONIOM calculated (a) (2MNQ– – PhQ–) and (c) (DMNQ– – PhQ–) DDS in the 1810-
1390 cm–1 region. Corresponding experimental DDS are also shown (b, d). Red shading in the 
experimental spectra indicates the standard error obtained from repeated measurements. 
Calculated frequencies are scaled by 0.953 for the neutral region, and 0.964 for the anion region. 
 
Fig. 4-5 shows the calculated and experimental DDS obtained in the 1810-1390 cm–1 
region. Calculated and experimental (2MNQ – PhQ) and (DMNQ – PhQ) DDS agree well in the 





1550 cm–1) do not display features that are well above the noise level, especially the (2MNQ – 
PhQ) DDS. This lack of clear and unambiguous features in the experimental spectra in the neutral 
quinone region precludes an easy comparison with calculated spectra. Part of the problem could 
be that the bands for the different neutral quinones may be close in frequency, resulting in weak 
difference features that are close to the noise level in the experiment. We are currently working on 
collecting spectra for PSI with a series of halogenated naphthoquinones incorporated, which have 
neutral state bands that are well separated in frequency from those of PhQ, allowing for more 





4.6.3 Calculated and experimental DS and DDS for PSI with 18O labeled 2MNQ incorporated. 
 
Figure 4-6 Calculated DS (solid lines) for unlabeled (blue) and 18O labeled (red) 2MNQ in the A1 
binding site. Corresponding experimental (Α1– – Α1) FTIR DS are also shown (dotted lines). 18O 
labeled 2MNQ data was taken from reference [124]. Calculated and experimental (18O – 16O) DDS 
for PSI with 2MNQ (black) and PhQ (green) (from Figure 4-3) are also shown.  
 
Fig. 4-6 compares calculated and experimental DS for PSI with unlabeled and 18O labeled 
2MNQ incorporated. Experimentally, 2MNQ displays a broad band with peaks at 1505 and 1502 





PhQ incorporated. For 2MNQ the band at 1502 cm–1 is calculated to downshift ~13 cm–1 to 1489 
cm–1. The calculated bands at 1502 cm–1 and 1489 cm–1 are found to be due to mainly to the non-
H-bonded C1−⃛O vibration of unlabeled and 18O labeled 2MNQ–, respectively. These calculated 
bands correspond to the bands at 1505 and 1495 cm–1 in the experimental DS. Thus, the 
calculated/observed 18O-induced downshift of the C1−⃛O mode of 2MNQ− is 13/11 cm–1, 
respectively.  
The calculated band at 1430 cm–1 is downshifted ~9 cm–1 to 1421 cm–1 upon 18O labeling. 
These bands are found to be due in part to the H-bonded C4−⃛O vibration of unlabeled and 18O 
labeled 2MNQ–. The smaller 18O induced downshift indicates a greater degree of mixing of the 
C4−⃛O mode responsible for the 1430 cm–1 band. The observed bands at 1429 and 1421 cm–1 
correspond to the calculated 1430 and 1421 cm–1 bands.  
4.6.4 Calculated (2MNQ– − PhQ–) DDS for models with different numbers of water 
molecules included in the QM layer 
In the manuscript, water molecules labeled 1, 2 and 3 in Figs. 1B, 1C and 4 are included in 
the QM layer. Water molecules 4-7 are included in the MM layer. In geometry optimizations all 
seven water molecules are unconstrained. In this section we undertake calculations with different 
numbers of water molecules considered at the QM level of calculation. For each molecular model 
(2MNQ– – PhQ–) DDS were calculated and compared to experimental DDS (Fig. 4-7). 
Model 0: None of the seven water molecules were included in the QM layer. The calculated DDS 
is shown in red in Fig. 4-6. This calculated DDS did not simulate the experimental DDS very well, 
particularly the 1429(+)/1415(–) cm–1 difference feature (highlighted in Fig. 4-7).  
Model 1: Only water molecule (1) was included at the QM level. The distance between the water 





Model 2: Water molecules (1) and (2) were included at the QM level. Both water molecules are 
within H-bonding distance to the backbone oxygen of AlaA721. The calculated DDS for models 
1 and 2 are very similar (Fig. 4-7) 
Model 3: Water molecules numbered 1-3 in the main manuscript were included at the QM level. 
The DDS calculated for model 3 agrees well with experiment, and is our preferred molecular 
model. Model 3 was used to calculate the spectra presented in the main manuscript. The QM layer 
atoms used in model three are indicated in the insets in Fig. 4-8. 
Model 4: Water molecules numbered 1-4 (Fig. 4-4) were included at the QM level. Model 4 does 
not appear to simulate the experimental spectra as well as model 3. So, adding water molecule (4), 
and even adding more water molecules beyond the first three (not shown) did not lead to a 






Figure 4-7 Calculated (2MNQ– – PhQ–) DDS obtained using molecular models 0-4 described 







Figure 4-8 Calculated (2MNQ– – PhQ–) DDS obtained using model 3 (the preferred model) and 
models 1a-3a. Model 3a includes waters (2), (3) and (4) at the QM level, as suggested previously 
[26]. The experimental DDS is also shown (top, dotted line). Water molecule (1) (gray) was 
included in the MM layer. AlaA721, LeuA722 and SerA723 are shown. 
 
Previously, Pushkar et al. [26] suggested a model with water molecules 2-4 as part of the 
extended H-bond network, with water molecule (1) included in the MM layer. Given this we 
considered three further models with different numbers of water molecules included in the QM 
layer: 
Model 1a: Only water molecule (2) was included at the QM level. 





Model 3a: Water molecules (2), (3), and (4) were included at the QM level.  
Models 1a, 2a and 3a yield very similar DDS (Fig. 4-8), similar to that obtained using 
models 1 and 2 (Fig. 4-7). Fig. 4-7 and Fig. 4-8 demonstrate that the calculated DDS obtained 
using model 3, is more in line with the experimental DDS than that calculated using any other 
model.  
4.6.5 Hydrogen bond properties 
H-bond strengths are often classified according to the distance between the hydrogen donor 
and acceptor. For donor-acceptor distances of 2.2-2.5 Å the H-bond is considered “strong, and 
mostly covalent”, for distances of 2.5-3.2 Å as “moderate, and mostly electrostatic”, and for 
distances of 3.2-4.0 Å as “weak, and mainly electrostatic”[126]. The distance between the 
backbone nitrogen of LeuA722 and the oxygen atom of neutral PhQ is 2.694 Å (N. . O distance) 
(Fig. 4-1D and Table 4-1) and would be considered as moderately strong and mostly electrostatic 
by the above definitions.  
The calculated N. . .O distance for molecular models 1-4 with different numbers of water 
molecules in the QM layer, are compared in Fig. 4-9. By increasing the numbers of water 
molecules in the QM layer, from 1 to 3, the H-bond distance decreases (Fig. 4-9). By adding the 
fourth water molecule in the QM layer, this decreasing H-bond length pattern is broken (Fig. 4-9). 






Figure 4-9 Calculated distances (in Å) between the backbone nitrogen of LeuA722 and the C4=O 
oxygen atom of PhQ in the different molecular models. The calculated N. . .O distance for model 
3 is shown in red. 
 
In moderately strong, mostly electrostatic, H-bonds, the hydrogen atom does not lie on the 
straight line connecting the donor and acceptor atoms [126]. From calculations presented here the 
H-bond out of plane angle is calculated to be between 35° - 37° for the different molecular models 
(Fig. 4-10, see also Fig. 4-1D).  
 
Figure 4-10 Calculated O…H distance (in Å) and out of plane angle (in degrees) obtained using 
the different molecular models (numbered 0-4). The calculated data for model 3 is shown in red. 
4.6.6 ONIOM calculated EPR parameters 
Fig. 4-11 compares ONIOM calculated and experimental (2MNQ– – PhQ–) and (DMNQ– 





that considered (model f) in previous EPR calculations [78]. Some similar calculations to that 
outlined in Fig. 4-11 are also presented in [85]. Agreement between calculation and experiment is 
poor, especially for PSI with DMNQ− incorporated close to 1495 cm–1. 
On the other hand, the comparison between the calculated isotropic hyperfine coupling for 
the methyl protons attached at the C2 position based on different reported calculations indicates 
the molecular model used here (Fig. 4-1B), although not strictly necessary, can be used for EPR 
calculations also (Table 4-4).  
 
Figure 4-11 Calculated (solid line) and experimental (dotted line) (2MNQ– – PhQ–) (magenta) and 
(DMNQ– – PhQ–) (black) FTIR DDS. Calculations were undertaken using model f of reference 






Table 4-4 Calculated 1H isotropic hyperfine coupling (aiso) for the 2-CH3 group based on different 
molecular models. The average value for the three protons is given (in MHz). Experimental value 
is in red.   








aiso 10.51 9.4 10.91 +9.8 
 
In reference [131] the molecular model contained PhQ with a truncated phytyl chain and 
the backbone of the two amino acids Ala721 and leu722. In reference [78] the molecular model 
contained PhQ with a truncated phytyl chain, Leu722, Trp697, Ser692, Phe689, and Met688 in the 




















5 ASSESSMENT OF THE ORIENTATION AND CONFORMATION OF PIGMENTS 
IN PROTEIN BINDING SITES FROM INFRARED DIFFERENCE SPECTRA 
5.1 Introduction 
In oxygenic photosynthetic organisms, solar energy is captured and converted in two multi-
subunit membrane-spanning protein complexes called photosystem I and II (PSI and PSII) [105]. 
In both PSI and PSII light induces the transfer of electrons via a chain of protein bound cofactors 
in what is called the reaction center (RC). In PSI there are two chains of electron transfer (ET) 
cofactors that make up the so-called A and B branches. Fig. 5-1a shows the arrangement of the ET 
cofactors in the RC of PSI [31]. Both of these two near-symmetric branches start at a (special) pair 
of coupled chlorophyll a (Chl a) molecules that are collectively termed P700. ET can proceed 
down either branch, both of which terminate at FX. Then from FX, an electron is transferred to 
terminal acceptors FA and FB. FX, FA and, FB are Fe4S4 clusters [132, 133]. Phylloquinone (PhQ) 
is a key intermediary, involved in transferring electrons from A0 (a Chl a molecule) to FX. PhQ 
occupies the so-called A1 binding site [40, 106] and the pigment itself is often referred to as A1. 






Figure 5-1 a) Arrangement of the ET cofactors in cyanobacterial PSI from T. elongatus (PDB file: 
1JB0) [31]. b) An enlarged view of PhQ in the A1A binding site. Fx is also included. H-bonding 
between the NH backbone of LeuA722 and the carbonyl oxygen atom of PhQ is indicated (green-
dotted line). Water molecules are also shown (red dots). Water molecules labeled (1), (2), and (3) 
are included in the QM layer in ONIOM calculations [134]. The rest of the protein environment is 
shown (thin sticks). c) Structure and partial numbering of PhQ, AcQ and Lpc. 
 
X-ray structures of PSI from cyanobacteria, algae, and higher plants indicate similar 
structural details associated with the ET cofactors in PSI [31, 32, 38, 93, 135]. In PSI it is now 
quite well established that the PhQ molecules on both branches (A1A and A1B) are involved in ET 
[136-138]. The structure and environment of the PhQ molecules on both branches are similar [17]. 
However, at room temperature (~298 K), forward ET from A1 to the FX occurs on very different 
timescales on both branches, with B-branch ET (~20 ns) being at least an order of magnitude faster 
than A-branch ET (~200 ns) [27, 137, 139, 140]. The structural and energetic factors that govern 
this large difference in ET rates is not well understood [17, 31, 51, 141]. It has been suggested that 





FX sites might be one of the factors that cause some asymmetry between the two branches [17, 31, 
108, 142]. 
Fig. 5-1b shows the structure of PhQ in the A1A binding site. Neutral PhQ in the A1 binding 
site is asymmetrically hydrogen bonded (H-bonded), with the backbone NH group of LeuA722 
(Thermosynechococcus (T.) elongatus numbering) providing an H-bond to the carbonyl oxygen 
atom (O4) of PhQ. X-ray structures indicate the distance between the oxygen and the nitrogen 
atoms is 2.6–2.9 Å [31, 32, 38, 93]. Such a separation suggests moderately strong and mostly 
electrostatic H-bonding [126]. It was shown that the nearby water cluster to the A1A contributes to 
the strength of asymmetric H-bond to the protein [97, 134]. 
Although quinones are present in many bioenergetic systems, PhQ in the A1 binding site 
has the most negative redox potential known [17, 31, 143]. The factors that modulate the redox 
potential of the quinones in PSI have been widely studied but are still not well understood. The 
redox potential of different quinones incorporated into the A1 binding site in PSI can be estimated 
using time-resolved (TR) spectroscopy [27, 80]. This is particularly true for the A1A quinone from 
time-resolved measurements at 77 K [27, 81, 134]. Fourier-transform infrared difference 
spectroscopy (FTIR DS) has been widely utilized to investigate light-induced structural changes 
associated with pigments in protein complexes such as photosynthetic RCs [22, 58, 111, 144]. So, 
TR FTIR DS for the study of PSI with different quinones incorporated into the A1 binding site in 
PSI allows one to study and connect redox properties with structural details. 
In microsecond TR studies of PSI at 77 K, so called (P700+A1− − P700A1) FTIR DS are 
obtained [80]. Such light-induced FTIR DS contain spectral signatures associated with the 
molecular groups of pigments in both the neutral and light activated state. For quinones there is a 





these modes can be studied separately in what are normally referred to as the neutral and anion 
spectral regions, which cover roughly the 1800–1600 and 1530–1400 cm−1 regions, respectively 
[80, 145]. In the 1800–1600 cm−1 region intense bands associated with the protein (amide I), P700 
and P700+ complicate the identification and assignment of neutral quinone bands. In the anion 
region bands associated with these species are weak, simplifying the identification and assignment 
of semiquinone anion bands. Even with this simplification, however, unambiguous assignment can 
still be difficult. In our lab we have found that it is often best to assess and identify semiquinone 
bands by considering spectra for PSI with two different quinones incorporated in what are called 
double difference spectra (DDS). In this way time-resolved FTIR DS obtained using PSI with PhQ 
(or PhQ−) incorporated is subtracted from a time-resolved FTIR DS obtained using PSI with a non-
native quinone incorporated [146, 147]. Such DDS are relatively “clean” (especially in the anion 
region) displaying features that are due only to the quinone pairs. Practically, it is always worth 
considering both the DS and DDS [146]. 
The vibrational properties of quinones embedded in the protein are considerably different 
from quinones in solution [147-149] and comparing experimental spectra for protein systems to 
solution-phase calculated spectra cannot hope to aid in the assessment of the orientation of 
quinones incorporated into protein binding sites. Obviously, a calculation that involves both the 
pigment and protein atoms is required. A molecular model consisting of the quinone and the 
surrounding protein (Fig. 5-1b) can contain 1000 atoms or more and is much too large to treat 
using fully quantum mechanical (QM) methods. In an attempt to model the vibrational properties 
and spectra of quinones incorporated into the A1 binding site, a two-layer QM/MM approach based 





Comparing experimental and QM/MM calculated spectra has been shown to be very useful 
in the past for assessing the vibrational properties of quinones incorporated into the A1 binding 
site in PSI [97, 134]. What has not been thoroughly tested so far, however, is whether a comparison 
of experimental and QM/MM calculated IR spectra can be used to establish the orientation of 
disubstituted pigments in protein binding sites, and if such a comparison can also establish the 
conformation of the substituents of the incorporated pigments. The work presented here is aimed 
at exploring this topic. 
It has been established that different quinones can be incorporated (almost quantitatively) 
into the A1 binding site in menB− mutant PSI particles simply by incubating the particles in a large 
molar excess of the quinone of interest [27, 72, 98]. It has also been shown that menB− mutant PSI 
particles with PhQ incorporated into the A1 binding site are in nearly all respects equivalent to 
native PSI [27]. 
Most 1,4-naphthoquinone (NQ) analogues are easily incorporated into PSI [146, 150]. 1,4-
benzoquinone (BQ) analogues can also be incorporated [73]. In this manuscript we focus on the 
incorporation of two NQ analogues called acequinocyl (AcQ; 2-acetoxy-3-dodecyl-1,4-
naphthoquinone) and lapachol (Lpc; 2-hydroxy-3-(3-methyl-2-butenyl)-1,4-naphthoquinone). The 
structure of AcQ and Lpc are indicated in Fig. 5-1c. 
Previously (P700+A1− − P700A1) time resolved FTIR DS have been obtained for PSI with 
AcQ and Lpc incorporated, and FTIR DDS were constructed [146]. Bands in the DDS were 
assigned based on considering experimental spectra also obtained for 13C isotope labeled PSI with 
unlabeled quinone incorporated [146]. Interpretation of bands in the experimental spectra were 
aided by density functional theory (DFT) based vibrational frequency calculations for the 





we have used a two-layer ONIOM type QM/MM method to calculate FTIR DS and DDS for AcQ 
and Lpc in the A1 protein binding site. Calculations were undertaken using models for the 
semiquinone anions in different orientations, and for different conformations of the side chains. 
Comparison of calculated and experimental spectra indicates that the orientation of the 
incorporated quinone can be established along with the conformation of the quinone side chains. 
5.2  Materials and Methods 
5.2.1 Molecular model construction 
Molecular models were constructed using the PSI crystal structure from T. elongatus (PDB 
file 1JB0, [31]), as described previously [134]. The QM layer includes atoms of the A-branch PhQ, 
and backbone atoms of LeuA722 and two neighboring residues, in addition to three specific water 
molecules. These three water molecules are conserved in all available PSI crystal structures. These 
water molecules are indicated in Fig. 5-1b. MM layer amino acids and their charge states, as well 
as other water molecules, are listed in Table S1 of reference [134]. 
As described previously  [134] the phytyl tail of PhQ was truncated to only the first 
isoprenoid unit (CH2CHC(CH3)2). The hydrocarbon tail of Lpc consists only of a single isoprenoid 
unit, and thus the Lpc and PhQ molecular models have the same hydrocarbon side chain. For AcQ 
the saturated hydrocarbon chain was truncated to only the first four carbon atoms. 
PhQ binds in the A1 site with its phytyl tail ortho to the H-bonded (C4=O) carbonyl group 
(Fig. 5-1b). AcQ and Lpc are disubstituted at the 2- and 3- positions of the NQ ring (Fig. 5-1c). In 
this manuscript, for molecular models with the hydrocarbon tail (of the incorporated quinone) 
ortho to the H-bond, we simply refer to the tail position as ‘Same as PhQ,’ otherwise, the tail 
position is referred to as ‘Flipped’, as indicated in Table 5-1 and Fig. 5-2. 
Table 5-1 Molecular models for AcQ and Lpc in the A1 binding site (see Fig. 5-2). The NQ ring 





the same position as the methyl group of PhQ. We refer to these orientations of the hydrocarbon 
tail as “Same” or “Flipped”. We also refer to two AcQ models with different orientations of the 
acetoxy C=O group. In one case the C=O points towards TrpA697, and in the other towards 
PheA689. Lpc was considered similarly, with its hydrocarbon chain either in the same position as 
the chain for PhQ, or flipped. The orientation of the hydroxyl group was either pointing to or away 














Figure 5-2 Optimized molecular geometries for PhQ−, AcQ− and Lpc− in the A1A binding site. 
Three of the surrounding amino acids (LeuA722, TrpA697 and PheA689) are shown to help 
visualize the orientation of the incorporated quinone side chains. The models that yield calculated 
Model Tail Acetoxy C=O 
AcQ1 Same as 
PhQ 
Toward TrpA697 
AcQ2 Same as 
PhQ 
Toward PheA689 
AcQ3 Flipped Toward PheA689 
AcQ4 Flipped Toward TrpA697 
     OH Orientation 
Lpc1 Same as 
PhQ 
Toward C=O 
Lpc2 Same as 
PhQ  
Away from C=O 
Lpc3 Flipped Toward C=O 





spectra that appear to be most in line with the experimental spectra (see below) are framed (red). 
The H-bond distance for PhQ− calculated (black) and observed in the X-ray crystal structure (blue) 
is indicated. H-bonding is indicated (gray-dashed). In all molecular models we will refer to the H-
bonded carbonyl group as the C4=O group. Hydrogen atoms, except for the OH proton of Lpc, are 
not shown. 
 
Two aromatic residues (TrpA697 and PheA689) that are roughly parallel to the NQ ring 
on both sides of the quinone were used to indicate the acetoxy C=O group orientation (Table 5-1). 
The hydroxy group orientation of Lpc is indicated as either pointing towards or away from the 
closest carbonyl group of the quinone (Fig. 5-1 and Table 5-1). Thus, eight molecular models were 
considered, with two possible orientations of the NQ ring and two possible conformations of the 
side-chain. 
5.2.2 Computational details 
ONIOM calculations were undertaken using Gaussian 16 software [84]. The QM level 
calculations were undertaken using DFT methods, employing the B3LYP functional and the 6-
31+G(d) basis set. The MM layer was treated using the universal force field (UFF) [88]. The QM 
and MM layers were connected using the link atom approach [65]. At the geometry optimization 
step, water molecules, and heavy atoms of the quinones, as well as all hydrogen atoms, were 
unconstrained. All other heavy atoms were constrained, as described previously [134]. Geometry 
optimization of the two-layer molecular models was undertaken using ONIOM methods 
employing electronic embedding, which allows electrostatic effects of the surrounding atoms to 
be included in the QM wave functions [67]. 
The optimized structures were then used in vibrational frequency calculations employing 
mechanical embedding, as described previously [134]. The assignment of calculated vibrational 
frequencies to molecular groups is based on visual inspection of animations of the normal modes 





GaussView 6 software [87]. All calculations were undertaken using Advanced Research 
Computing Technology and Innovation Core (ARCTIC) resources available at Georgia State 
University. 
5.2.3 Sample preparation and FTIR spectral data acquisition 
Quinones were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and were incorporated into 
the A1 binding site using menB− PSI particles from S6803, as described previously [146]. 
Microsecond time-resolved step-scan (TRSS) FTIR DS were collected for the different PSI 
particles at 77 K. Data were collected at 4 cm−1 spectral resolution using a Bruker Vertex 80 FTIR 
spectrometer. TRSS FTIR DS were globally analyzed using Glotaran software [123]. Data were 
fitted to a sum of three exponential functions, and decay-associated spectra (DAS) were 
constructed from this fitting procedure. The DAS associated with the component with lifetime of 
several hundred microseconds was used to construct double difference spectra (DDS) (see the 
Material and Methods section in reference [146] for more details). 
5.3  Results 
5.3.1 Molecular models 
Calculations were undertaken using four different molecular models for AcQ− and Lpc−. 
The orientation and side-chain conformation of the semiquinones in the different molecular models 
are listed in Table 5-1. The geometry optimized structure calculated for the different models are 
outlined in Fig. 5-2. Calculated bond lengths and angles obtained using the different molecular 
models are listed in Table 5-2. An alternative view of the structure, bond distances and angles for 






Table 5-2 Calculated distances and angles for the different molecular models. PhQ data is in part 
from reference [134]. Distances are in Å and angles in degrees. The carbonyl groups are labeled 
as H-bonded or non-H-bonded. The acetoxy oxygen atom of AcQ is labeled Oa while the carbonyl 
acetoxy oxygen atom is labeled Ob (see Fig. 5-5). The hydroxyl oxygen atom of Lpc is also labeled 
as Oa. The distances between Oa/Ob and the closest carbonyl (Oc) of AcQ/Lpc are also listed. 
𝐍𝐍𝐍𝐍 𝐍𝐍 … 𝐎𝐎𝐍𝐍−𝐛𝐛𝐛𝐛𝐛𝐛𝐛𝐛 𝐍𝐍 … 𝐎𝐎𝐍𝐍−𝐛𝐛𝐛𝐛𝐛𝐛𝐛𝐛 𝐂𝐂𝐎𝐎𝐍𝐍−𝐛𝐛𝐛𝐛𝐛𝐛𝐛𝐛 𝐂𝐂𝐎𝐎𝐍𝐍𝐛𝐛𝐛𝐛−𝐍𝐍−𝐛𝐛𝐛𝐛𝐛𝐛𝐛𝐛 𝑶𝑶𝒂𝒂 … 𝑶𝑶𝑪𝑪 𝑶𝑶𝒃𝒃 … 𝑶𝑶𝑪𝑪 𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳 ∠𝑪𝑪𝑶𝑶𝑪𝑪 𝐍𝐍𝐍𝐍 
AcQ1 1.044 1.654 2.675 1.284 1.255 2.702 3.829 - 142 
AcQ2 1.047 1.615 2.638 1.282 1.256 2.733 3.185 - 145 
AcQ3 1.049 1.588 2.629 1.281 1.258 2.619 3.348 - 140 
AcQ4 1.052 1.592 2.635 1.284 1.255 2.667 3.161 - 141 
PhQ 1.052 1.589 2.636 1.287 1.262 - - - 143 
Lpc1 1.047 1.610 2.654 1.283 1.271 2.612 - 0.985 144 
Lpc2 1.051 1.624 2.672 1.289 1.256 2.663 - 0.969 145 
Lpc3 1.052 1.618 2.662 1.300 1.256 2.594 - 0.984 139 
Lpc4 1.053 1.601 2.649 1.284 1.259 2.654 - 0.974 142 
 
5.3.1 Calculated spectra 
Experimental DDS in the anion region are shown in Fig. 5-3 (red). The experimental DDS 
were constructed using (A1−– A1) FTIR DS for PSI with PhQ, AcQ and Lpc incorporated, and are 
from reference [146]. As shown previously [81] virtually identical DDS are obtained using time 
resolved (P700+A1− − P700A1) FTIR DS. Corresponding calculated DDS for the different 
molecular models are also shown in Fig. 5-3. The experimental and calculated (A1− – A1) FTIR 






Figure 5-3 (A) Calculated (black) and experimental (red) (AcQ− - PhQ−) and (B) (Lpc− - PhQ−) 
DDS. In the DDS, negative bands are due to PhQ−, and positive bands are for the foreign quinones. 






5.3.1 Normal mode assignments 
The normal modes that contribute to the most intense bands in the calculated DDS for the 
AcQ3 and Lpc1 models are listed in Table 5-3. Animations (movies) of the atomic motions 
during vibration of many of these normal modes are presented in the SI. 
Table 5-3 ONIOM calculated vibrational frequencies (in cm−1) and intensities (in parenthesis, in 
km/mol) for PhQ−, AcQ− and Lpc−. Frequencies are for the AcQ3 and Lpc1 molecular models. 
Calculated frequencies for PhQ− are from reference [134]. AcQ− and Lpc− experimental data is 
from reference [146]. Calculated frequencies are scaled by 0.964. The molecular groups that most 
prominently contribute to the calculated vibrational modes were listed, as are the frequencies of 
the bands observed in experimental DDS that most likely correspond to the calculated bands. ν/δ 
refer to stretching/bending modes and a/q refer to the aromatic/quinonic parts of the NQ ring. 
Quinone Mode Calculated Experimental 
PhQ⁻ ν(C1−⃛O) 1494 (341) 1494 
 δ(CH)methyl 1475 (75) 1476 
 δ(CH)tail 1444 (68) - 
 ν(C2−⃛C3) 1435 (29) - 
 ν(C4−⃛O) 1415 (239) 1415 










 δ(CH)tail 1467 (55) - 





Lpc⁻ ν(C1−⃛O), δ(OH) 1509 (92) 1509 




 δ(CH)tail 1446 (50) - 











5.4.1 Calculated spectra obtained using AcQ3 and Lpc1 molecular models 
By visually comparing the calculated and experimental DDS in Fig. 5-3 it seems that the 
calculated DDS for the AcQ3 model agrees best with the experimental DDS. That is, the 
experimental bands at 1509(+), 1494(−), 1483(+) cm−1 match up well with bands calculated at 
1509(+), 1494(−) and 1478(+) cm−1, respectively. The AcQ3 model refers to the situation where 
the hydrocarbon chain of AcQ is located at the position that is normally occupied by the methyl 
group of PhQ in native PSI. So, the hydrocarbon tail of AcQ is “flipped” relative to that of the 
phytyl tail of PhQ. Alternatively, the hydrocarbon tail of AcQ is meta to the H-bonded carbonyl 
group. In the AcQ3 model the acetoxy C=O group is also pointing towards PheA689 (Table 5-
1 and Fig. 5-2). 
In all calculated (AcQ− – PhQ−) DDS, a difference band is observed at ~1426(+)/1415(−) 
cm−1. Such a difference band is not obvious in the experimental DDS. In the AcQ3 DDS this 
difference band (at least the positive part) is the least pronounced compared to that in the other 
DDS, so one might argue that it is more in line with experiment compared to the other models. 
Similarly, the calculated DDS obtained using the Lpc1 molecular model agrees more 
closely with experiment. That is, the experimental difference bands at 1509(+)/1494(−)/1484(+) 
cm−1 match up well with the difference bands calculated at 1509(+)/1494(−)/1477(+) cm−1. In the 
Lpc1 model the hydrocarbon tail of Lpc is ortho to the H-bonded carbonyl group, the same as for 
native PhQ. The hydroxyl group also points towards the quinone carbonyl group (Table 5-1, Fig. 
5-2 and Fig. 5-5). 
In the calculated (Lpc− – PhQ−) DDS obtained using the Lpc1 model, a weak difference 





difference features in this region are more intense for the Lpc2 and Lpc3 models. So, again, one 
might argue that this calculated observation is more in line with experiment compared to the other 
models. 
5.4.2 AcQ− in the A1 binding site 
For the AcQ3 model the distance between the acetoxy oxygen atom and the nearest H-
bonded carbonyl oxygen atom of AcQ− is 2.619 Å. The distance is up to 0.12 Å longer in the other 
AcQ− models (Table 5-2 and Fig. 5-5). The distance between the acetoxy carbonyl oxygen atom 
and the nearest AcQ− carbonyl oxygen atom is 3.348 Å and is in the 3.2–3.8 Å range for the 
different molecular models. The distance between the hydroxyl oxygen atom and the nearest 
carbonyl oxygen atom in the Lpc1 model is 2.612 Å, which is very close to the O – O distance for 
the AcQ3 model (it is the H-bonded carbonyl group for the AcQ3 model, however). 
Calculations using the AcQ3 molecular model leads to a band in the calculated DDS at 
1509 cm−1. A corresponding positive band in the DDS for the other molecular models is 8–
15 cm−1 higher in frequency, and considerably higher in intensity (Fig. 5-3). For the AcQ3 model 
the calculations indicate that three modes with very similar frequency and mode composition 
contribute to the 1509 cm−1 band. Three modes of AcQ− near 1509 cm−1  indicate that the modes 
are due predominantly to a C1−⃛O stretching vibration (Table 5-3). The calculations for the AcQ3 
model therefore indicate that the C1−⃛O mode of AcQ− in the A1 binding site is upshifted 
15 cm−1 relative to the corresponding mode of PhQ−, with considerably decreased intensity (Table 
5-1). For the other AcQ molecular models, the C1−⃛O band is at a higher frequency and is more 
intense than for the AcQ3 model (Fig. 5-3). It seems therefore that the position of the acetoxy 





intensity of the C1−⃛O mode of AcQ− in the A1 binding site. Note that we will refer to the H-bonded 
carbonyl group of the incorporated quinone always as the C4=O group in this manuscript. 
A weak positive band was observed at 1509–1511 cm−1 in (AcQ – PhQ) FTIR DDS for 
both 12C-and 13C labeled PSI [146]. Due to the weak intensity of this feature, it was not assigned 
to a C−⃛O mode of AcQ− [146]. Although an upshift of the C1−⃛O mode of AcQ− (relative to PhQ−) 
was predicted based on previous DFT calculations for AcQ− and PhQ− in solution (THF) [146], it 
was simply assumed that these solution phase DFT calculations poorly modeled the experimental 
spectra for the protein bound semiquinones. On viewing the experimental (AcQ− – PhQ−) and the 
calculated DDS (Fig. 5-3), it is most reasonable to suggest that the PhQ− band at 
1494 cm−1 corresponds to the band at 1483 cm−1 for AcQ−. So previously the band observed near 
1483 cm−1 in the experimental DDS was suggested to be a candidate for the C1−⃛O vibration of 
AcQ− in the A1 binding site, which was therefore downshifted 11 cm−1 relative to the C1−⃛O mode 
of PhQ− [146]. 
The ONIOM calculations presented here indicate that the weak positive band at 
1509 cm−1 is due to the C1−⃛O mode of AcQ−. This result raises the question as to the origin of the 
1483(+) cm−1 band in the experimental (AcQ− – PhQ−) DDS. For the AcQ3 model an intense band 
is calculated at 1478 cm−1, and likely corresponds to the band observed experimentally at 
1483 cm−1. This is more than 10 cm−1 higher in frequency than a similar positive band calculated 
using the AcQ2 and 4 molecular models. No positive band is even calculated using the AcQ1 
model. The calculated band at 1478(+) cm−1 (AcQ3 model) contains contributions from three 
modes with similar frequency and mode composition (Table 5-3); the modes are due partly to 
C4−⃛O stretching vibrations coupled to CH bending vibrations associated with CH groups of the 





The calculations therefore predict the 1483 cm−1 band in the experimental (AcQ− – PhQ−) 
DDS is associated in part with a C4−⃛O stretching vibration of AcQ−. For PhQ− the predominant 
C4−⃛O stretching vibration is near 1415 cm−1, and so this is a radically different calculated result 
for AcQ−. As indicated above, for the AcQ3 model, the C4−⃛O oxygen atom is 2.6 Å from the 
acetoxy oxygen atom attached at C3 and 3.4 Å from the acetoxy carbonyl oxygen atom (Fig. 5-5). 
The proximity of these oxygen atoms might disrupt the H-bonding to the AcQ− C4−⃛O oxygen 
atom, in this case leading to a frequency upshift from 1415 to 1483 cm−1. 
From previous DFT calculations for AcQ− and PhQ− in THF it was shown that the bands 
due to the C1−⃛O and the C4−⃛O groups of AcQ− are upshifted ~11 cm−1 relative to the 
corresponding bands for PhQ−. In addition, the acetoxy group conformation could lead to an 
additional ~15 cm−1 upshift in the bands associated with the C1−⃛O and the C4−⃛O vibrations, with 
also some intensity variation between the two modes (see Fig. S2 and Table S1 in reference [146]). 
So, the solution phase calculations could indicate an upshift of (at most) only ~25 cm−1 for the 
C4−⃛O vibrations of AcQ− compared to PhQ−. This is considerably less than that calculated here. 
For PhQ− the C4−⃛O mode at 1415 cm−1 contains contributions from phytyl tail CH bending 
vibrations. For AcQ− in PSI the acetoxy group occupies the position normally occupied by the 
phytyl tail of PhQ (AcQ3 model), so the atomic motions that couple to the C4−⃛O group will be 
quite different for AcQ compared to PhQ, again possibly leading to a higher frequency band. 
For the AcQ3 model a relatively weak positive band is calculated (and is visible) near 
1467 cm−1 in the DDS. Such a feature is not obvious in the experimental DDS. Previously, we 
calculated a CH methyl bending mode of PhQ− at ~1475 cm−1 [134] (Table 5-2). Therefore, it 
could be the case that this mode of PhQ− could cancel with a mode of AcQ− that appears at a 





For the AcQ3 model a relatively weak band is calculated at 1426 cm−1 in the DDS. This 
band is also calculated to contain contributions from three normal modes, all of which contain 
contributions from several molecular groups. In particular, the three modes are due to C4−⃛O 
stretching/bending vibrations coupled to hydrocarbon tail CH bending, as well as aromatic C–C 
stretching (Table 5-2). The calculated band at 1426 cm−1 has no corresponding, easily observable, 
feature in the experimental DDS. 
It has been established previously (both computationally and experimentally) that the 
C1−⃛O and C4−⃛O groups of PhQ− are at 1495 and 1415 cm−1 [134], so the frequency separation 
between the two C−⃛O vibrations is 80 cm−1. If it is assumed that the C1−⃛O and C4−⃛O groups of 
AcQ− are at 1509 and 1426 cm−1 the frequency separation is 83 cm−1. However, again, there is no 
feature in the experimental DDS (in the 1430–1410 cm−1 region) that we could assign to a C4−⃛O 
vibration of AcQ−. The lack of a negative feature near 1415 cm−1 in the experimental DDS imply 
that a mode of AcQ− also occurs close to 1415 cm−1. This seems likely upon comparison of the 
FTIR DS (as opposed to the DDS) (Fig. 5-4). In the case of a C4−⃛O mode of AcQ− at 
1415 cm−1 then the frequency separation between the two C−⃛O modes would be 94 cm−1. 
However, in the experimental/calculated DDS the most intense band due to C4−⃛O vibrations is at 
1483/1477 cm−1, respectively. Thus, there is a 26–32 cm−1 frequency separation between the main 
C1−⃛O and C4−⃛O mode vibrations. 
The H-bond distances for the optimized PhQ− and AcQ− in the ONIOM models are 2.636 
and 2.629 Å, respectively (Table 5-2 and Fig. 5-5). So, the H-bond length is not greatly altered, 
and one might therefore expect the H-bond strength also to be not greatly altered. As discussed 
above, the atomic constituents of the side-chains and their conformation could alter H-bond 





a given effective reduced mass), that will give rise to frequency shifts of (what we are calling) 
C4−⃛O modes. This suggests that it might not be appropriate to try to correlate frequency shifts of 
the C4−⃛O modes of differently substituted NQs to indicate a change in H-bond strength. 
5.4.3  Lpc− in the A1 binding site 
For the Lpc1/AcQ3 model the C1−⃛O bond is 0.013/0.023 Å shorter than the C4−⃛O bond. 
The proton-oxygen distance is very similar for the Lpc1/AcQ3 models (1.61/1.59 Å). The 
calculated N - H distances in the Lpc1 and AcQ3 models are also similar. The calculated distance 
between the backbone nitrogen atom and the H-bonded oxygen atom is slightly shorter in the AcQ3 
model (2.629 Å) compared to the calculated distances for PhQ (2.636 Å) and Lpc1 (2.654 Å). 
The Lpc1 molecular model leads to a weak calculated band at 1509 cm−1 in the DDS. This 
band is due to a normal mode associated mainly with contributions from the C1−⃛O stretching 
vibration (Table 5-3). Hydroxy OH bending, aromatic ring CH bending and aromatic ring C−⃛C 
stretching vibrations also contribute to this normal mode. In the Lpc1 model the two oxygen atoms 
of Lpc− are separated by 2.61 Å, and the O1-H2-OA bond angle is 120o (Table 5-2 and Fig. 5-5). In 
addition, the C1-O1-H2 angle is 83o (Fig. 5-5). Such a bond geometry apparently leads to an 
increase (15 cm−1) in the C1−⃛O mode frequency compared to PhQ−. From DFT calculations for 
Lpc− in THF (with the OH group pointing towards the carbonyl C=O group), the C−⃛O modes are 
antisymmetrically coupled and close in frequency to corresponding modes of PhQ (see Fig. S2 in 
reference [146]). So, these solution phase calculated spectra poorly model this aspect of the 
experimental spectra. 
In the calculated (Lpc− – PhQ−) DDS a band is calculated at 1478 cm−1 and consists of 
contributions from two modes that include an antisymmetric stretching of the C1−⃛O and C4−⃛O 





contribution from the C4−⃛O group (see Videos 8–10 in the SI for animations of the 
1477 cm−1 mode of Lpc−). So, the calculations using the AcQ3 and Lpc1 models indicate C1−⃛O 
and C4−⃛O modes at similar frequencies, with similar relative intensities, for Lpc− and AcQ−. This 
is in spite of the considerably different orientations of the hydrocarbon side chains in the two 
molecular models. 
Fig. 5-3 demonstrates that experimental DDS for AcQ and Lpc in PSI are very similar. Fig. 
5-3 also demonstrates that only the Lpc1 and AcQ3 models result in calculated spectra that 
resemble experiment. It is quite surprising, and interesting, that very different molecular models 
for the quinone in PSI can result in calculated spectra that are similar, and that such a similarity in 
spectra agrees with that found experimentally. 
The calculated (Lpc− – PhQ−) DDS also indicate a band at 1446 cm−1 that is due mainly to 
the CH bending vibrations of groups associated with the hydrocarbon tail of Lpc−. A somewhat 
similar looking normal mode is also calculated for PhQ− at 1441 cm−1 (Table 5-3). Given the 
similarity in frequency, there is little structure in the (Lpc− – PhQ−) DDS near 1440 cm−1. 
Calculations also indicate two modes of Lpc− near 1420 cm−1. These modes are due mainly 
to a stretching vibration of the C4−⃛O group. A band is observed at 1416 cm−1 in Lpc− (A1− – A1) 
FTIR DS (Fig. 5-4). Since Lpc− and PhQ− both display bands near 1416 cm−1 there is little 
structure in the (Lpc− – PhQ−) DDS near 1416 cm−1. In the calculated (Lpc− – PhQ−) DDS a 
positive band is calculated at 1409 cm−1. Carbonyl group normal modes are not associated with 
this feature, however (Table 5-3). 
5.4.4 Substituted NQs incorporated into the A1 binding site 
AcQ and Lpc, like PhQ, are 2,3-disubstituted NQs. PhQ has a methyl/phytyl group at the 





play in binding several mono- and disubstituted NQs (substitutions at the 2 and/or 3 positions) 
have been incorporated into PSI and their orientation assessed using EPR spectroscopy [26, 98, 
99]. Since EPR spectroscopy is being used it is the orientation of the semiquinone anion that is 
being probed. 
When 2-methyl-NQ (2MNQ) is incorporated into PSI it is bound with the methyl group in 
the same position as it is found for native PhQ. This has been demonstrated using both EPR [26, 
151] and FTIR DS [134]. Also, when 2, 3-disubstituted NQs, where one of the substituents is a 
methyl group, are incorporated into PSI, the methyl group is also in the same position as it is for 
PhQ. So, NQs with a 2-methyl group are oriented quite specifically in the binding site with the 
methyl group meta to the H-bonded carbonyl group, as for native PhQ. 
Monosubstituted NQs with short alkyl chains (at the 2 position) have also been 
incorporated into PSI and studied using EPR spectroscopy [98]. When these 2-alkyl-NQs (2-ethyl-
NQ, 2-butyl-NQ) are incorporated into PSI, the short alkyl chain is in the position that is normally 
occupied by the methyl group of PhQ. So, the binding site has a preference for a short alkyl chain 
at the 2-position, rather than a hydrogen atom. However, in the menG− mutant a methyl-less PhQ 
analogue (2-phytyl-1, 4-naphthoquinone) occupies the A1 binding site and in this case the phytyl 
chain is found in the same position as for PhQ [152]. So, hydrocarbon chain length may also be a 
feature that modulates binding orientation. 
AcQ is a disubstituted NQ, with a hydrocarbon chain at the 2 position and an acetoxy group 
at the 3 position, and here we show that from a comparison of calculated and experimental DDS 
that the hydrocarbon chain of AcQ is meta to the H-bonded carbonyl, opposite to that of the phytyl 





occupied by the methyl group of PhQ, or the hydrocarbon chain of AcQ in the ONIOM model is 
too short, or too saturated, to be accommodated in the space occupied by the phytyl chain of PhQ. 
 The calculated spectra in Fig. 5-3 also indicate the orientation of the AcQ acetoxy C=O 
group with respect to the H-bonded C4=O group. The conformation of the acetoxy C=O group is 
therefore of some relevance, possibly playing a role in modulating the H-bond strength. It seems 
therefore that there could be several factors that contribute to AcQ adopting the orientation that it 
does in the A1 binding site. 
 Note that the AcQ and PhQ molecular models have a truncated hydrocarbon side-chain. 
However, the actual quinones incorporated into PSI have relatively long tails (Fig. 5-1c). We do 
not expect this to be an important point, however, as we have undertaken calculations using 
quinone molecular models with longer tails and find that similar spectra are calculated (not shown). 
 For PSI with Lpc incorporated our data suggests that the hydrocarbon tail of Lpc is in the 
same position as it is for PhQ. In this case it therefore appears that a hydroxyl group can be 
tolerated at the 2-position and is preferable to a hydrocarbon chain. The phytyl tail of PhQ has one 
unsaturated C=C bond in the first isoprenoid unit, and the short tail of Lpc is identical to the first 
isoprenoid unit of PhQ's phytyl tail. How or if the degree of saturation of the hydrocarbon tail 
impacts binding still needs to be studied. 
5.4.1 Strategies for project continuation/extension 
In this manuscript we have used the PSI structure for T. elongatus (1JB0) to build 
molecular models. This was primarily the case for a direct comparison with previous calculated 
results obtained using the same molecular model [134]. An X-ray structure for PSI from S6803 is 
also available at a similar resolution (PDB file 5OY0) [38]. Both structures are near identical 





calculated using either structure as a starting point. We have found this to be the case for 
calculation of (2MNQ− – PhQ−) DDS (not shown). 
A more detailed comparison of calculated results based on models constructed using the 
1JB0 and 5OY0 structures could be a good test of the sensitivity of the models to the uncertainty 
in the X-ray structures. This idea is worth considering and we are in the process of repeating all 
calculations using models constructed from the 5OY0 X-ray structure, in addition to calculations 
based on lower resolution structures such as the 4KT0 PSI structure [93]. 
In this manuscript we have predicted the orientation of the NQ ring of Lpc and AcQ in the 
A1 binding site in PSI. It will be valuable to test/verify these predictions using magnetic 
spectroscopy methods, particularly ENDOR methods. Such experiments are currently being 
planned. 
The orientation of the incorporated AcQ and Lpc was based on a consideration of the DS 
and DDS in the semiquinone anion region. Experimental DS and DDS are available in the neutral 
quinone region also [146]. To further develop our computational approach, and to test/verify the 
predictions derived for the AcQ and Lpc semiquinones in PSI, we will undertake calculations for 
neutral AcQ and Lpc in PSI. 
5.5 Conclusions 
A two-layer ONIOM QM/MM method that was developed previously and used to interpret 
three separate DDS [134] was again used here to model two further DDS obtained using PSI with 
Lpc− and AcQ− incorporated into the A1 binding site in PSI. Lpc and AcQ are 2,3-disubstituted 
NQs and it is shown that the orientation of the NQ ring of the incorporated quinone can be 
established based on a consideration of the calculated and experimental DDS. The conformation 





For PSI with PhQ incorporated the phytyl chain is ortho to the hydrogen bonded carbonyl 
group, while the methyl group is meta. For PSI with AcQ/Lpc incorporated into the Al binding site 
the NQ ring is oriented with the hydrocarbon chain meta/ortho to the hydrogen bonded carbonyl 
group, respectively. The acetoxy/hydroxyl group are therefore ortho/meta, respectively. The 
hydroxyl group of Lpc points towards and probably interacts with the non-H-bonded quinone 
carbonyl group. The overall conformation of the acetoxy carbonyl group is also established. 
In the above described configurations, the bands in the spectra that are due to normal modes 
with contributions from the C1−⃛O and C4−⃛O groups is established. It is shown that the 
predominantly C1−⃛O normal modes of Lpc− and AcQ− are upshifted 15 cm−1 compared to the 
corresponding mode of PhQ−. The predominantly C4−⃛O normal modes of Lpc− and AcQ− are 
upshifted more than 60 cm−1 compared to PhQ−. 
5.6 Supplementary Information 
5.6.1 Calculated and FTIR difference spectra (DS) 
Calculated DS for all the AcQ and Lpc models are compared to experimental (A1− – A) FTIR 
DS in Fig. 5-4 (experimental data is from reference [146]). Fig. 5-4C shows a magnified view of 
the experimental FTIR DS for Lpc− and AcQ−, which is compared to the spectra calculated using 
the AcQ3 and Lpc1 models. Fig. 5-4D compares experimental and calculated (AcQ− − Lpc−) DDS 






Figure 5-4 Calculated DS for (A) AcQ– and (B) Lpc– in the A1 binding site obtained using all the 
different molecular models. The experimental (A1– − A1) DS for AcQ– and Lpc– are also shown 
(dotted). C) Close up view of the calculated DS obtained using the AcQ3 and Lpc1 models. 
Experimental FTIR DS are also shown. D) Calculated and experimental (AcQ– – Lpc–) DDS 
(experimental DS and DDS from reference [146]). Frequencies were scaled by 0.964. 
 
5.6.2 Calculated bond lengths and angles from Lpc1 and AcQ3 molecular models 
The enlarged view of suggested orientations for Lpc and AcQ incorporated into the A1 






Figure 5-5 Bond distances and angles calculated for the semiquinones in AcQ3 (right) and Lpc1 
(left) molecular models. The acetoxy oxygen atom (of AcQ) is labeled Oa while the carbonyl 
acetoxy oxygen atom is labeled Ob. The hydroxyl oxygen atom of Lpc is also labeled as Oa.  
Distances are in Å and angles in degrees. 
 
5.6.3 Comparison of the A1A binding site from X-ray structures from 1JB0 and 5OY0 
Fig. 5-6 shows the structure of PhQ in the A1A binding site derived from PSI X-ray 
structures from 1JB0 and 5OY0 (green). In our calculations, atoms of PhQ with a truncated tail, 
in addition to the H-bonded leucine residue and neighboring alanine and serine residues, are 
included at the QM level. Seven water molecules are also shown in Fig. 5-6, the first three of which 
are included at the QM level in our calculations. Overall, the structures look similar, but a detailed 
comparison of bond lengths and angles, and how these may relate to calculated spectra for different 






Figure 5-6 Comparison of PhQ in the A1A binding site obtained using the 1JB0 and 5OY0 (all in 
green) X-ray crystal structures. Water molecules 1, 2, and 3. . .  in the 1JB0 correspond to 1’, 2’… 
in the 5OY0 structure. Water 4 and 4’ seem to be somewhat displaced. In previous calculations, 
however, we have indicated that water 4 is not important for adequate spectral simulation. Note 
that only the first five carbons of the hydrocarbon tail are included in calculations, so the observed 










6 CALCULATED VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCIES FOR REDUCED 
PLASTOQUINONE IN THE A1 BINDING SITE OF PHOTOSYSTEM I 
6.1 Introduction 
The photosynthetic reactions are initiated by the absorption of light, followed by the 
electron transfer via specific protein-bound cofactors; in two oxygenic photosynthetic organisms 
that so-called photosystem I (PSI) and photosystem II (PSII), the electron transfer (ET) cofactors 
are arranged in two near symmetrical branches [92, 153]. In PSI, the forward electron could be 
directed to both branches [50, 154], whereas only one branch is utilized in PSII [155].  
Two structurally identical PhQ molecules, hosted in the A-branch (referred to A1A)  and B-
branch (A1B) binding sites of PSI, are interacting with similar immediate environments [31] . 
However, differences do exist in the two branches, such as the orientations of the phytyl tails in 
the A1A and A1B, in addition to asymmetry in coordinated water molecules in two branches [17, 
142].   
In cyanobacterial cells from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (S6803), the PhQ synthesis is 
interrupted due to the menB gene inactivation, and a plastoquinone (PQ; 2,3-dimethyl-5-prenyl-
l,4-benzoquinone) molecule occupies the A1 binding site instead [156]. Other quinones can replace 
the PQ in the A1 binding site by incubating mutant menB− PSI in a large molar excess of the 
quinone of interest [150, 157, 158]. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) difference spectroscopy has 
been widely used to study vibrational properties of bound pigments in protein complexes [22, 159, 
160]. FTIR difference spectra (DS) obtained using menB− PSI particles with reconstituted PhQ are 
found to be very similar to the obtained results for wild-type PSI in the neutral and anion regions 





the noticeable band-shift consequent of hosting PQ or PhQ in the A1 site [72, 73]. Structures of 
PQ and PhQ are shown in Fig. 6-1.  
Vibrational properties of different bound quinones in the protein environment are 
consequences of the interactions between the structures of quinones and the surrounding. Thus, to 
assess the vibrational properties of the PQ and PhQ, the interactions with the A1 surrounding 
environment should be determined. Here, according to the numberings in the X-ray crystal 
structure of Thermosynechococcus elongatus (T. elongatus; PDB ID:1JB0) [31], we review the 
interactions between PhQ in the A1A site and its environment. The PhQ forms only a single 
hydrogen-bond (H-bond) via one of its carbonyl group to the backbone NH of LeuA722 [31] (Fig. 
6-1a). It was suggested that the presence of a water cluster near the H-bonded peptide might 
support the strength of the interaction [26] (Fig. 6-1a). In earlier studies, calculated vibrational 
frequencies obtained for several quinones incorporated into the A1 binding site showed that the 
water cluster is involved in the H-bonding in the reduced states [134]. Consequently, due to 
specific water molecules' involvement, calculated frequencies agree well with FTIR data on ~80 






Figure 6-1 PhQ in the A1A binding site of PSI from the three-dimensional structure of PSI from 
Thermosynechococcus elongatus (T. elongatus) at 2.5Å resolution (PDB:1JB0 [31]). A) only 
carbonyl O4 of PhQ is H-bonded to the amide group of LeuA722 (dashed-green). The nearby water 
cluster to the H-bonded peptide is shown. Three water molecules (W1, W2, and W3) are in H-
bonding distances with the backbone of Ala721A and SerA723 [134]. b) Structure and partial 
IUPAC numbering of PQ and PhQ. c) A view of quinonic rings of PQ and PhQ in the A1 site. The 







It was suggested that FTIR studies aids in investigating the H-bond structures of the 
carbonyl groups of bound quinones in the protein [161]. Thus, theoretical studies design H-
bonding agents consist of water molecules/truncated peptides to aid in observed bands' 
assignments [21, 73]. Previously, vibrational analysis of PQ− based on various modeled H-bonding 
agents showed that the carbonyl vibrations of PQ−  are not sensitive to the number and symmetry 
of H-bonding interactions [21], and the scaled calculated frequency has been assigned to the high-
frequency FTIR band at 1478 cm-1 [21, 162]. On the other hand, FTIR DS obtained 
using menB− PSI particles with PQ− display a band at 1489 cm-1 [73]; however, calculated 
frequencies for PQ− plus the modeled H-bonding agents adjacent to its tail exhibit similar 
vibrations to the former study, without pointing out the origin of the upshifted observed band at 
1489 cm-1 [73]. 
Previously, a two-layer ONIOM model was constructed to model the vibrational properties 
of several quinones incorporated into the A1 binding site [134]. The head group of PhQ is also in 
a 𝜋𝜋-stack arrangement to TrpA697 [31] (Fig. 6-1c). Our molecular structure was designed to cover 
an extended H-bond complex consisting of water molecules and H-bonded peptide in the QM 
layer, whereas the π-stacked Trp and the remainder of the selected environment were modeled in 
the MM layer. Calculated frequencies obtained by the ONIOM model successfully agreed with 
FTIR bands for several naphthoquinones incorporated into the menB−  PSI complex. 
In this study, ONIOM calculated frequencies are used to assess FTIR DS obtained using 
menB− PSI particles with PQ and PhQ incorporated [72, 73]. PQ lacks the aromatic ring; calculated 
off-parallel π-stack angles between quinonic rings of PQ−/PhQ− and Trp are also presented. Finally, 
while in PSII, the native PQ functions as the secondary electron acceptor, and associated FTIR 





the binding PQ− in the A1, the binding interactions between PQ− in two binding environments are 
discussed. 
6.2 Material and Methods 
An ONIOM model using the PSI crystal structure from T. elongatus was constructed [134]. 
The QM layer includes atoms of the A-branch PhQ, backbone atoms of LeuA722, two LeuA22 
neighboring backbones, and three specific water molecules [134]. These water molecules are 
indicated in Figure 1a. The remainder of the selected protein and water molecules within 12Å of 
carbonyl oxygens of PhQ were molded in the MM layer. MM layer amino acids and their charge 
states, as well as other water molecules, are listed in Table S1 of reference [134].  
The following changes have been made to build the head group of a PQ in the ONIOM 
structure. 1) the aromatic ring of PhQ has been removed, and two methyl groups were attached to 
the quinonic ring. 2) the methyl group at the C2 position of the quinonic ring of PhQ has been 
replaced with a hydrogen atom (see Fig. 6-1b).  
Time-resolved ENDOR (Electron-Nuclear DOuble Resonance) spectroscopy for menB− 
mutant PSI suggested that the obtained asymmetric spin density distribution for PQ results from 
the H-bond between the O4 of PQ and protein [163]. Thus, assuming that the mutation does not 
change the position of the tail on the quinonic ring, the same structure and orientation of truncated 
tail for PhQ and PQ were used in the molecular structures (Fig. 6-1c). Note tails of PhQ and PQ 
are different in the length and degree of saturation (see Fig. 6-1b). However, the truncated tail of 
PhQ in the ONIOM model with (CH2CHC(CH3)2) is the same as one isoprenoid unit of PQ’s (see 
Fig. 6-1b). 
ONIOM calculations were undertaken using Gaussian 16 software [84]. The QM level is 





MM layer was treated using the universal force field (UFF) [88]. The QM and MM layers were 
connected using the link atom approach [164]. Geometry optimization of the two-layer molecular 
models was undertaken using ONIOM methods employing electronic embedding, which allows 
electrostatic effects of the surrounding atoms to be included in the QM wave functions [67]. 
Frequency calculation was undertaken as described previously [134]. The assignment calculated 
frequencies to molecular groups were based on visual inspection on the most predominant 
contributions to the vibrations. All calculations were undertaken using Advanced Research 
Computing Technology and Innovation Core (ARCTIC) resources available at Georgia State 
University. 
6.3 Results and Discussion 
6.3.1 Vibrational frequencies of PQ− in the A1 binding site 
Spectra for PQ and PhQ in the neutral and anion states obtained by the ONIOM model 
were used to construct calculated difference spectra (DS; anion minus neutral spectrum). The 
calculated DS obtained with PhQ was subtracted from the calculated DS with PQ, and the 
calculated double-difference spectrum (DDS) was constructed. Fig. 6-2 shows the calculated DS, 
DDS, and corresponding FTIR spectra from reference [73] in the anion region from 1550 to 1380 
cm-1. Calculated frequencies and assignments for vibrational modes of PQ− and PhQ− in the protein 






Figure 6-2 Calculated (solid) and experimental FTIR (dotted) covering the anion region from 1520 
to 1380 cm-1. Calculated and experimental DS shown for PSI with PQ (blue) and PhQ (red). 
Calculated and experimental DDS shown for PQ – PhQ (black). FTIR spectra for PSI with PQ and 
PhQ incorporated are updated from references [73] and [81]. The calculated spectrum for PhQ is 
updated from reference [134]. A 0.964-factor scale is used for all calculated frequencies as 













Table 6-1 Calculated frequencies (in cm-1) and intensities (in km/mol) for PQ− and PhQ−. 
Calculated and experimental data for PhQ− is updated from reference [134]. Calculated frequencies 
are scaled by 0.964. The molecular groups that most prominently contribute to the calculated 
vibrational modes are listed along with the experimentally determined bands from reference [73]. 
ν/δ refer to stretching/bending modes. bq; benzoquinone ring stretching mode.  
 
Semiquinone Mode Calc. 
Freq. (Int.) 
Exp. 
PQ− δ(CH3) attached to C2 & 




 ν(C1−⃛O), δ(CH3) 
attached to C2 & C3 
ν(C1−⃛O), δ(CH3) 






 ν(C1−⃛O), δ(CH3) 
attached to C2 & C3,  
ν(C1−⃛O), δ(CH3) 
attached to C2 & C3, 






 ν(C4−⃛O), δ(CH) of the 
tail 







 ν(C4−⃛O), δ(CH) of the 
tail, δ(CH3) attached to C3 







 ν (C−C)bq, δ(CH) 1402 
(161) 
− 
PhQ− ν(C1−⃛O) 1494 
(341) 
1494 
 δ(CH3) attached to C2 1475 
(75) 
1476 
 δ(CH) of the phytyl tail 1444 
(68) 
− 
 ν(C2−⃛ C3) 1435 
(29) 
− 
 ν(C4−⃛O) 1415 
(239) 
1415 
*Calculated frequencies of PQ− are due to multiple similar molecular modes. 
 
Previously, for PhQ− in PSI, an intense FTIR band at 1494 cm-1 was assigned to the C1−⃛O 
vibrations [80, 81], whereas for PQ− in PSI, a band was observed at 1487-1489 cm-1 [72, 73]. 
Calculations show that a normal mode at 1489 cm-1 comprises of the C1−⃛O stretching and both 
methyl bending of PQ− (Table 6-1). Thus, on the FTIR DDS, the difference feature at 1494 (-





calculated and FTIR DDS exhibit the C1−⃛O vibration of PQ- is downshifted comparing to the 
similar vibrational group of PhQ- (Fig. 6-2). 
An observed FTIR band at 1476 cm-1 for PhQ− [73] was corresponded to a calculated band 
at 1475 cm-1 [134], previously. Calculations showed the normal mode at 1475 cm-1 is composed 
of the methyl bending at the C2 position of PhQ− (Table 6-1). Due to the replacement of PQ− in the 
model, a low-intensity normal mode is calculated at 1477 cm-1. The methyl bending (both methyl 
groups) and the C=C stretching (both C=C) modes contribute to the vibrations (Table 1). However, 
no corresponding band is observed in the experimental FTIR DS or DDS (Fig. 6-2).  
FTIR DS and DDS for PSI with PQ− display a band at 1444 cm-1 [73] (Fig. 6-2). Previously, 
a calculated band at1444 cm-1 was assigned to the CH bending mode of the phytyl tail of PhQ−  
[134]. Calculated frequencies for PQ− indicate two normal modes at 1439 and 1426 cm-1 are for 
the coupled CH bending of the tail and the C4−⃛O stretching modes (Table 6-1). The calculated 
band at 1426 cm-1 gets more intensity due to the contribution of both methyl bending in addition 
to the CH bending of the tail and the C4−⃛O stretching (Table 6-2).  
It was suggested that the alkyl substituent of the quinone acceptor has van der Waals 
interactions with the protein environment that plays a role in orienting the quinone [155]. 
Previously, calculated and FTIR DS indicated the removal of the tail in the structure of a 2-methyl-
1,4-naphthoquinon (2MNQ) and a di-methyl-naphthoquinone (DMNQ) causes an upshift in the 
C4−⃛O vibrations with respect to the similar molecular group of PhQ− [165]. Note the first 
isoprenoid unit of tails has the same structure but may make a different dihedral angle with the 
head group of PhQ and PQ, whereas in the ONIOM model, the dihedral angle was modeled to be 





bending of the tail, and a different dihedral angle between the first isoprenoid unit and head group 
of PQ may affect the intensity of the band.  
The FTIR band at 1444 cm-1 [73] could be assigned to the coupled stretching mode of the 
C4−⃛O  and bending CH of the tail of PQ− (Table 6-2). In contrast, the C4−⃛O vibration of PhQ− and 
the CH bending of the tail are not coupled (Table 6-2). Previously, a band at 1415 cm-1  was 
assigned to the C4−⃛O vibration of the PhQ− [134]. A calculated frequency at 1402 cm-1 is not 
corresponding to any band in FTIR DS/DDS (Fig. 6-2). The band is due to the deformation of the 
ring of PQ− , in addition to many vibrational groups (Table 6-2). 
6.3.2 Geometrical parameters for quinones optimized in the A1 binding site  
Notable calculated bond distances and angles of PQ− and PhQ− are listed in Table 6-2. The 
calculated bond length of the C1−⃛O of PQ− is slightly longer than the similar group of PhQ−, 
whereas the C4−⃛O of both quinones has the same bond lengths. The H-bond distance between the 
Leu nitrogen and the O4 atom of PQ− is slightly longer than the similar distance of PhQ− . In 
contrast, the H-bond angle, with the involvement of hydrogen of Leu NH, for PQ− is larger than 
the same angle for PhQ− (Table 6-2). 
X-ray structure indicates that PhQ and TrpA697 aromatic ring are in the π-stacked 
geometry, and the parallel π-planes tilted by an angle ~ -17.38º [31]. Due to the anion formation, 
the off-parallel angle increases to ~ -18.80º and ~ -18.76º for PhQ− and PQ−, respectively (Table 
6-2). Thus, with respect to the X-ray structure, the quinonic ring of PhQ− and PQ− are tilted by 
1.42º and 1.38º, respectively. 
Table 6-2 Calculated bond lengths (in Å) and angles (in degrees) for PQ−, PhQ− in the A1 binding 





measured between the O4 of quinones and LeuA722 nitrogen. Calculated off-parallel angle 
between TrpA697 aromatic ring plane (𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥) and quinonic rings (𝑥𝑥′𝑥𝑥′) (see Fig. 6-1c). 
 𝐂𝐂𝟏𝟏−⃛𝐎𝐎 𝐂𝐂𝟒𝟒−⃛𝐎𝐎 𝑪𝑪... 𝐎𝐎𝟒𝟒 ∠ 𝑪𝑪𝑶𝑶𝐎𝐎𝟒𝟒 ∠ 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙′𝒙𝒙′ 
X-ray 1.42 1.42 2.69 − -17.38 
PQ− 1.27 1.29 2.65 174.11 -18.76 
PhQ− 1.26 1.29 2.64 172.70 -18.80 
 
6.3.3 Vibrational properties of PQ− in the QA binding site of PSII 
PQ is the native secondary electron acceptor in the QA binding site of PSII. FTIR DS 
obtained for PQ− in the QA binding site exhibits a strong band ~ 1480 cm-1 [162, 166-168]; the 
band is assigned to the coupled  C−⃛O and ring CC stretching modes [169]. On the other hand, 
another study suggested that the observed FTIR band ~ 1482 cm-1 for PQ− in the QA binding site 
could be assigned to the ring CC stretching mode, whereas the C−⃛O stretching mode was identified 
at 1469 cm-1 [29]. Therefore, despite the differences in the band’s assignment, the high-frequency 
FTIR band ~ 1480 cm-1 could be assigned to the vibration of PQ− in the QA binding site. Moreover, 
the latter study suggested that for PQ− binding in the QA site, observed bands between 1441 and 
1428 cm-1 could be assigned to the symmetric C−⃛O, CH bending and ring CC stretching modes 
[29]. 
For PQ− in the A1 binding site of PSI, FTIR DS displays the high-frequency band at 1489 
cm-1 [73] (Fig. 2). Thus, the experimental observed high-frequency bands of PQ− differ ~10 cm-1 
in two binding sites; the notable band-shift should be related to differences in surrounding 
environments in the binding sites. 
PQ in the QA binding site of PSII forms two hydrogen bonds to the protein environment 





an Ala backbone nitrogen, respectively [21]. In contrast, the binding quinones in the A1 site of PSI 
experience only one H-bond to a Leu backbone nitrogen. However, FTIR data indicates that the 
C1−⃛O and C4−⃛O vibrations of PhQ− in the A1 binding site are separated by ~ 80 cm-1 [81]. 
Calculated frequencies obtained by the inclusion of the nearby water cluster in the QM layer 
displayed the split, in line with the FTIR data, successfully [134]. The experimentally reported 
separation between two carbonyl bands is ~45 cm-1 for PQ− binding in the A1 site, however [73]. 
It was suggested that the secondary electron acceptor in PSI might experience a weaker H-
bonding and/or stronger π-π interaction with the protein in contrast to the QA binding site [171]. 
The H-bond network among the nearby water cluster could support the single interaction between 
quinone and Leu by making it more asymmetric. Moreover, the observed ~ 80 cm-1 split between 
the carbonyl vibrations could not sign a weak H-bond interaction between the PhQ hosting in the 
A1 and its surrounding. 
The binding PQ in the QA site is in an offset π-stacking arrangement with a Trp, with a 
slightly tilted the π-planes [172]. The X-ray structure indicates the quinonic ring of PQ occupying 
the QA site is tilted from the parallel geometry to Trp by ~ -10.05º [170]. Note the secondary 
electron acceptors in the QA binding site of purple bacterial reaction centers also is in the π-stacked 
conformation to a nearby Trp [173]. A comparison of tilted angles for the π-planes in two binding 
sites indicates the head group of the PQ is slightly in a larger off-parallel geometry with Trp in the 
A1 in PSI (-17.38º) than in the QA in PSII (-10.05º).  
A theoretical investigation suggested that neutral PhQ and Trp prefer a π-stacked 
orientation, whereas the reduced PhQ (PhQ−) prefers a T-stacked arrangement [174]. However, 
EPR measurement showed that PhQ− remains π-stacked to the Trp [175]. Indeed, EPR 





the nearby Trp for the PQ− [156]. Moreover, the influence of Trp was studied by site-directed 
mutagenesis in PSI; replacement of Trp to Phe caused an inability to photo-accumulate A1 in the 
A-branch while the B-branch mutation did not display this impact [176].  
Our data show that the optimized structures of PhQ− and PQ− in the protein environment 
are similarly and slightly tilted with respect to the offered angle in X-ray structure between the π-
planes (Table 2). Changing (~5º)  of the initial off-parallel angle for PQ−  with respect to the offered 
angle in the X-ray structure of 1JB0 [31], did not change the calculated bands and intensities of 
PQ−, however (results not shown here). 
One could assume that the suggested non-sensitivity of the carbonyl vibrations to the 
increase/decrease of the number and symmetry of H-bond agents next to a PQ− [21], does not apply 
for the observed band at 1489 cm-1 for PQ− occupying the A1. While the differences between the 
FTIR bands obtained for PQ− occupying the A1 at 1489 cm-1 and PQ− hosting the QA binding site 
~ 1480 cm-1 indicates the carbonyl vibrations are sensitive to interactions with the environment. 
Indeed, the non-sensitivity of the carbonyl vibrations to the increase/decrease and symmetry of the 
H-bond partners could also be concluded for a reduced benzoquinone (BQ−) in the gas-phase 
calculations (results not shown here). 
The ONIOM calculated frequencies of PQ in the A1 binding site, in line with the FTIR DS, 
display that the C1−⃛O stretching mode of the PQ− is upshifted with respect to the corresponding 
band in the QA site. It was proposed that the H-bonds and 𝜋𝜋–stacking may stabilize the position of 
the head group of the electron acceptors in the binding sites [155]. In the ONIOM model, a cluster 
of water molecules is involved in the H-bonding. Thus, it seems that in addition to immediate H-
bonding partners, distant factors in the environment play a role in vibrational frequencies of 





the quinones and their immediate H-bond partners to mimic the quinone-protein interactions in the 
binding sites.  
6.4 Conclusions  
Calculated frequencies of PQ− occupying the A1 binding site of PSI agree with the FTIR 
band-shift obtained using the menB− mutant PSI protein complex. Calculated and experimental 
bands agree on the downshift of the C1−⃛O stretching mode of PQ− with respect to the similar 
carbonyl group of PhQ− . In contrast, the C4−⃛O stretching mode of PQ−  is coupled to the CH 
bending modes of its tail and is upshifted comparing to the similar carbonyl group of PhQ− .  
Comparing the high-frequency FTIR bands of PQ− in the A1 and QA binding sites indicates 
that the carbonyl vibrations of PQ−  are sensitive to the interactions with the protein. Because the 
non-H-bonded carbonyl’s band of PQ− in the A1 binding site of PSI upshifts ~10 cm-1. The upshift 
could be a consequence of the asymmetric and strong H-bond interaction, whereas the water 










7 VIBRATIONAL PROPERTIES OF REDUCED PHYLLOQUINONE IN THE QA 
BINDING SITE OF PURPLE PHOTOSYNTHETIC BACTERIA 
7.1 Introduction 
In photosynthetic reaction centers (RCs), the photon absorption follows by the electron 
transfer via a chain of embedded cofactors within a membrane protein. Purple bacterial reaction 
centers (PBRCs) consist of cofactors in the near-symmetrical arrangements in two branches; 
however, the electron pathway is entirely unidirectional [53]. The arrangement of the cofactors in 
PBRCs from two different species is depicted in Fig. 7-1a, 1b.  PBRCs perform anoxygenic 
photosynthesis and possess the only Type II RCs [53].  
In PBRCs, two quinones occupy so-called QA and QB binding sites and function in series 
in electron transfer chains [6]. The QA is the secondary electron acceptor and involved in 
transferring electrons from a bacteriopheophytin (BPhe) binding in the HA site to QB [22], whereas 
QB acts as terminal electron acceptors [55]. Tightly bound QA serves as one-electron acceptor 
quinone (semiquinone) [22], but QB can accept two electrons (quinol) and functions as a mobile 
proton carrier [6, 56].  
The QA of PBRCs from Rhodobacter (Rba.) sphaeroides is ubiquinone (UQ), and from 
Blastochloris (Blc.; formerly Rhodopseudomonas) viridis is menaquinone (MQ) [6, 22]. The QB 
is a UQ molecule in all PBRCs [6]; however, it was reported that MQ occupies the QB binding site 
in Chloroflexus aurantiacus [6, 57]. Since the QA and QB could be structurally similar, different 
quinones' functionalities originate from their local binding interactions [58, 59].  
The enlarged view of possible interactions between QA and its surrounding protein 
environments from Rba. sphaeroides [54] and Blc. viridis [44] is depicted in Fig. 7-1a-1b (framed 





similar hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) interactions for bound UQ and MQ in proteins. UQ and MQ 
form two H-bonds to the proteins: the carbonyl oxygen adjacent to the tail of quinones forms an 
H-bond to alanine, whereas the oxygen adjacent to the methyl makes the second one to histidine 
(Fig. 7-1a, 1b). 
X-ray structures show that H-bond lengths to MQ in Blc. viridis are slightly longer than 
UQ in Rba. Sphaeroides; However, the average H-bond distances to carbonyl oxygens of native 
quinones in the QA binding sites are almost identical [6]. Nonetheless, these distances with the 
range of 2.7-3.2 Å between H-bond partners are not classified as strong interactions [177]. An 
earlier study showed that for the neutral UQ in the QA binding site from Rba. Sphaeroides, the H-






Figure 7-1 Arrangement of cofactors in the PBRCs (left) and enlarged views of binding 
interactions for the QA in the red frame (right). a) UQ molecule occupies the QA binding site in 
RCs from Rba. sphaeroides. The figure was generated using the 2.2 Å X-ray crystal structure 
(PDB:1AIJ)  [54]. b)  MQ is in the QA binding site in RCs from Blc. viridis. The figure was 
generated using the 2.45 Å X-ray crystal structure (PDB:2PRC) [60]. Similar H-bond interactions 
between the two carbonyls of quinones in the QA binding sites and the surrounding environment 
were depicted. Possible H-bonds to the quinones and ligand to a non-heme iron atom are indicated 
(dotted/green). The QB binding sites of PBRCs are occupied by UQ. c) Chemical structure and 
partial ring numbering of UQ, MQ, and PhQ. UQ: 2,3-dimethoxy-5-methyl-6- (isoprenyl)n-1,4-
benzoquinone. MQ: 2-methyl-3-nonaisoprenyl-1,4-naphthoquinone. One isoprenoid unit of the 







A conserved non-heme iron atom (Fe2+) coordinates midway between two quinones [6, 77, 
141]. The precise role of the Fe2+ in PBRCs has not been revealed yet. However, it was suggested 
that Fe2+ is not involved directly in the electron transfer in PBRCs [77], while the calculated spin density 
pointed out that the divalent metal ions in PBRCs could be the origin of the asymmetric spin density of 
carbonyl oxygens of QA [77]. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy indicated that 
reconstitution of Fe2+, Mn2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, and Zn2+  in Fe-depleted PBRCs leads to the same 
features for the electron transfer as the wild-type [178]. A theoretical study on the redox potential of 
quinones suggested that the role of the Fe2+  in PBRCs appears to be the change of the net charge [141]. 
For reduced UQ (UQ−), the presence of Fe2+ and ligands to histidine were proposed as significant 
factors that lead to the stronger H-bond to histidine than to alanine [78]. 
Fourier-transform infrared difference spectroscopy (FTIR DS) has been widely utilized to 
investigate light-induced reactions in protein complexes like photosynthetic RCs [22, 58, 80, 144, 179]. 
In particular, FTIR studies assist the investigations on the H-bond interactions of carbonyl groups 
of bound quinones. [59, 161]. Although one limitation of the FTIR technique is the interpretation 
of overlapping contributions from quinones and proteins, FTIR DS obtained with a wide range of 
reconstituted foreign quinones in the QA site of PBRCs with relevant 18O or 13C isotope-edited 
revealed the vibrational bands of quinones in the protein [22, 25, 56, 58].   
Computational quantum chemistry could facilitate the prediction or assignment of 
vibrational spectra [180]. A constructed two-layer ONIOM model has been successfully used for 
the bands’ assignment of neutral unlabeled and isotope-edited quinones in the QA site, previously 
[74, 149]. To study the vibrational properties of unlabeled and isotope edited PhQ− in the QA 





Meanwhile, the solution study allows developing our understanding of the vibrational bands in 
terms of the substituents without the impact of binding interactions [28]. In this respect, vibrational 
frequencies of unlabeled and isotope edited PhQ− in solvents were also performed.  
Our results indicate the calculated spectra obtained based on ONIOM and solution models 
are similar and remarkably agree with FTIR. While in the ONIOM model, the H-bonds partners 
or Fe2+ are not included in the QM layer, and the solvent model provides only a polar environment. 
In comparison to vibrational properties of PhQ− occupying the QA, FTIR DS obtained using 
photosystem I (PSI) protein complex with PhQ in the A1 binding site is not comparable to the 
solution spectrum [146]. The differences in binding interactions in two binding sites that may 
govern the vibrational properties of PhQ− have been discussed. 
7.2  Materials and Methods 
7.2.1 Molecular model 
A Molecular model was constructed using the crystal structure of Rba. sphaeroides PBRCs 
at 2.2 Å resolution (PDB file 1AIJ) [54] previously [74, 79]. The model includes all amino acid 
atoms and possible water molecules within 10 Å of either carbonyl oxygen atom of UQ [74]. 
Selected amino acids and their charge assignments are listed in the supplementary information in 
reference [74]. 
The structure of UQ (Fig. 7-1c) has been changed to PhQ (Fig. 7-1c) as follows: 1). The 
methoxy groups of UQ were replaced with an aromatic ring to construct the naphthoquinone ring. 
2) The UQ tail was truncated to one isoprenoid unit, a similar structure to the initial part of the 
phytyl chain of PhQ (Fig. 7-1c). Structurally PhQ is an analog quinone to MQ (Fig. 7-1c); only a 
phytol chain replaces the isoprenoid chain of MQ in PhQ [22]. It was suggested that the binding 





must be similar [22]. We assumed that the PhQ in the QA binding site from Rba. sphaeroides takes 
the same orientation as MQ in the QA binding site from Blc. viridis (Fig. 7-1b). The same 
orientation for neutral PhQ in the QA binding site was also modeled from Rba. sphaeroides, 
previously [79]. 
Although the methyl and tail of PhQ have identical positions to that found for UQ in the QA 
binding site, after changing the structure of UQ to PhQ, based on the IUPAC numbering, the C1=O 
and C4=O numbering are different. For PhQ (or MQ) in the QA binding site, the carbonyl adjacent 
to the tail (C4=O) is H-bonded to alanine, while the other one (C1=O) is H-bonded to histidine (see 
Fig. 7-1a,1b for comparison).  
7.2.2 ONIOM Calculations  
ONIOM Geometry optimization was undertaken whereas all atoms associated with the 
protein backbone are kept fixed, but atoms of the amino acid side chains and quinone are 
unconstrained as modeled previously [74, 79]. Hydrogen (H) atoms were added to the molecular 
model using GaussView6 software [181] and they are also unconstrained. The geometry 
optimization was undertaken using hybrid DFT methods, employing the B3LYP functional and 
the 6-31+G(d) method for the quinone at the QM level, whereas the protein was treated at the MM 
level using AMBER (Assisted Model Building with Energy Refinement)[182] using ONIOM in 
Gaussian 16 [84]. The optimized quinone is considered separately for vibrational frequency 
calculations at the QM layer as it was performed previously [79]. In a further step, the QM and 
MM layers (entire ONIOM) were also undertaken for the vibrational frequency calculations, and 
the calculated spectra were referred to as ‘ONIOM-All’ to be distinguishable from the ‘ONIOM’ 





7.2.3 Solution phase calculations 
Vibrational properties of unlabeled, 18O, and 13C PhQ− were calculated to monitor the 
impacts of different solvents on the calculated frequencies. Three solvents were selected; 
tetrahydrofuran (THF), as a polar and aprotic solvent with dielectric constant ~ 7.42 [183], carbon 
tetrachloride (CCl4) as a non-polar, and methanol as a polar and protic solvent with dielectric 
constant ~ 33.30 [184]. The solvent was considered using the integral equation formalism (IEF) of 
the polarizable continuum model (PCM) [83] as implemented using default parameters in Gaussian 
16 [84]. Calculations (geometry optimization and frequency calculation) were undertaken 
employing the B3LYP functional and the 6-31+G(d) basis in the solvents. 
7.3 Results 
PhQ− in the QA binding site from Rba. Sphaeroides exhibits three FTIR bands at 1477, 
1444, and 1394 cm-1 [22, 58]. PhQ− in the QA binding site from Blc. viridis also displays similar 
vibrational bands [22]. Here, we compared the calculated normal bands to these three distinct 
reported FTIR and discussed the composition and the frequency-shift due to the isotope labeling. 
The MM layer in frequency calculations (ONIOM-All) did not change the peak positions 
noticeably; ONIOM-All spectra were compared to ONIOM and FTIR data in the supplementary 
section (SI). THF and methanol calculated spectra in contrast to calculated spectra in CCl4 display 
a similar trend in the peak positions. Calculated CCl4 spectra do not agree with FTIR downshift 
upon the 18O labeling; the comparison between three calculated spectra in solvents was reported 
in SI. Similar scaling factors were applied to adjust the calculated high-frequency bands at the 
FTIR band 1477 cm-1 [22]. Calculated frequencies obtained using ONIOM and THF models, along 





7.3.1 High-frequency band of PhQ− in the QA 
The high-frequency FTIR band of PhQ−  at 1477 cm-1 is well simulated by calculated 
ONIOM and THF spectra (Fig. 7-2a, 2b). Calculations show the band is mainly due to the C4−⃛O 
stretching coupling with other molecular groups such as CH bending modes (Table 7-1). However, 
several normal modes with lower frequencies than 1477 cm-1 and relatively weaker intensities arise 
from the C1−⃛O vibrations at 1474, 1468 cm-1 in THF, and 1465 cm-1 in ONIOM (Table 7-1). 
Upon 18O labeling, ONIOM and THF spectra show that the 1477 cm-1 band downshifts ~7 
cm-1 and loses intensity (Fig. 2a). ONIOM and THF spectra indicate the C1−⃛O vibration vanishes 
upon the 18O labeling at 1470 cm-1 (Table 7-1). ONIOM-All calculated spectra display the ~3 cm-
1 downshifting upon the 18O labeling similar to FTIR data, whereas the vibration is due to the C1−⃛O 
mainly (Fig. 7-6).  
Although the FTIR DS shows the high-frequency band is not affected by the 18O labeling 
[22], calculations (ONIOM/THF) show the vibration at 1477 cm-1 mainly originates from the 
C4−⃛O stretching coupled to CH bending modes. Upon 13C labeling, the band shifts to 1431/1430 
cm-1 in ONIOM/THF, whereas such decrease in frequencies agrees well with FTIR DS (Fig. 7-
2b).  
7.3.2 Mid-frequency band of PhQ− in the QA 
FTIR DS shows a band at 1444 cm-1 [22]; however, calculated ONIOM and THF spectra 
display more than one band in the region (Fig. 7-2a, 2b); the OMIOM-All spectrum shows only 
one peak at 1445 cm-1 (Fig. 7-6). ONIOM frequencies indicate the bands at 1438 and 1432 cm-1 
are due to both carbonyls’ stretching modes. However, THF calculations indicate the calculated 
bands at 1437 and 1430 cm-1 are mainly due to the C4−⃛O vibrations, and a relatively weak band at 





Upon 18O labeling, FTIR DS exhibits two bands at 1439 and 1427 cm-1 (Fig. 7-2a). 
ONIOM/THF spectra also indicate two bands arise from coupled carbonyl vibrations: hardly 
shifted bands at ~ 1437 cm-1 and noticeably shifted bands to 1423/1421 cm-1 (Fig. 7-2a). 
Calculations indicate that the C1−⃛O stretching modes contribute to the normal mode at 1437 cm-1, 
whereas the calculated normal modes at 1423/1421 cm-1 are due to both carbonyl vibrations in 
ONIOM/THF (Table 7-1). Upon 13C labeling, the middle FTIR band shifts to 1402 cm-1; similar 
shifts were simulated by calculated spectra (Fig. 7-2b). Calculations show downshifted bands to 
1395-1396 cm-1 are also composed of both carbonyls’ vibrations (Table 7-1). The mid-frequency 
FTIR band shifts and splits into two bands due to the 18O labeling; the split might be originated 
from the various H-bond interactions in the binding sites; however, the shift is also featured in 
THF calculations (Fig. 7-2a).  
7.3.3 Low-frequency band of PhQ− in the QA 
Upon 18O labeling, the FTIR band at 1394 cm-1 gains intensity, whereas it is hardly shifted 
(Fig. 7-2a). In contrast, upon the 13C labeling, the band shifts noticeably to 1361 cm-1 (Fig. 7-2b). 
Calculations indicate the band is due to the C-C stretching and CH bending modes. Calculations 






Figure 7-2 Calculated ONIOM (blue) and THF (black) spectra compared to FTIR DS (red) 
obtained with PhQ− in the QA binding site from reference [22]. a) Frequency-shift upon 18O-
PhQ−  (dashed) and 13C-PhQ− (dotted) compared to unlabeled (solid) PhQ−. Calculated ONIOM 







Constructed calculated double difference spectra (DDS) obtained by subtracting the 
unlabeled from labeled were compared to FTIR DDS from the reference [22] in Fig. 7-3a, 3b. 
Upon the 18O labeling, FTIR DDS displays a ~7 cm-1 downshift similar to the calculations for the 
high-frequency band (Fig. 7-3a); however, FTIR DS showed the 18O isotope labeling causes only 
~ 3 cm-1 downshifting (Fig. 7-2a). The calculated difference band on DDS at 1477(-)/1470(+) cm-
1 could correspond to the FTIR DDS band at 1479 (-)/1472 (+) (Fig. 7-3a).  
FTIR DDS displays the middle band at 1444 cm-1 gives rise to 1427 cm-1 (Fig. 7-3a). Thus, 
due to the 18O labeling the band appears ~17cm-1 at a lower frequency. Calculations indicate that 
the middle bands are due to the coupled carbonyl groups. Moreover, the difference band on DDS 
at 1447(-)/1424(+) cm-1 is well simulated by ONIOM calculated DDS at 1439 (-)/1422 (+) cm-1 or 
THF calculated DDS at 1445 (-)/1421 (+) cm-1 (Fig. 7-3a).  
FTIR DDS shows the low-frequency band at 1397 cm-1 is shifted to 1386 cm-1 for the 18O 
labeling (Fig. 7-3a). Upon the 13C labeling, the band on FTIR DDS displays a greater downshift 
and gives rise at 1356 cm-1 (Fig. 7-3a). Calculated DDS display the downshift smaller than FTIR 
DDS. While the low-frequency band is due to the CH bending vibrations. One could assume that 







Figure 7-3 Constructed calculated double difference spectra (DDS) compared to FTIR DDS from  
reference [22]. a) Calculated and FTIR DDS obtained by 18O PhQ−  minus unlabeled PhQ− . b) 
Calculated and FTIR DDS obtained by 13C-PhQ−  minus unlabeled PhQ− . Calculated ONIOM 







Table 7-1 Normal mode frequencies (in cm-1) and intensities (in parenthesis; in km/mol) calculated 
using ONIOM and THF models for unlabeled, 18O, and 13C PhQ− . Calculated frequencies were 
scaled by 0.9717 for ONIOM and 0.9727 THF. FTIR DS is reported from reference [22]. 
Abbreviations: ν, bond stretching; δ, bending vibration; a, if carbons of the aromatic ring involve 





Mode Calc. THF 
(Intensity) 
Mode *Exp. 
Unlabeled PhQ− 1477 
(202.3) 
ν (C4−⃛O) +ν (C-C)a + 
 δ(HCH) methyl + δ(HCC)a 
1477 
(514.1) 




 − −  1474 
(163.1) 
ν (C1−⃛O) + δ(HCH)tail 




ν (C1−⃛O) + ν (C2-C3)q + 
δ(HCH) methyl+ δ(HCC)a 
1468 
(75.5) 
ν (C1−⃛O) +ν (C2-C3)q 
+ δ(HCH)tail 
 
 − −  1445 
(70.3) 






ν (C1−⃛O) +ν (C4−⃛O) +ν 
(C-C)a + δ(HCC)a 
1437 
(194.8) 
ν (C4−⃛O) + ν (C-C)q + 





ν (C1−⃛O) +ν (C4−⃛O) + 
δ(HCH)tail +δ(HCH)methyl 
+ δ(HCC)a  
1430 
(256.6) 






ν (C-C)a +δ(HCC)a + 
δ(HCH)methyl + δ(HCH)tail  
1386 
(232.6) 
ν (C-C)a, q + δ(ΗCH) 





ν (C-C)a, q + δ(ΗCH) 
methyl, tail 
− −  
18O PhQ− 1470 
(100.6) 
ν (C4−⃛O) +δ(HCC)a + 
δ(HCH)tail + δ(HCH)methyl  
1469 
(323.8) 











ν(C1−⃛O) +δ(HCC)a + 




 − − 1433 
(68.3) 
ν (C1−⃛O) + ν (C4−⃛O) 









ν (C1−⃛O) +ν (C4−⃛O) 
+  















ν (C1−⃛O) +ν (C4−⃛O) + 
δ (HCC)a + δ(HCH)methyl  
1433 
(593.4) 
ν (C1−⃛O)+ ν (C4−⃛O) 


















7.4.1 Vibrational frequencies of PhQ− in the QA binding site of PBRCs 
It was established that the FTIR band at 1477 cm-1 is not due to the carbonyl vibrations, 
because the band is not impacted by the 18O labeling [22]. However, calculated ONIOM 
frequencies indicate that the carbonyl vibrations contribute to the normal band at 1477 cm-1. Upon 
the 18O labeling, calculated ONIOM spectra simulate a similar band shift to FTIR DDS and show 
the C1−⃛O vibration is missing in the labeled band at 1470 cm-1. A similar result is obtained using 
THF spectra, however. 
Interestingly, upon 18O labeling, the unlabeled FTIR band at 1444 cm-1 splits into two 
bands; the separation may suggest that the carbonyl vibrations are not fully coupled at the mid-
frequency band due to the different H-bond interactions to the protein. Note the C1−⃛O of PhQ in 
the QA binding site is H-bonded to histidine (Fig. 7-4a), and it was shown that this H-bond 
interaction is slightly stronger than the H-bond to alanine in the neutral states [149]. It was 
suggested the presence of Fe2+ might support the strength of this H-bond in the reduced state [78]. 
However, a similar frequency-shift could also be obtained by THF spectra. Thus, we assume that 
the overall binding interactions of PhQ− in the QA binding site are comparable to a moderate polar 
environment. Calculated and FTIR spectra for PhQ− agree on the shift in frequencies due to the 
isotope labeling. Calculations indicate that both C1−⃛O and C4−⃛O vibrations contribute to the 
normal modes at 1477 and 1444 cm-1.  
 1395 
(139.6) 




















7.4.2 Impact of environments on vibrational bands of PhQ− 
In photosystem I (PSI), PhQ is the native secondary electron acceptor and occupies the A1 
binding site [185]. FTIR DS obtained using PSI protein complex with PhQ along with various 
foreign quinones incorporated into the A1 binding site revealed that two separated bands at 1494 
cm-1 and 1415 cm-1 are mainly due to the C1−⃛O and C4−⃛O vibrations, respectively [81, 134]. PhQ 
forms a single H-bond to a leucine, whereas a cluster of water molecules and the potential H-bond 
network among them is also nearby (Fig. 4a). Previously, we pointed out that ONIOM spectra 
agree with FTIR DS and DDS, showing that the water cluster and H-bonded leucine in the QM 
layer are crucial for simulating vibrational bands of PhQ− in the A1 binding site [134]. Moreover, 
upon the 18O labeling of PhQ in the A1 binding site in PSI, the H-bonded carbonyl (C4−⃛O) 
downshifts ~8 cm-1, whereas the carbonyl that is free from H-bond (C1−⃛O) downshifts ~13 cm-1 
[80, 134]. Thus, in the A1 binding site of PSI, ONIOM and FTIR spectra confirmed that the non-







Figure 7-4 PhQ in two photosynthetic RCs.  a) PhQ in the A1 binding site of PSI (PDB entry 1JB0 
[31]). b) Modeled PhQ in the QA binding site of PBRCs from Rba. Sphaeroides (PDB entry 1AIJ 
[54]). The possible H-bond interactions between the carbonyls of PhQ and protein are shown as 
dotted lines (green).   
 
In contrast to the A1 binding site in PSI, PhQ− in the QA binding sites of PBRCs forms two 
H-bonds (Fig. 7-4b). Upon the 18O labeling, the unlabeled FTIR band at 1477 cm-1 is not 
remarkably impacted, whereas the 1444 cm-1 band splits into two bands and shows the carbonyl 
groups are not fully coupled. Interestingly, under the ONIOM calculated relatively broadband, the 
C1−⃛O and C4−⃛O vibrations contribute to more than one normal mode (Table 7-1); upon the 18O 
labeling, calculations show the C1−⃛O vibration has completely vanished at ~1470 cm-1 (Table 7-
1). It should be noted, the calculated frequencies for PhQ− in THF display the downshifting pattern 





to the reported band at 1488 cm-1 [28], our data shows the inclusion of protein in ONIOM 
calculations leads to a similar frequency-shift to calculated frequencies in a polar solvent. 
It was suggested that the gas-phase calculation is not appropriate for studying UQ’s binding 
interactions in the QA site, and in this respect, the inclusion of the environment seems to be 
essential [74]. For many neutral quinones in the QA binding site of PBRCs from Rba. Sphaeroides 
such as UQ, PhQ, and their relevant chainless derivatives, the same ONIOM model was used to 
assess FTIR bands previously [74, 79]. Moreover, calculated spectra obtained using various 
ONIOM models showed the extension of the QM layer for the inclusion of more binding 
interactions does not noticeably alter the neutral bands of  UQ in the QA binding site [149]; 
furthermore, the study suggested that carbonyl oxygens of UQ form the H-bond to histidine 
slightly stronger than to alanine [149].  
Our results show that vibrational frequencies of PhQ− in the QA binding site could be 
simulated using the ONIOM/ONIOM-All models with or without the MM layer's inclusion in 
vibrational frequency calculations (Fig. 7-6). Moreover, calculated frequencies of PhQ−  in a 
moderate or highly polar solvent are comparable to FTIR DS obtained for PhQ− in the QA binding 
site (Fig. 7-7). Thus, for PhQ− in the QA binding site, the three distinct vibrational bands could be 
simulated without the inclusion of the H-bonds or Fe+2 in the QM layer of ONIOM models, 
whereas similar spectra could be obtained in a relatively polar solution. 
It was established that the binding interactions of PhQ− in the QA binding sites lead to the 
FTIR band at 1477 cm-1 [22],  and the band is not for the carbonyl vibrations. In contrast to this 
suggestion, our data showed the carbonyl vibrations contribute to the band, while the carbonyls’ 





vibrations. Thus, the quinone-protein interactions cause ~33 cm-1 separation in the C−⃛O 
vibrational frequencies of PhQ− in the QA binding site.  
It was established that the H-bond causes an inhomogeneous electrostatic effect due to the 
nature of the interactions [186]. The carbonyl vibrations are sensitive to environmental 
electrostatic [67]. The overall impacts of charged residues (pH) and ligands in the surrounding 
environment are considered electrostatic environmental effects [187]. The response of vibrational 
modes to environmental electrostatic should be considered in interpreting the experimental data 
[188].  Therefore, we conclude that the positive charge of the Fe2+ might have a contribution to the 
increase of the inhomogeneity of electrostatic in the anion states. For the substituted PhQ in the 
QA binding site, in neutral states, two carbonyls’ modes split ~ 10 cm-1 (two neutral bands are 
observed at 1651 and 1640 cm-1, respectively [58, 189]), and due to the response to the increase in 
the inhomogeneity of electrostatic in the reduced states, the vibrations of carbonyls of PhQ− split 
~ 33 cm-1. On the other hand, the carbonyl vibrations of PhQ respond similarly to the solvent polar 
environment. Thus, overall binding interaction of PhQ− in the QA binding site leads to a similar 
impact of a polar solvent on the carbonyls’ vibrations. 
The bond length of a molecular group is inversely proportional to the bond strength, 
whereas the stronger bonds vibrate at higher vibrational frequencies. Here, a correlation between 
the calculated bond length and the frequencies for the carbonyls of PhQ− in various environments 
is considered. Calculated bond lengths obtained by optimized structures were compared in Fig. 7-
5 (data is listed in Table 7-2). In the QA binding site, the C1−⃛O of PhQ− is slightly calculated longer 
than the C4−⃛O (~0.003Å), whereas, in THF, both molecular groups appear to have the same bond 
lengths. Therefore, for PhQ− in the QA binding sites, the overall binding interactions do not lead 





appear at similar/close frequencies. Interestingly, in the A1 binding site the differences between 
calculated bond lengths of the C1−⃛O and C4−⃛O is noticeable. It may refer to a very asymmetric 
binding pattern due to a single H-bond to the protein and the involvement of water molecules in 
the H-bond interaction; consequently, in the A1 binding site, a noticeable separation between the 
carbonyl vibrations for PhQ− is observable. 
 
Figure 7-5 Calculated bond lengths for the carbonyls of PhQ− in various environments. 
 
7.5 Conclusions 
Calculated and FTIR spectra agree on vibrational bands of unlabeled and 18O-/13C- isotope-
labeled PhQ− in the QA binding site of PBRCs. Comparison between the vibrational frequencies 
of PhQ− in the QA in PBRCs and A1 in PSI could be listed as follows: 
1. The high-frequency band of PhQ− in the QA binding site is observed at a lower 
frequency than in the A1 binding site in PSI. The upshift in the anionic state could be 










related to the asymmetric H-bond interaction and the support of the water H-bond 
network in the A1 binding site.  
2. The carbonyls vibrational modes of PhQ− are coupled in the QA binding site but 
uncoupled in the A1. 
3. In contrast to the A1 binding site, the vibrational properties of PhQ− in the QA in PBRCs 
might be simulated in a polar and aprotic solvent. 
7.6 Supplementary Information 
7.6.1 Vibrational frequencies of PhQ− obtained using ONIOM-All frequencies 
Calculated vibrational frequencies obtained using ONIOM and ONIOM-All compared to 
FTIR DS from reference [22]. Upon the 18O labeling, ONIOM-All spectra show that the calculated 
band at 1477 cm-1 shifts to 1474 cm-1. Moreover, similar to FTIR DS, only one band is calculated 
at 1445 cm-1; the band downshifts to 1437 cm-1 for the labeling (Fig. 7-6a). However, calculated 
ONIOM-All spectra do not simulate the FTIR downshift to 1427 cm-1. Upon the 13C labeling, a 
band arises at 1437 cm-1; the band could correspond to the FTIR band at 1439 cm-1(Fig. 7-6b); 






Figure 7-6 Calculated ONIOM (blue) and ONIOM-All (pink) spectra compared to FTIR DS (red) 
obtained with PhQ− in the QA binding site from reference [22]. Frequency-shift upon a) 18O-
PhQ−  (dashed) and b) 13C-PhQ− (dotted) compared to unlabeled (solid) PhQ−. Calculated ONIOM 







7.6.2 Calculated vibrational frequencies of PhQ− in different solvents 
Calculated vibrational frequencies of PhQ− in methanol, CCl4 and THF were compared in 
Fig. 7-7. Upon 18O labeling, calculated spectra obtained in methanol and THF display a similar 
downshift. Methanol is a polar and protic solvent, whereas THF is polar and aprotic. It seems the 
vibrational bands are impacted by methanol and THF similarly. However, calculated spectra in 
CCl4 display a different downshifting pattern due to the 18O labeling; the calculated high-frequency 
band at 1477 cm-1 is shifted to 1463 cm-1. The calculated downshift due to the 18O labeling does 
not agree with FTIR data. 
 
Figure 7-7 Unlabeled (solid) and 18O labeled (dotted) calculated spectra of PhQ− in methanol 






7.6.3 Calculated bond lengths for PhQ−  in different environments 
Table 7-2 Calculated bond lengths (Å) for the carbonyls of PhQ− in different environments. 
Environment 𝐂𝐂𝟏𝟏−⃛𝐎𝐎 𝐂𝐂𝟒𝟒−⃛𝐎𝐎 
PhQ− in QA 1.278 1.275 
PhQ− in THF 1.274 1.274 
PhQ− in A1 1.262 1.287 
 
Calculated carbonyl bond lengths in the QA and A1 binding sites were compared to the 
calculated bond length of PhQ− in THF. In comparison, the differences in the QA binding site are 
relatively small. The C1−⃛O of PhQ− in the A1 binding site is the shortest bond length. Notably, 




















8 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
8.1 Summary and Conclusions 
In the previous chapters, calculated frequencies using the ONIOM technique have been 
presented. Intending to simulate FTIR spectra obtained with native and foreign quinones 
incorporated into the PSI protein complex, different methods such as two- and three-layer ONIOM 
techniques have been performed. Moreover, to study the quinone-protein interactions in different 
binding sites correlating the binding interactions to the FTIR bands, the calculated vibrational 
frequencies of PhQ− and PQ− in two different RCs have been studied. This chapter aims to 
summarize and conclude the work introduced in the previous chapters. The conclusions are 
followed by a proposal of the future work with presenting the initial data. 
Calculations have been undertaken to simulate FTIR DS spectra in order to study quinone-
protein interactions of the electron acceptor A1 in PSI.  FTIR DS obtained with PhQ− in PSI protein 
complex displays two separated bands due to carbonyls’ vibrational groups [80, 81]. Upon 18O- 
isotope labeling of  PhQ− , FTIR DS displays only the carbonyl bands remarkably shift and 
confirms the contribution of the vibrational groups into the modes [80].  The X-ray crystal structure 
indicates that only a single H-bond via one carbonyl oxygen atom of PhQ to protein could be 
formed. In order to investigate how the only H-bond formation may cause the noticeable separation 
between two carbonyls’ vibrations of PhQ−, various ONIOM models were developed. 
An initial selection on the X-ray structure [31] had been chosen, whereas all amino acids 
within 10 Å of both carbonyl oxygen atoms of the PhQ were included. A similar selection of PhQ 
and its surrounding environment in PSI was used for the EPR parameters [78] and vibrational 
frequency calculations previously [85]. Two different classes of two- and three-layer ONIOM 





three-layer method is superior to the two-layer method due to providing a more straightforward 
assessment since only vibrational modes associated with the quinone need to be analyzed. The 
techniques, results, and comparison to FTIR spectra were explained in detail in Ch. 2. 
Although calculations indicated that calculated spectra obtained by the three-layer ONIOM 
model with PhQ agree with FTIR data [97], calculated spectra with a tailless NQ in the three-layer 
ONIOM model showed a partial matching with FTIR DS obtained for 2MNQ incorporated into 
the PSI protein [81]. The lack of a remarkable agreement with the experimental data pointed out 
that the ONIOM model does not simulate the quinone-protein interactions adequately. Therefore, 
the size of the molecular structure was extended, and several crystallographic water molecules 
were included in the model. Following the inclusion of water molecules in a three-layer ONIOM 
model, a relatively good agreement with the experiment was obtained [165]. The inclusion of water 
molecules in the molecular model improved the agreement between calculated and experimental 
spectra for 2MNQ− and PhQ−. Ch. 3 covers the details of calculations.  
Despite the relatively good agreement between the calculated spectra obtained with 
extended three-layer ONIOM model and FTIR data, multiple issues emerged; Multiple scaling 
factors were needed to adjust calculated frequencies to match the experiment [165]. Moreover, 
three-layer ONIOM optimizations undertaken in two DFT levels were too time-consuming that 
caused limitations for calculations regarding different orientations of foreign quinones in the 
model. A solution to these problems was to reduce the size of the QM layer as well as the number 
of layers, whereas the water molecules were modeled to interact with the H-bonded carbonyl group 
in an accurate and high-level DFT level. 
 In order to include the required quinone-protein interactions, such as the available H-bond 





layers [134]. The two-layer ONIOM optimization and frequency calculations were performed. 
Calculated ONIOM frequencies agree remarkably with the FTIR obtained for the PSI protein 
complex with several reduced quinones [134]. 
 The agreement between calculated and FTIR spectra indicates that the H-bond network 
among water molecules might support the strength of the single H-bond in the A1 binding site 
[134]; the complex H-bond network modulates the carbonyls’ vibrations and is assumed to be the 
origin of the noticeable split between two carbonyls bands. The inclusion of the specific water 
molecules in the two-layer ONIOM model and the consequent calculated frequencies were 
discussed in Ch. 4. 
The two-layer ONIOM model has successfully been used to assess the orientation of two 
non-native NQs incorporated into the A1 binding site [190]. Surprisingly, despite different 
substituents, these two NQs display similar vibrational modes in the reduced states [146]. Our 
calculated spectra showed that the orientation of the substituents in the A1 binding site govern the 
vibrational bands [190]. The discussion was followed by the details of calculations in Ch. 5.  
The impact of quinone-protein interactions in terms of vibrational modes in the A1 binding 
site was investigated by modeling PQ− in the A1 binding site in Ch. 6. PQ is a BQ derivative with 
two methyl and one isoprenoid side-chain. The spectroscopic studies indicated that the isoprenoid 
side-chain of PQ takes up the phytyl position of PhQ in the A1 binding site [163]. Calculated 
spectra agree with FTIR spectra obtained for PQ− and PhQ− in the A1 binding site  [73], showing 
that PQ−  displays a downshifted carbonyl band with respect to the same vibrational group of PhQ− 
in the A1 binding site. However, FTIR data for PQ−  in the QA binding site of PSII, where PQ 
functions as the secondary electron acceptor, displays the carbonyl band at ~10 cm-1 lower 





vibrational bands of PQ−  in terms of the binding interactions in different protein environments was 
discussed. 
Vibrational frequencies of PhQ− in the A1 binding site of PSI and QA of PBRCs were 
compared to correlate the binding interactions with the vibrational bands. FTIR data displays three 
bands in the QA binding site are due to the vibrational modes of PhQ− [22]. Our data showed that 
PhQ− in a polar and aprotic solvent displays similar vibrational properties to the QA binding site in 
PBRCs. Vibrational frequency calculations for PhQ, 13C-PhQ, and 18O-PhQ in the QA binding site 
of PBRCs along, with several solution-phase models were undertaken. Calculated spectra, 
comparison to the available FTIR, and discussion were covered in Ch. 7. 
The work presented in this dissertation indicates that specific water molecules must be 
included in the molecular model to correctly simulate experimental spectra of the A1−. These water 
molecules are found in both the A1A and A1B binding sites and are conserved in PSI crystal 
structures [31, 32, 38]. It has been proposed that these water molecules help strengthen and 
stabilize the backbone H-bond [26]. The calculated spectra presented here indicate a strong 
backbone H-bond form in the reduced states with all quinones incorporated into the A1 binding 
site.  
While foreign quinones incorporated into the PSI protein complex could have different 
substitutions, and the presence of a similar H-bond in all cases indicates a highly stable H-bond. 
One way to stabilize (and strengthen) the backbone H-bond is to bolster the immediate backbone 
via a network of H-bonding water molecules. Water molecules behind the H-bonded leucine 
residue are in the position to do this. If the H-bonding network of water molecules contributes to 
the H-bond's strength and stability to PhQ, this will also impact the functioning of PhQ in the A1 





structure can be related to the functional characteristics of the quinones bound in the A1 binding 
site. 
Our data shows that the ONIOM technique is applicable for studying the effect of 
molecular interactions on a molecule's vibrational frequencies and intensities in protein complexes. 
Our studies suggest that the H-bond network among water molecules is crucial in supporting the 
single H-bond between the A1 and protein in the anionic states. However, while FTIR data 
indicates that semiquinones in the A1 binding site in PSI display a band at a higher frequency than 
the QA binding site of PBRCs or PSII, our calculations agree with FTIR in the simulation of spectra 
without addressing the reason for this upshift. Hence one could ask how a complex H-bond nearby 
one carbonyl group may influence the vibration of non-H-bonded carbonyl in the A1 binding site.  
8.2 Outlook 
The calculation methods undertaken in this dissertation were intended to advance the 
research on the structural feature studies in terms of vibrational bands, focusing on the secondary 
electron acceptor A1 in PSI. As summarized, the calculations methods developed and applied in 
the studies presented in previous chapters; however, these studies could raise a series of new 
questions. In this section, a direction for future research is proposed along with data to support the 
proposal. 
As mentioned previously, our studies suggest that the presence of the H-bond network 
among water molecules and the potential support of the single H-bond interactions between 
quinones and protein in the A1 binding site are assumed to be the origin of the great split between 
two vibrational carbonyl groups. X-ray structures of plants and cyanobacteria indicate that a cluster 
of water molecules behind the H-bonded leucine are conserved; we showed that specific water 





Fig. 8-1 compares PhQ in the A1A binding site of PSI and part of protein environment from 
T. elongatus (PDB:1JB0) [31] to a virus-like PSI from the cyanobacterium Synechocystis PCC 
6803 (PDB:4KT0) [110] and to another structure from Synechocystis (PDB:5OY0) [38]. All three 
X-ray structures indicate that a cluster of water molecules is available nearby the H-bonded 
carbonyl (Fig. 8-1). However, fewer crystallographic water molecules are shown in the structure 
of Synechocystis PCC 6803 at 2.8 Å resolution (Fig. 8-1A); Moreover, a comparison between the 
PSI structures from Synechocystis and T. elongatus with 2.5 Å resolutions also indicates the 
mismatch coordination between crystallographic water molecules (Fig. 8-1B). The mismatching 
in the position and coordination of water molecules is noticeable in the vicinity of the H-bonded 
carbonyl group, however (Fig. 8-1B), while the position of water molecules is critical for the H-
bond formation in computation. 
 
Figure 8-1 A) PhQ in the A1A of PSI and part of its surrounding environment from T. elongatus 
(PDB:1JB0) [31] overlaid on  A) a virus-like PSI from the cyanobacterium Synechocystis PCC 
6803 (all in blue) [110], and B) Synechocystis (PDB:5OY0) (all in green) [38]. Water molecules 
‘1’, ‘2’, and ‘3’ were modeled at the QM layer of constructed ONIOM model based on the 1JB0 





8.2.1  Molecular construction 
A molecular model was constructed using the structure from the Synechocystis PSI trimer 
at 2.5 Å resolution (PDB:5OY0) [38]. PhQ in the A1A binding site was chosen. The molecular 
model consists of atoms that are within 12 Å of either carbonyl (C=O) oxygen atom of PhQ, similar 
to the previously constructed model based on T. elongatus (PDB:1JB0). The phytyl tail of PhQ 
was also truncated to a 5-carbon unit (CH2CHC(CH3)2). The QM layer consists of atoms and 
residues similar to the suggested model based on the 1JB0. The labeled water molecules '1', '2', 
and '3' in Fig. 8-1B from the 5OY0 structure were modeled at the QM layer. The MM layers are 
slightly different in the two ONIOM models due to differences in the sequences and residues. 
Geometry optimizations and frequency calculations were performed for PhQ− and 2MNQ− using 
the ONIOM technique. 
8.2.2 Calculated spectra based on different X-ray structures 
Fig. 8-2 shows the comparison between calculated spectra for PhQ− and 2MNQ− based on 
constructed ONIOM models starting from 5OY0 and our suggested data based on 1JB0 to FTIR 
spectra from reference [81]. The comparison between two ONIOM calculated spectra based on 
different structures and FTIR spectra could be highlighted as follows: 
1. Calculated frequencies for the PhQ− obtained with the 5OY0 structure show two vibrational 
bands in spectral region 1520-1500 cm−1 (Fig. 8-2).  
2. FTIR spectra indicate that the C1−⃛O mode of 2MNQ− gives rise to a positive band at 
1505 cm−1 [81] (Fig. 8-2), whereas this experimental band is ~ 11 cm−1 higher than the 
corresponding band of PhQ− (Fig. 8-2). ONIOM calculated frequencies based on the 1JB0 
structure show an upshift of ~8 cm-1 upon replacing 2MNQ in the A1 binding site [134]. Thus, 





replacement of 2MNQ in the protein complex and agree well with the experiment at this point 
(Fig. 8-2).  
3. The carbonyls’ vibrational modes of PhQ− and 2MNQ− obtained with the 5OY0 are more 
separated than suggested by FTIR data [81]. 
4. Calculations based on the 1JB0 structure agree with FTIR data displaying that the band at 1415 
cm−1 is due to the C4−⃛O vibration of PhQ−; the band upshifts to 1429 cm−1 for replacing 2MNQ 
in the binding site (Fig. 8-2). However, calculated spectra based on the 5OY0 do not agree to 
the band-shift with the FTIR data at this point (Fig. 8-2).  
 
Figure 8-1 Calculated frequencies for PhQ− (solid-red) and 2MNQ− (solid-blue) based on the X-
ray structure of 5OY0 were compared to FTIR data (dashed). Calculated frequencies based on the 
structure of 1JB0 were shown for comparison (solid-black). A 0.964 factor scaled calculated 
frequencies. FTIR data is updated from reference [81]. 
 
It is noticeable that the above-listed issues emerged previously during the development of 
the ONIOM model based on the 1JB0 structure (see SI in reference [134]). It was shown that the 





molecules ‘1’, ‘2’, and ‘3’ could be potentially H-bonded to the backbone of two neighbors of H-
bonded leucine residue [134] due to the proper H-bond distances [126]. However, the water cluster 
available in the 5OY0 is coordinated with a relatively longer distance comparing to the 1JB0 
structure (data not shown here); in particular, water molecule ‘1’ is coordinated slightly larger than 
4.1Å from the backbone NH of alanine; thus, the H-bond formation is too weak or does not occur.  
It was shown that if water molecule ‘1’ in the ONIOM model constructed based on 1JB0 
(see Fig. 8-1) was modeled at the MM layer, and water molecules ‘2’, ‘3’, and ‘4’ were modeled 
at the QM layer, calculated frequencies of PhQ− and 2MNQ− showed similar features to the 
calculated spectra based on the 5OY0 structure (Fig. 8-3) (see SI in reference [134] for more 
detail).  
 Moreover, it was shown that if water molecule ‘1’ is not included in the H-bond 
interaction, the inclusion of more or fewer water molecules does not change the calculated spectra 
of PhQ− and 2MNQ−  (see SI in reference [134] for more detail).  Hence, the position of water 
molecules determined by the X-ray structures impacts the calculated spectra. In this respect, more 
investigation is needed, whereas ONIOM calculated spectra could be considered as a supportive 
mechanism to rationalize the X-ray structures’ accuracy. Interestingly, the critical question arises 
again: how does a featural change in the asymmetric H-bond interaction to one carbonyl group 






Figure 8-2 A) Calculated frequencies based on 1JB0 structure, with the inclusion of water molecule 
‘2’,’3’and ‘4’ at the QM layer (the calculated spectra updated from SI of reference [134]. B) 
Calculated frequencies based on the 5OY0 structure, whereas water molecules ‘1’,’2’ans ‘3’ were 
modeled at the QM layer. 
 
Surprisingly, calculated frequencies showed that for a simulated 2MNQ− using 1JB0 
structure, the water molecule ‘4’ could be kept fixed or free at the MM layer in optimizations 






Figure 8-3 2MNQ− was optimized at two slightly different ONIOM models constructed upon 1JB0. 
Calculated spectra for 2MNQ− do not change if the water molecule labeled ‘4’ in Fig. 8-1 was kept 
free or fixed while modeling at the MM layer. 
 
 However, releasing the labeled ’4’ water molecule at the optimization step changes the 
shape of the calculated spectrum of PhQ− obtained based on the 1JB0; in this respect the calculated 
spectrum looks like the spectrum obtained by the 5OY0 (Fig. 8-5). If the labeled ’4’ water molecule 
was modeled at the QM layer, keeping it fixed or free does not show any impact on the calculated 






Figure 8-4 Calculated ONIOM frequencies of PhQ−  based on the 1JB0 structure while water 
molecule labeled ‘4’ in Fig. 8-1 is not frozen. A calculated spectrum of PhQ−  based on the 1JB0 
with free-running water ‘4’ agrees with obtained spectrum by the 5OY0. 
 
Thus, our data indicate that the optimization techniques influence the calculated 
frequencies of PhQ− but do not influence the calculated frequencies of 2MNQ− (Fig. 8-4). The 
PhQ and 2MNQ only differ in the phytyl tail of PhQ; the phytyl tail is truncated in the molecular 
structure of PhQ up to five carbon atoms, however. 
 It is assumed that the side-chain of quinones is in van der Waals's interactions with the 
surrounding environment [155]. While all the native quinones in RCs have a long hydrocarbon 
tail, it could be interesting to find out how the limited number of side-chain units could be well 
packed in the protein without changing the vibrational frequencies. In this respect, a more 
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 APPENDICES  
Appendix A: Impact of Polarity and Proton Activity of Solvents on the Vibrational Bands 
of Quinones  
As outlined in section 1.4.2, in order to investigate the vibrational bands of quinones in 
terms of their substituents and structural features, calculated frequencies of quinones in different 
solutions were performed. Neutral and reduced NQs were modeled in solvents with a range of 
polarity and proton activity to study the impact of homogeneous environments on the calculated 
frequencies. Vibrational frequencies of PhQ− were calculated in Tetrahydrofuran (THF) as a 
moderately polar and aprotic solvent ( dielectric constant ~ 7.42 [183]) and carbon tetrachloride 
(CCl4) as a non-polar solution. For comparison, calculated frequencies of PhQ− in gas-phase were 
also performed and compared to solution-phase in Fig. A-1. Solution calculations (geometry 
optimization and frequency calculation) were undertaken using default parameters for solvents 






Figure A-1 The structure of CCl4 and THF along with the calculated frequencies of PhQ− in 
different environments. Calculated frequencies of PhQ− in CCl4 (solid-blue), gas-phase (dotted-
gray), and THF (solid-red). Non-scaled data. 
 
Calculated frequencies of PhQ− in a non-polar solvent (CCl4) comparing to the gas phase 
shifts the vibrational bands of PhQ− to lower frequencies without changing the composition of the 
normal modes (Fig. A-1). Notably, in a polar and aprotic solvent (THF), the composition of the 
calculated frequencies with respect to the gas phase or a non-polar solvent will change (Fig. A-1, 






Figure A-2 The impact of the various environments on the calculated frequencies of neutral PhQ 
and 2BrNQ. 
 
Neutral bands of PhQ and 2BrNQ shift due to the response to the polar/non-polar 
environments, while the intensities of normal modes alter. However, the composition of the normal 
modes appears to remain similar. A similar conclusion could be made despite the polar structure 
of 2BrNQ comparing to the structure of PhQ. 
Appendix B: Hydrocarbon Tail of Quinones and the CH Bending Modes 







Figure B-1The impact of full structure of phytyl tail of PhQ in THF. Calculated vibrational 
frequencies for PhQ with the full structure of phytyl tail (blue) and truncated tail to five carbon 
atoms (pink). Neva Agarwala is acknowledged for the experimental data. 
 
The structure of PhQ was extracted from the X-ray structure (PDB:1JB0). The PhQ entire 
tail structure and truncated phytyl with the only five carbon atoms were modeled in THF. Fig. A-
3 indicates that the long tail of PhQ slightly modifies the calculated intensities due to the bending 
modes of CH groups; however, the calculated normal mode is upshifted with respect to the 





Appendix B2: Isoprenoid units of PQ and the absorption bands in ethanol 
 
Figure B-2 Calculated spectra (solid) of decyl PQ (blue) and PQ (gray) with truncated tails in 
ethanol were compared to the experiment (dotted) from reference [29]. The structures of quinones 
with full tails were shown. The highlighted region in the square indicates the low intensity of the 
calculated spectra with respect to the experiment. A 0.985 factor scaled the calculated spectra. 
 
A comparison between calculated spectra of PQ with one isoprenoid unit and decyl PQ 
with a tail with four carbon atoms to available experimental data indicates that the truncated 
hydrocarbon tails reduce the contribution of CH bending modes in the calculated spectra. 
Consequently, the calculated normal modes show low intensities in comparison to experimental 
spectra (see the highlighted region in the square). Moreover, the shift of the experimental band at 
1462 cm-1 in decyl PQ to 1446 cm-1 in PQ spectra is due to the differences in the length and 
structure of tails [29]. Our data shows that calculated frequencies with truncated tails do not 





Appendix C: Calculated Vibrational Frequencies of Halogenated Quinones Incorporated 
into the A1 Binding Site of PSI 
 
Figure C-1 Calculated vibrational frequencies of halogenated NQs in the A1 binding site compared 
to the FTIR spectra. Calculated ONIOM spectra show that A) 2BrNQ, and B) 2ClNQ took meta 
position with respect to the single H-bond in the A1 binding site. C) The slightly upshifted band of 
Br2NQ with respect to PhQ’s band was simulated. D) Only one peak could be simulated by the 
ONIOM frequency calculations. Hiroki Makita and Neva Agarwala are acknowledged for the 
FTIR data. Calculated spectra for the neutral and anion region were scaled by 0.964.  
 
ONIOM calculated spectra of halogenated NQs for the neutral and anion states were used to 
construct DDS. Calculated spectra of 2BrNQ and 2ClNQ compared to FTIR DDS indicate that the 
polar substituents take the position of the methyl group of PhQ in the protein complex. The 
negative bands below 1250 cm-1 are due to the vibrations of neutral halogenated NQs. 
Appendix D:  Impact of Isotope Labeling on Vibrational Frequencies of 2MNQ in THF 
Calculated vibrational frequencies of 2MNQ in THF and 13C- isotope labeling of specific 
/all carbon atoms and 18O- of both oxygen atoms were shown in Fig. D-1. Upon the fully 13C 





1704 cm-1 downshifts to 1658 cm-1. Due to the 13C labeling of C1 or C4 of 2MNQ, the coupled 
band at 1704 cm-1 losses the intensity, whereas it is divided into two vibrational bands. It is 
noticeable that the 13C1 and 13C4 labeling does not shift the coupled band similarly (Fig. D-1). Upon 
18O labeling of both oxygen atoms, the unlabeled band at 1704 cm-1 downshifts to 1678 cm-1. The 
methyl carbon atom labeling does not impact the calculated spectra (Fig. D-1). 
 
Figure D- 1 Calculated vibrational frequencies of 2MNQ and the impact of various isotope 
labeling. The isotope labeled atom/atoms are highlighted. 
 
 
